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1. Executive Summary
This Business Case has shown that strengthening and refurbishing both Council buildings is neither
efficient nor cost effective, and this option will not achieve the best design outcomes. This issue has
presented Council with the opportunity to reconsider how the site could be used more efficiently in a
way that leverages its prime central city location to achieve the greatest benefit to Napier.
Spatial analysis has revealed that it is possible to consolidate all of Council’s administrative functions
on one half of the site (Site B), while urban design analysis concludes that Site A is better suited to
commercial use, This is because of the direct connection between Site A and the commercial core of
the city, the waterfront, and the availability of sea views.
Three types of commercial activity have been assessed for feasibility and the economic benefits they
are expected to bring to the city. While all three options, and a combination of these, would bring
positive benefits to the Napier economy, the Hotel option clearly presents the greatest benefit, and is
the most feasible.
In conclusion, the recommended option is Option 2(a) – to divest Site A to a private developer for
commercial use, while consolidating council’s administrative functions within Site B.

2. Introduction
This business case seeks to facilitate investment decisions about the Civic Administration Building,
and to support decisions on the future of the site on which it occupies (hereafter known as Site A)
from civic purposes to commercial purposes, whether this be by way of sale or long-term lease
arrangement to a private developer.
The business case supports the Statement of Proposal, which is the means by which Council will
engage with the Napier community, and make a decision on the future use of the civic administration
site.

Figure 1 – Site Layout
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The purpose of this Business Case is to:





identify whether the Council can be practically housed on one half of the site, therefore
allowing the remaining half to be considered surplus;
identify options for the use of the civic administration site, and the advantages and
disadvantages of each (cost-benefit and risk analysis);
determine a preferred way forward that is affordable and achievable; and
enable Council to make an informed decision based on facts.

Not within the scope include matters associated with:




options for the redevelopment of the civic administration facilities (strengthening and
refurbishment of buildings, new buildings etc);
which site within the CBD the library will be located at;
details relating the library design, delivery model, partnerships, and offerings.

Those matters not within the scope of this Business Case will be explored and decided on in future
stages of the site redevelopment.

Figure 2 – Decision Stages
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This business case is supported by a number of reports prepared by experts, which are attached as
Appendices. These reports include:
Appendix
A

Provider
Options Assessment

B

Strata Group

C

Citrus Studio

D

Economic Solutions
Ltd

E

Horwath HTL

F

Urban Kin

G

Napier City Council

Content
Exploration of the advantages and disadvantages of each
option.
A detailed seismic assessment of the Civic Administration and
Library Buildings, undertaken in 2017.
spatial planning to determine whether Council’s civic
administration functions can be accommodated within one half
of the site.
An economic impact assessment to test the feasibility of
various commercial options for the site, and to assess which
commercial option would provide the greatest benefit to the
Napier and wider Hawke’s Bay community.
A feasibility study for an international-brand hotel on this site in
Napier.

An urban design assessment that considers which of the two
halves of the site would be better suited to commercial use
from an urban design perspective.
Risk Assessment of Recommended Option

Table 1 – Appendices

3. Issues
The Council’s Hastings Street administrative offices are in need of refurbishment to better provide for
excellent customer service, and to address the issues relating to building condition and layout. With
the exception of $400,000 invested in the reception area of the Civic Building, Community
Development and Planning and Infrastructure areas, only minor maintenance has been carried out
over the past fifty years in both the Library and Civic buildings. Napier prudently held off undertaking
any further upgrading of the building pending the Hawkes Bay Amalgamation Poll September 2015.
With that process finished Council could continue delivering on its vision for Napier.
The initial assessment for refurbishing of the Civic Building required significant work to be undertaken
including window replacements, air conditioning, interior redecorating, customer service centre
development, carpet replacement, full electrical replacement, walls removed, exterior upgrades, and
earth works to provide better customer interface for people with disabilities, as well as many more
requirements.
As part of the Long Term Plan 2015-25 Council consulted with the public on the upgrade of the Civic
Building. Consultation made mention to
“We don’t just want to fix the basics as well as any seismic issues though, so we will be putting
together a proposal in the near future that should address not only the standards and expectations of
the community and customers, but make the building more efficient for staff and everyone to use.”
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The Long Term Plan allocated $7.5m to the seismic strengthening and refurbishment of the civic
buildings.
A number of issues raised due to the current condition, design and configuration of the existing
Council buildings are stated below:
1. Earthquake status – In mid-2017, a seismic assessment was commissioned to ensure the
building met current building standard requirements. This assessment found that the Civic
Administration Building achieved a seismic rating of 10% New Building Standard (NBS), while
the Library Building achieved a seismic rating of 15% NBS, making both buildings
earthquake-prone.
2. The status quo is not an option. The earthquake-prone status of the buildings means that
doing nothing is not viable – it neither meets Council’s legal obligations, nor provides a safe
environment for customers and staff.
3. Poor building configuration and access to governance: The main entrance to the building
is inappropriate to deliver Council functions effectively. It lacks flow, accessibility and
prominence making our customers confused and not sure where they should go to the first
time they visit Council buildings. Wheel chair access is also inadequate and is provided at the
rear of the building. The Council Chambers has a dysfunctional layout, with no air
conditioning, and poor acoustics, and its location on the second floor makes access difficult
for some.
4. Perception of low quality customer service - The building does not align with the Council
Values of Customer and Community Service requirements seeking excellence in customer
service Insufficient meeting rooms for counter queries and customers are problematic and
members of the public currently have to navigate through various floors to access council
services including Council Committee rooms and functions.
5. Physical condition of the building: The building design is dated and the aesthetic
contribution of the building towards a vibrant CBD is poor and could be improved. The
entranceway to the building is undesirable and not conducive to good customer service.

4. Opportunities
The issues mentioned above have presented an opportunity for Council to consider alternative
options to strengthening and refurbishing both building. This Business Case considers the
advantages and disadvantages of all of these options and recommends an option that will deliver the
most cost effective and efficient outcome. These options are included in Section 6 of this report.
The preferred option, which is an alternative to strengthening and refurbishing both buildings is to
consolidate Council’s administrative functions and the Library onto a reduced footprint on the
Hastings Street site – potentially within a strengthened and refurbished existing building with new
building extensions to provide additional space. The consolidation of Council’s operations into one
building would allow better and more efficient use of that building (and land), a more integrated
working environment, and an improved workflow and working environment.
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On the remaining portion of the Hastings Street site, there is an opportunity to leverage Council
assets for projects such a commercial development or similar, that would enable the council outcome
of ‘A strong prosperous and thriving economy’. This has the potential to revitalise the economy,
revitalise the CBD and cement Napier city as a tourist town.

5. Strategic Context
The following Council strategic documents have informed and supported the recommendations of this
business case.
City Vision – Small City, BIG Ideas
During 2016, Council adopted its City Vision as its strategic framework for the City. The City Vision –
Small City, BIG Ideas, establishes a set of six principles that influence Council’s decision-making and
its interactions with the community, and help to prioritise what is important.
The City Vision promotes vibrancy in the CBD and identifies a number of nodes within the city centre
and Ahuriri that could be improved by encouraging certain types of development, opening up access
to public land, or improving connections between places. One of these nodes is the area adjacent to
and including Council’s Hastings Street civic buildings, where the building and landscape design has
been recognised as presenting challenges for access and activation.
One of the key drivers of the City Vision is about quality experiences that both locals and visitors can
enjoy. Napier’s city centre is a key (and increasing) tourist destination in the Hawke’s Bay region, and
creating well-designed streetscapes that provide high amenity, improved pedestrian connections
through the city, and spaces for events/activities to pop-up is paramount to achieving such high
quality experiences.
Long Term Plan 2015-2025
This project delivers Council’s mission:
“To provide the facilities and services and the environment, leadership, encouragement, and
economic opportunity to make Napier the best city in New Zealand in which to work, raise a family,
and enjoy a satisfying life”.
The 2015-2025 Long Term Plan identifies that while much of the Long Term Plan is ‘business as
usual’, Council is focussed on increasing investment to grow Napier. Although the significant seismic
issues of the two Hastings Street civic buildings hadn’t yet been identified at the time this Long Term
Plan was prepared, $7.5 million was set aside to remedy the expected issues and to undertake some
refurbishment to improve the working environment.
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Investment Objectives
In early 2017 (prior to the findings of the seismic assessment), the Council management team
undertook an initial strategic review on the Council’s building accommodation and its ongoing future
options utilising the Treasury’s Investment Logic Map (ILM) methodology. This included setting
investment objectives and defining and reporting on a range of potential options. The options included
service solution options (how), service delivery options (who), and implementation option (when). The
outcome of this review is illustrated below:

Figure 3: Investment Logic
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The decision on the future of Site A discussed in this business case delivers only one of these
Investment Objectives: ‘To enable the city centre and the Waterfront in a way that enhances the
development of Napier and cements its place as an iconic destination’. Future decisions relating to
the redevelopment of Site B, and future negotiations with the commercial developer will deliver on
Investment Objectives 2 and 3, and are part of Stage 2 of this work programme.

6. Options
A number of options for the development of Council’s Hastings Street site have been considered.
These are:







Option 1 – Do nothing
Option 2 – Consolidate Council administrative functions within a strengthened and
refurbished existing building with new building extensions on half of the Hastings Street site
and divest either: a) Site A; or b) Site B for commercial development
Option 3 – Strengthen and refurbish both the Civic Administration Building and the Library
Building, and remain within both buildings
Option 4 – Demolish both Council buildings and build new in the same location
Option 5 – Dispose both Site A and Site B and either rebuild or lease elsewhere.

The advantages, disadvantages, and costs of each option are further explored in Appendix A.

6.1

Option Refinement

The Do Nothing option (Option 1) was discarded early as it was not a feasible option. Council is both
legally and morally obliged to ensure the safety of customers and staff in its buildings by not operating
from earthquake prone buildings. Government departments typically require their operations to be
accommodated within buildings that achieve at least 67% NBS. Therefore Council must look to
relocate out of these buildings until such time that the building(s) are able to be made safe.
Disposing of the Hastings Street site in its entirety (Option 5) is also not a desirable option. In a city
the size of Napier, it would be difficult to find a CBD location capable of accommodating the large
number of staff operating out of the Council’s main administration buildings.
Strengthening and refurbishing both buildings (Option 3) is not financially prudent, and misses the
opportunities to be gained by consolidating within a reduced footprint while offering the remainder of
the site for a development that would help to invigorate the city.
Demolishing both buildings (Option 4) incurs considerable costs without any opportunity to recover
these through the divestment of assets. This option makes the least efficient use of existing resources
(buildings and land) and does not present any opportunity for leveraging a Council asset to promote
increased city vibrancy and economic spinoff.
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Option 2, to consolidate Council’s administrative functions within a smaller footprint by utilising one of
the existing buildings, while divesting the remainder of the site for commercial development, presents
the most desirable and viable option. Option 2 consists of two additional alternatives: divestment of
Site A or Site B. The feasibility of these alternatives are further explored below, before a preferred
option is recommended.

6.2

Site Optimisation

Currently, Council’s administrative functions are spread across two buildings, and with a considerable
curtilage of open, unused space around both buildings. In addition to the inefficient use of prime CBD
land, operating out of two buildings is inefficient in terms of delivering excellent service to customers.
Having multiple points of entry and two service areas is confusing for customers. Operation and
maintenance costs are also multiplied when operating out of two buildings. When considering the
future of the site, it is logical to determine whether Council’s administrative functions can be
accommodated within one of the buildings, or in a redeveloped/rebuilt building, thereby freeing up
land for another purpose.
Napier City Council engaged an Architect to undertake a spatial planning exercise to answer this
question (Appendix C).
The first alternative to retain the existing building (the Library Building) on Site B and
accommodate all of Council administration functions and a Library on this site would require:
 Demolition of the Library annex
 An extension of the building out toward Station Street which would contain Library, Council
Chambers, and the Council customer services and public meeting room space
The advantages are:
 Minimal additional building is required
 No excavation work is required
 Extending the Library toward to corner of Dalton and Station Street will help to activate this street
corner
 All staff can be accommodated within the existing Library Building
 Access to daylight and workspaces layout is good
The disadvantages are:
 The Library will be spread over three levels
It has been recommended by the Architect that this first alternative presents the better outcome in
terms of building layout access to daylight, and access to the public. It is also likely to be the most
cost effective.
The second alternative, to retain the existing building (Civic Administration Building) on Site A
and accommodate all of Council administrative functions and a Library on this site would
require:

Excavate the ground level down to the street level

Build two additional floors on top of the existing building
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Build an addition to the front of the existing building to accommodate a Library, Council customer
service and public meeting room space, and Council Chambers

The advantages are:

The Library would be spread only over two floors

The Library location would be of a higher profile and would activate this street corner
The disadvantages are:

Excavation work is extensive (cost)

Building two additional floors (cost)

The extensions to the building at the street will remove any light penetration into the existing
building for the first two floors

The configuration of the layout is very poor
Overall, although the space analysis has shown that it is possible for Council’s administrative
functions and the Library to be accommodated on Site A, the outcome will be poor and therefore it is
not recommended by the Architect.

6.3

Urban Design Assessment

With Council’s administrative functions and a Library able to be accommodated on one half of its
Hastings Street site (Site B), the other half (Site A) is able to be divested to commercial interests. In
addition to the spatial constraints of each site, an assessment of which site would be better suited for
a commercial activity will further guide decision-making on which half of the site to divest. An urban
design statement is attached in Appendix F and is summarised below:
Site A






Site is an extension of a key retail street
(Hastings Street)
Site has direct pedestrian connection to
the waterfront
Site has uninterrupted coastal views
once a building reaches 3-4 stories
Site has good pedestrian connections to
CBD through Civic Court
Mixed-use commercial is recommended
for this site

Site B





Site is located within a cluster of other
civic administration functions including
the HBRC, WINZ, Housing NZ, and NZ
Police
Site is located adjacent to the bus depot
Site has good pedestrian connections to
the CBD through Civic Court

Table 2: Urban design comparison of sites

It is clear that Site A is better suited for commercial use, with excellent pedestrian connections to the
CBD and waterfront. The site has highly valued coastal views, better visibility along a main inner city
street, and a natural extension of a key retail street, with medium-format retail activities across the
road on Hastings Street. The Economic Impact Assessment (EIA) (Appendix D) show that the site is
of sufficient size, and in an appropriate location to accommodate a small number of medium-format
retail outlets, or a large multi-storied office accommodation building or large hotel.
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6.4

Commercial Feasibility

Both the ‘Potential Central Napier New Commercial Land Use/Development Options – Economic
Benefit Assessment’ prepared by Economic Solutions Ltd and the ‘Market Supply and Demand and
Financial Feasibility Study for a Proposed Napier Hotel’ report prepared by Horwath HTL (Appendix
E) considers the feasibility of commercial options on Site A. The former examines three commercial
options (hotel, medium-density retail, and office accommodation) while the latter focuses purely on an
international-brand hotel.
Feasibility of these options, primarily contained within the Economic Solutions Ltd report are explored
above in section 4.4 and are shown in the table below:
Commercial Type
International-brand hotel

Feasibility Comment
There are no international-brand hotels located within Napier at present,
despite Napier being the ‘headquarters’ of the commercial accommodation
sector in Hawke’s Bay. Napier has recorded both a longer-term and shorterterm significant growth in visitor activity. Overseas spending has also grown
significantly as is hotel occupancy. Based on current growth figures
(3.6%/year)*, Hawke’s Bay is estimated to receive 6.6 million visitor nights by
2030 (currently at 4.2 million/year). This figure is conservative.
The redevelopment of the Napier Conference Centre is likely to attract larger
conferences and events, requiring a large hotel that can accommodate all
delegates/guests in the one place. Aside from Site A, there are no large sites
available within the city centre that would accommodate such a hotel, and
none likely to be available in the future without impacting on the city’s heritage
resource.
* Statistics NZ is forecasting international visitor growth at 4.8% per year.

Medium-format retail

Despite a noticeable lift in retail spending over the past few years, underlying
growth has been limited, reflected in the number of tenancy vacancies in the
CBD. In addition, medium-format retail located in the Fringe Commercial Zone
has the potential to further dilute the overall economic strength of Napier’s core
retailing, hospitality and Art Deco area in the CBD.

Office accommodation

The underlying market for office accommodate real estate in Napier’s CBD is
subdued. Overall there is a fair amount of vacant office space in the area,
however what is available is not of a size or configuration demanded, nor is it
of a standard demanded by tenants. Demand is fueled primarily by existing
enterprises in the area wishing to relocate their activities.

Table 3: Feasibility of commercial options

The Horwath HTL report further explores feasibility of a hotel on this site. The report assumes a 4-5
star international-brand hotel with up to 120 rooms, and some non-room revenue which may take the
form of a restaurant, bar etc.
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The report concludes that the increasing visitor numbers and spend in Napier are likely to continue
and that there is plenty of opportunity to grow this further given the city’s attractions and the increase
in international visitors at a national level. The key success factors/criteria for a new hotel are:
 Size – it needs to be large enough to handle group tours and mid-scale conferences, but not
so large that it creates an over-supply of rooms, especially during the off-peak season;
 Close proximity to the town centre and the Art Deco hub;
 A focused marketing strategy for shoulder and low season business; and
 A well-recognised international brand appropriate for its market positioning.
A new hotel development would need to be undertaken on the basis that it is a long-term investment,
as it is expected to take a number of years for the hotel to achieve an optimal level of profitability and
operational cash flow. Subsequent to this report being prepared, Napier City Council sought
expressions of interest from the commercial sector for the use of Site A for commercial development,
receiving a high level of interest from prospective developers and investors from the visitor
accommodation sector.
The summary of the financial performance estimated for such a hotel is shown in the table below:

For the year
ending
December

NZ$000s

2020

AMOUNT

2021

RATIO

AMOUNT

2022

RATIO

AMOUNT

2023

RATIO

AMOUNT

2024

RATIO

AMOUNT

RATIO

Total Keys

120

120

120

120

120

Occupancy
%

66.7%

72.7%

74.7%

76.7%

78.6%

Average
Room Rate

$190.0

$201.9

$207.9

$214.2

$220.6

Rev PAR

$126.7

$146.7

$155.3

$163.3

$173.4

Total
Revenue

8,760

100.0%

10,057

100.0%

10,687

100.0%

11,282

100.0%

11,920

100%

Departmental
Profit

4,692

53.6%

5,615

55.8%

6,153

57.6%

6,605

58.5%

7,075

59.4%

Gross
Operating
Profit

2,631

30.0%

3,316

33.0%

3,724

34.8%

4,098

36.3%

4,488

37.6%

Adjusted
Gross
Operating
Profit

2,421

27.6%

3,051

30.3%

3,426

32.1%

3,770

33.4%

4,129

34.6%

EBITDA

$1,938

22.1%

$2,519

25.0%

$2,864

26.6%

$3,179

28.2%

$3,506

29.4%

Table 4 – Forecast growth and financial projections
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Based upon an assumed total development cost of $300,000 per key, overall Return on Investment is
shown in the table below:

Total development cost
assumed at

$300,00 per key

Total investment
Return on investment

$36 million
Year 1

5.4%

Year 2

7.0%

Year 3

8.0%

Year 4

8.8%

Year 5

9.7%

Table 5 – Forecast return on investment
Based on the above figures, the option to develop a hotel on this site presents a feasible opportunity
for investors.

6.5

Preferred Option

The spatial and commercial analysis helped to determine which site (A or B) to retain for Council
administration, and which site to divest for a commercial development.
The preferred option, as presented, is Option 2(a), being the demolition of the Civic
Administration Building, and the divestment of this site (Site A) for commercial development.
Council’s administrative functions will be consolidated within Site B within a strengthened and
refurbished Library Building and new extensions to this building.
Whether Site A is divested by way of sale or long-term lease will be dependent upon the needs of the
developer and the negotiation process.

7. Preferred Option Benefits
Tangible Benefits
There are a number of financial benefits that are anticipated:
1. Cost of Strengthening and Refurbishing Both Buildings
The cost to strengthen and refurbish both buildings will always be greater than the cost to
strengthen and refurbish one building. In addition, it is unnecessary, as it has been shown
that all of Council’s administrative functions (including the Library) can be accommodated
within the Library Building, and an extension to this building on Site B.
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2. Value of Site A Land
Divesting this site could off-set some of the costs associated with demolishing the Civic
Administration Building (should this be undertaken by Council), or with the redevelopment of
Site B. Should Council opt to retain ownership of this site and lease the site to private
commercial interests, the lease agreement will result in ongoing revenue stream for Council
(amount yet to be determined).
3. Direct and Indirect Economic Benefits of Commercial Use of Site A
A comprehensive economic impact assessment was completed by Economic Solutions Ltd
(Appendix D) to determine the direct and flow-on economic impact of three commercial
options for Site A: an international-brand hotel; a medium-format retail development; and an
office accommodation development.
Table 6 below summarises the results of the detailed economic impact modelling assessment
provided in the detailed report found in Appendix D. The results indicate that after taking into
account the potential downside or offsetting of economic impacts associated with each
development/operation option, the hotel is estimated to generate the highest level of net
economic impact gains for the City. The construction stage for the hotel will also generate the
highest level of short-term or one-off economic impact.
Economic Impact
Measure

Total Economic Impacts
Construction/Development

Annual Operation

Hotel

Office
Block

Retail
Outlet

Hotel

Office
Block

Retail
Outlet

Total Revenue ($M)

95.37

12.33

11.89

34.80

5.24

0.39

Net Household
Income ($M)
Total Employment
(persons/jobs)
Gross Regional
Product ($M)

16.06

2.22

1.97

6.38

1.16

0.04

331

46

41

228

32

1

31.66

4.36

3.85

14.53

2.44

0.18

Table 6: Economic impacts of Commercial Options

Intangible Benefits
Some benefits of the project are not tangible in a monetary sense, however deliver significant social
returns to the City of Napier:
1. Improved Amenity
The existing Civic Administration Building currently provides little interactive opportunity
between the interior of the building and the street. The building is set back from the street
frontage, creating a large area of raised paved courtyard that is neither welcoming to visitors
nor is able to be used for any purpose. The potential demolition of this building, and change in
use to commercial opens up the opportunity to construct a new building, at or close to the
street frontage, with good design outcomes and a more active frontage.
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2. Increased Vibrancy
The use of Site A for commercial will increase the number of people moving around this
southern part of the city. Although all of the three types of commercial activity will likely
improve vibrancy, it is likely that a 120-room hotel will likely provide the greatest benefit to the
city in terms of an increase in the number of people moving around the city and to the various
attractions in the city. During the evening hours, a hotel in this location will bring people to the
city, as they check in, walk to the various destinations, and eat out. It is likely that additional
businesses, particularly restaurants, will want to locate close to a hotel.
3. Improved working environment for Council staff and access to democracy
Retaining Site B and consolidating all Council administration functions on this site and within
the one building presents the opportunity to reconfigure the working spaces. This will ensure
they are more suited to the requirements of the realigned Council teams and create a modern
approach to working on projects. Redevelopment also provides the chance to update
technology and improve the physical condition of the building, thereby enhancing the public’s
perception of the quality of customer service, Council’s reputation, and improving staff
morale. Changes to the building will also improve physical access to customer service and
council meetings for all users.
4. Increased safety
Whichever redevelopment option is taken forward, there will be a significant improvement in
the safety rating of the Council building(s), which results in a safer environment for both
Council staff and the public.

8. Preferred Option Risks
A detailed assessment of the risks associated with the preferred option to divest/lease the site on
which the Civic Administration Building is currently located (Site A) to a private developer for
commercial interests are attached as Appendix G. The assessment was carried out in accordance
with NCC Risk Management Strategy (relevant pages attached in Appendix G).
The key risks, that cannot be easily mitigated, that Napier City Council (and therefore the Napier
community) face in making this decision are summarised below. Risk assessment will be undertaken
throughout all stages of the project to address new information and ensure the appropriate strategies
are employed to minimise or mitigate these risks.
IMPACT CATEGORY

RISK
LEVEL

MITIGATION

Extreme

Asbestos testing is currently
underway.
If asbestos found, then measures
undertaken to contain.

ENVIRONMENTAL
The building may contain asbestos, and the
necessary containment measures will need to be
employed to avoid contamination of the soil/grounds.
FINANCIAL
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Demolition costs could be higher than anticipated

High

Highly qualified QS to review and
test the market, comparison of
tenders (industry est.), refined
tender processes, provide
complete info

Seismic strengthening and refurbishment costs of the
Library Building could be higher than anticipated

High

The level of interest in purchasing the site, and
therefore sale price could be lower than anticipated

High

Highly qualified QS to review and
test the market, comparison of
tenders (industry est.), refined
tender processes, provide
complete info
Testing the market, promotion.
Careful of our restrictions on sale &
purchase, partnering with
developer

HEALTH AND SAFETY
Risk of Asbestos being present in the building

Extreme

Asbestos testing is currently
underway.
Full health and safety requirements
if asbestos is possible.

High

Plans are proofed with location
technology prior to contract being
awarded
Location of services clearly marked
on all plans and potentially
physically marked on the ground

There is a risk that the underground services may not
be located where they are expected (position and
depth).

High

Underground Fibre and electricity/gas services may
be located across both sites. There is a risk that these
could be damaged during demolition.

High

There is a risk that the
underground services may not be
located where they are expected
(position and depth).
Early consultation with Unison will
provide early warning.
Contact service providers and
locate services.
Location of services clearly marked
on all plans and potentially
physically marked on the ground

ICT, ASSETS/INFRASTRUCTURE
Underground NCC services are located across both
sites. There is a risk that these could be damaged
during demolition.

LEGISLATIVE COMPLIANCE
Risk that the necessary legislative requirements
haven’t been met in making the decision to divest or
lease Site A.
REPUTATION/IMAGE

Medium

Extensive scoping of legislative
requirements prior to contract
being awarded
Seek legal advice
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The public may not approve of the process being
undertaken (eg insufficient consultation and/or
feedback mechanisms) or the decision being made.

Medium

The public may believe that the decision is predetermined.

Medium

SERVICE DELIVERY
If the decision is made to not divest Site A for
commercial interests, the opportunity to re-activate the
southern part of the city, achieve better urban design,
grow the economy, and improve the reputation for
Napier as a tourist destination may be lost.

Seek legal opinion on consultation
meeting legal requirements.
Seek advice and input from
qualified consultation specialists
Demonstrate evidence of
consideration of all options
Separate out decision-making –
Councillors to make decisions

High

Present a comprehensive business
case with sufficient information for
Council to make the an informed
decision

The developers of Site A may choose to ignore the
advice of NCC’s planners in relation to achieving good
design outcomes, which may result in opportunities to
re-activate the southern part of the city and improve
amenity and connections being lost.

Low

Make these matters part of the
negotiation process with the
developer

The developer chooses to develop the site differently
to what is expected, or on-sells the site to another
developer, with no consideration given to urban
design principles or good planning outcomes.

Medium

Add clauses in contract to prevent
this
Partner with develop to achieve
good design outcomes
Provide incentives to achieve good
design outcomes
Make our expectations clear during
negotiations

Table 7: Summary of Risk Assessment Schedule for Preferred Recommended Option
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Appendix A - Options Assessment

Option

Advantages

Disadvantages

Option 1: Do nothing

 Short term savings due to no investment
being made to upgrade building.
 No staff disruption or loss of work time

 Will not meet legal requirements
 Staff and customers at risk in
earthquake-prone building
 No improvement on organisational
function
 Substantial investment needed in
the long term
 Staff satisfaction in relation to
workplace continues to erode

Option 2: Consolidate
Council’s administrative
functions within a
strengthened and
refurbished existing building
with new building extensions
on half of the Hastings Street
site and divest either a) Site
A; or b) Site B for
commercial development












Improve Council function
Low cost option in relation to benefits
Minimal work disruption
Improves safety
Refurbished and extended buildings that
better serve the needs of the community
New development and activity on half of
Hastings Street site
Divestment proceeds could be used to
off-set some of the costs of
redevelopment





Work disruption due to refurbishing
work
Some building work required for
Library, Council Chambers and
Customer service area (building
extensions)
Council could permanently lose an
asset

Estimated Demolition Cost (Ex.
GST)
 No immediate cost





Option 2(a) Demolition costs
(CAB) - $959,000 (excl. plot
levelling)
Option 2(b) (Library Building) $1,144,400 (retain basement
structure, and for Library Annex $110,000 (excl. making good)
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Option 3: Refurbish both the
Civic Administration Building
and the Library Building and
stay in current location

 Organisational function improves
 More space for Council offices, meeting
space, etc

 Not the most efficient use of Council
assets given Council’s administrative
functions can be accommodated on
half the site
 Higher cost than option 2 due to
refurbishing two buildings

Option 4: Demolish both
Council buildings and build
new in the same location

 Organisational function improves and
building design is fit for purpose
 Improvements to the streetscape (amenity
will be possible).

 Potentially higher costs in relation to
other options
 Inefficient use of space given that
Council’s administrative functions can
be accommodated within half the
site.

 Demolition costs for Civic
Administration Building - $959,000
(excl. plot levelling)
 Demolition costs for Library
Building - $1,144,400 (retain
basement structure)
 Demolition for Library Building
Annex - $110,000 (excl. making
good)

Option 5: Dispose both sites
and either rebuild or lease
elsewhere

 Custom made building can be designed to
be perfectly fit for purpose.
 A new Council building elsewhere in the
city could reinvigorate a struggling part of
the CBD
 A large site on the fringes of the City will
be made available for commercial
development

 May be difficult to get public support
as an acceptable option
 High cost by having to purchase
land elsewhere
 Ongoing cost to Council/community
if new site is leased
 Unlikely to find a suitable space
within the city centre which will
impact on city centre vibrancy and
accessibility from the public



Demolition costs for Civic
Administration Building - $959,000
(excl. plot levelling)

 Demolition costs for Library
Building - $1,144,400 (retain
basement structure)
 Demolition for Library Building
Annex - $110,000 (excl. making
good)
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Executive Summary
Background
Strata Group Consulting Engineers Limited (SGL) has been engaged by Napier City Council to
undertake a Detailed Seismic Assessment (DSA) of the Library Building at 32 Station Street, Napier.
This report has been prepared in response to this request and describes the results of our quantitative
seismic assessment.
The report is to be read in conjunction with Civic Administration Building Detailed Seismic
Assessment due to the fact that the buildings are connected by a linkway.

Building Description
Constructed in the circa 1983, the Napier Library Building is a five-storey reinforced concrete structure
with basement, situated on a level site adjacent to the Napier Civic Administration Building and
Council Chambers.
The reinforced concrete wall and concrete framed building has a 3.35m typical inter-storey height with
the ground floor being slightly taller at 3.5 m and the basement height being 2.7m. The building is
comprised of a five-storey main office building, approximately 42m by 24m in plan, laid out on a 6m
square grid. The library wing extends out approximately 18m from the north side of the building at 1st
floor level. The wing has a roof garden at first floor level. The main office building has a steel trussed
roof structure supporting steel purlins. A plant room sits above the lift well at the east end of the
building where the roof height peaks at 22.08m above ground level.
The building has two full height stair wells and a full height lift well and one partial height lift well
located between grids E, F, 6 and 7, which extends from basement to 1st floor. The full height lift well
is formed by reinforced concrete block masonry walls.
The building has an elevated linkway connecting to the adjacent Napier City Council Civic
Administration Building at the 2nd and 3rd floor levels.
The Lateral Load Resisting System is comprised of two, centrally located reinforced concrete walls in
the East-West direction and a dual reinforced concrete wall and concrete framed system in the NorthSouth direction. The East-West walls are 6.5m long by 600mm thick above ground. The North-South
walls are typically 7.7m long 400 - 450mm thick.

Site Conditions
Published geology indicates the site is underlain by estuarine deposits comprising sand, gravel, silt
and mud on modern coastal plains and lake margins. Underlying the pavement fill was fine to medium
gravels with some sand. The gravels under the buildings are likely to have a low susceptibility to
liquefaction. The site was deemed to have a subsoil class D.
The impact of geotechnical aspects on the seismic response was deemed non-critical for
determination of the building’s percentage New Building Standard (%NBS) rating.
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Importance Level
The importance level is stipulated in NZS 1170 – Tables 3.1 & 3.2 - Refer below.
In this instance the client has stipulated that the building be assessed to Importance Level 3 assuming
all post disaster functions no longer operate from the Civic Administration or Library buildings. The
importance level is then governed by occupancy loads within the building.
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Assessed Seismic Rating
BUILDING SEISMIC RATING

= 15 % NBS

-

IMPORTANCE LEVEL 3

The results of our Detailed Seismic Assessment indicate the building’s seismic rating to be 15% NBS
(IL3) assessed in accordance with The Seismic Assessment of Existing Buildings, Technical Guidelines
for Engineering Assessments (Revised Draft – 10 October 2016). The seismic rating assumes that
Importance Level 3 (IL3), in accordance with AS/NZS 1170.0:2002. Therefore, this is a Grade E building
following the NZSEE building grading scheme. Grade E buildings represent a relative risk to occupants
25 times greater than expected for a new building, indicating a very high risk exposure.
A building with a seismic rating less than 34%NBS is considered to be an Earthquake-Prone Building
(EPB) in terms of the Building (Earthquake-Prone Buildings) Amendment Act 2016. A building rating
less than 67%NBS is considered by the New Zealand Society for Earthquake Engineering to be an
Earthquake Risk Building (ERB). The Napier City Council Library Building is therefore likely to be
categorised as an Earthquake [Risk/Prone] Building.
Our assessment identified the following Critical Structural Weakness (CSW) governing the seismic
rating for the building:


The tensile capacity of the floor diaphragm between the western grid 4 shear wall and grid H
in all floors above ground level. Excessive tension strain of the topping steel reinforcing is
likely to reduce the PC rib seating length. Loss of PC rib seating is likely to result in sudden
loss of gravity load capacity and is therefore deemed to create a significant life safety hazard.

In addition to the above CSW, the following potentially Severe Structural Weaknesses (SSWs) were
also identified:







The capacity of the floor diaphragm in longitudinal tension on the west side of the grid B shear
wall in all floors above ground;
The capacity of the floor diaphragm in longitudinal tension located north and south of the main
lift and service ducts in all floors above ground;
The capacity of the floor diaphragm in tension on grids 6 and 7 between grids B-C and G-H at
the connection of the roof garden to the main first floor;
The capacity of the precast rib to precast floor beam connections;
The elevated linkway connecting the library building to the civic administration building;
The capacity of the precast spandrel panels on grids 2, 6, B and H.

The following secondary structural and non-structural aspects were considered in the assessment of
the seismic rating:


The stair structure is made of steel stringers and timber treads directly connected to the
adjacent concrete walls. The direct fixing details of the stringers appear brittle in nature and
therefore would not accommodate excessive deflection.

In accordance with the requirements of the Building (Earthquake-Prone Building) Amendment Act,
effective 1 July 2017, we recommend that the building be issued with an Earthquake-Prone Building
notice and that strengthening or demolition be undertaken within 7.5 years of issue of this notice.

Recommended Next Steps
We recommend you consider carrying out the following next steps:



Given our investigation has identified that the library structure limits the building’s seismic
rating to 15% NBS (IL3), we recommend that all stakeholders are notified of the seismic rating
and all necessary signage is installed.
The primary structural elements within the building are considered robust and the reduced
seismic rating is governed by the connections between these primary elements. A strong
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case can be made to progress to seismic upgrades concept design sufficient to determine
construction costs. Napier City Council would need to confirm a minimum threshold or seismic
rating, bearing in mind the New Zealand Society of Earthquake Engineering recommends a
minimum strengthening level of 67%NBS (IL3).
We recommend temporary propping or removal of the Link structure.
We recommend immediate short term remedial works on both sets of stairs involving the
release of the ground floor stringer connection. This would be followed up by longer term
solutions involving upgrading the stringer to beam connections
We would recommend a more in-depth survey of the spandrel panels to assess the condition
of the mechanical fixings.
The scope of works does not include a seismic assessment of non-structural items such a
mechanical plant or ceiling diaphragms. We would recommend a survey of these items be
conducted.
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Engineering Assessment Technical Summary
Building Information
Building name /
description

Napier Library Building

Street address

32 Station Street, Napier South, Napier 4110

Territorial authority

Napier City Council

No. of storeys

Five Storeys plus Basement

Area of Typical Floor
(approx.)

1000 m2

Year of design
(approx.)

1983

NZ Standard designed
to

NZS 4203:1976 Code of Practice for General Structural Design and Design Loadings for Buildings

Structural System
including Foundations

Rib & infill PC floor units spanning east-west between PC frames and perimeter shears walls. In
north-south direction, lateral load resisting system consists of limited ductile reinforced concrete
frames and perimeter shears walls. In the east-west direction, the lateral load resisting system
consists of ductile, centrally located shear walls. The building is founded on pad footings.

Key features of ground
profile and identified
geohazards

The ground profile is approximately level across the site and the building is well keyed in with a
2.7 m deep basement.

Previous
strengthening

None.

Heritage issues /
status

The Library building does not appear on the Art Deco inventory list linked to on the Napier City
Council website.

Other

Assessment Information
Consulting Practice

Strata Group Consulting Engineers Ltd.

CPEng Responsible

Guy Lethbridge – CPEng 232090.

Date / version of
drawings reviewed

Original construction plans: July 1983.

Geotechnical
reports(s)

Tonkin + Taylor Ltd, May 2017.

Date building
inspected

31 March 2017.

Previous assessment
reports

Initial Evaluation Procedure by Strata Group Consulting Engineers Ltd, Graeme Harrison
Consulting Engineers and Geoff Kell Consulting Engineers, dated 21/04/2009.

Other relevant
information

Summary of Engineering Assessment Methodology and Key Parameters Used
Occupancy type(s)
and importance level

Predominant occupancy types B, E. Secondary occupancy type C. E. IL3 (based on the
instruction that all post disaster facilities are relocated out of the building)

Site subsoil class

D

Summary of
assessment
methodology used

SLaMA Method in accordance with NZSEE Guidelines (Revised Draft - October 2016)
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Other relevant
information

Assessment Outcomes
Assessment status

Final

Assessed Seismic
Rating

15% (IL3)

Seismic Grade

E

For a DSA
Describe the
Governing critical
structural weakness
and likely mode of
failure
Comment on parts
identified and
assessed

Recommendations

Add additional
commentary only if
required

Floor diaphragm tension capacity between gird 4 west wall and grid H in all floors above ground
level. Excessive tension strain of topping steel reinforcing is likely to reduce PC rib seating length.
Loss of PC rib seating is likely to result in sudden loss of gravity load capacity and is therefore
deemed to create a significant life safety hazard.
Floor diaphragm, main lateral load resisting elements considering inelastic torsion, precast rib to
beam connection, precast spandrel support connections, elevated linkway connection to civic
administration building,
Given our investigation has identified that the library structure limits the building’s seismic
rating to 15% NBS (IL3), we recommend that all stakeholders are notified of the seismic
rating and all necessary signage is installed.
The primary structural elements within the building are considered robust and the reduced
seismic rating is governed by the connections between these primary elements. A strong
case can be made to progress to seismic upgrades concept design sufficient to determine
construction costs. Napier City Council would need to confirm a minimum threshold or
seismic rating, bearing in mind the New Zealand Society of Earthquake Engineering
recommends a minimum strengthening level of 67%NBS (IL3).
We recommend the removal or temporary propping of the link bridge.
We recommend immediate short term remedial works on both sets of stairs involving the
release of the ground floor stringer connection. This would be followed up by longer term
solutions involving upgrading the stringer to beam connections
We would also recommend a more in-depth survey of the spandrel panels to assess the
condition of the mechanical fixings.
Conduct a survey of the non-structural items.
One mechanism for improving the strength of the building would be removing the library wing.
This would decrease the seismic load and potentially reduce the irregularity of the structure.
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Introduction
Strata Group Consulting Engineers Limited (SGL) has been engaged by Napier City Council to
undertake a Detailed Seismic Assessment (DSA) of the Library Building at 32 Station Street, Napier
South, Napier. This report has been prepared in response to this request and describes the results of
our quantitative seismic assessment.
The Napier Library Building is shown in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1: Aerial Photograph showing the Library Building & Council Chambers

Scope of Assessment
The purpose of this Detailed Seismic Assessment is to establish the likely seismic rating of the Napier
Library Building and, if necessary propose conceptual seismic retrofit options to achieve a level of
seismic risk acceptable to the Napier City Council. Our scope of work includes:







A review of the available structural drawings obtained from Napier City Council;
A building inspection to confirm structural layout;
An evaluation of the overall seismic rating of the building based on the Simple Lateral
Mechanism Assessment (SLaMA) methodology as described in The Seismic Assessment of
Existing Buildings, Technical Guidelines for Engineering Assessments (Revised Draft – 10
October 2016);
A commentary on the attributes of key building features such as stairs, exterior cladding
elements and the like, and their associated seismic risk;
A summary of the findings of our assessment and general recommendations for regarding
further actions.

Our assessment presents the seismic rating in terms of a percentage of New Building Standard,
typically referred to as %NBS.
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Regulatory Environment and Design Standards
Earthquake-Prone Buildings (EPBs) are defined under Section 122 of the Building Act 2004 as
buildings whose ultimate capacity will be exceeded in a moderate earthquake and would likely result
in injury, or death, or damage to any other property. A moderate earthquake is defined as
approximately one-third as strong as the earthquake shaking assumed in the design of a new building
when designed using the current version of AS/NZS 1170:2002.
Using Seismic Assessment of Existing Buildings, Revised Draft – October 2016 (the Guidelines)
terminology, a building that fails to achieve 34% of New Building Standard (%NBS) is categorised as
Earthquake-Prone. The Guidelines also define a building achieving greater than 33%NBS, but less
than 67%NBS as Earthquake-Risk. The New Zealand Society of Earthquake Engineering (NZSEE)
recommend a minimum target strengthening level of 67%NBS.
The Building Act 2004 requires each Territorial Authority to publish a policy on how they propose to
deal with Earthquake-Prone Buildings, taking into account their area’s particular seismic, economic
and social conditions. Napier City Council’s Policy on Dangerous, Earthquake-Prone and Insanitary
Buildings (October 2013) requires that all buildings constructed prior to 1976 and meeting the criteria
set out in Section 122 of the Building Act 2004 (the Act) shall be identified as “Potentially EarthquakeProne”. Building owners are then required to provide a Detailed Seismic Assessment for the building
in question establishing the current seismic rating. Once a building has been confirmed as
Earthquake-Prone, strengthening work or demolition must be carried out within 10 years.
The Government, under the Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment (MBIE) has recently
released guidance on the implementation of the changes to be implemented under the Building
(Earthquake-Prone Buildings) Amendment Act, expected to become effective from 1 July 2017. The
Amendment Act aims to better target districts, buildings and parts of buildings that pose the greatest
risk based on knowledge gained from recent earthquakes, both here in New Zealand and overseas.
Under this Amendment Act, the east coast of the North Island, including Napier and the wider
Hawke’s Bay region is designated as a High seismic risk area. Based on this, Figure 2 below, from
MBIE defines the required assessment and remediation timeframes under the Amendment Act.

Figure 2: Time frames for identification and remediation of earthquake prone buildings under the Building Amendment
Act (effective July 2017)

It is proposed that “Priority” buildings be prescribed in the act as hospitals, emergency and education
facilities as well as those buildings with unreinforced masonry that could fall in an earthquake onto
routes with sufficient traffic to warrant making these buildings a priority. Local councils may also
define “Priority” buildings through public consultation.
It is important to recognise that the %NBS rating is largely concerned with structural strength, while
modern design standards also aim to impart a degree of resilience, or toughness, to a structure and
achieve satisfactory performance in smaller (serviceability level) earthquakes. Buildings designed in
accordance with the New Zealand Loading Standard (AS/NZS 1170:2002) and the relevant material
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design standards are expected to present a low risk of collapse, even when subject to seismic
shaking incrementally larger than that specified in the Loading Standard.
It is considered impractical and unaffordable to design every building to withstand the largest
earthquake imaginable. Consequently, when designing structures for natural hazards, the New
Zealand Loading Standard adopts a probabilistic approach that takes into account the exposure
hazard at a given location in conjunction with the building’s importance level. Thus, the Loading
Standard may be said to adopt a risk management approach in setting the loading levels that a given
building is required to withstand.
For normal use buildings (e.g. offices), the “design” earthquake load is set at the 1 in 500 year return
period seismic event. This scale of event has, approximately, a 10% probability of exceedance over
the assumed 50-year life of a building.

Explanatory Statement













This report has been prepared by SGL at the request of our Client and it is exclusively for our
Client’s use for the purpose for which it is intended in accordance with our agreed scope of
work. SGL accepts no responsibility or liability to any third party for any loss or damage
arising out of the use of, or reliance on, this report by that third party, or any party other than
our Client.
The inspections of the building discussed in this report have been undertaken to assist in the
structural assessment of the building structure for seismic loads only. This assessment does
not consider gravity or wind loading. Nor did we carry out a comprehensive survey of building
services or fire safety systems, building finishes, glazing systems or consider weather
tightness.
This assessment does not include an assessment of the buildings condition, non-structural
elements or any repairs that may be required.
SGL have not undertaken geotechnical, subsurface or slope stability assessments. However,
as part of this assessment Tonkin & Taylor Ltd have been engaged to provide geotechnical
advice and their report is attached in Appendix D.
SGL is not able to give any warranty or guarantee that all possible damage, defects,
conditions or qualities have been identified. The work completed by SGL and the advice
provided in this report is therefore given on a reasonable endeavours basis.
Except to the extent that SGL expressly indicates in this report, no assessment has been
made to determine whether or not the building complies with the Building Code, or any other
relevant codes, standards, guidelines, legislation etc.
This assessment is based on the information available to SGL at the time of our assessment
and assumes the construction drawings supplied are an accurate record of the building.
Further information may affect the results and conclusions of this assessment. The
information used to undertake our assessment is listed in the limitations and assumptions
section.
SGL has not considered any environmental matters and accepts no liability, whether in
contract, tort, or otherwise for any environmental issues discovered at a later date.
The basis of SGL’s advice and our responsibility to our Client is set out above and in the
terms of our engagement with our Client.
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Building Description
General
Summary information about the Napier City Council Library Building is presented in Table 1 below.
Further, more detailed, information used to carry out our assessment is listed in the Appendices.
Table 1: Summary of Building Information

Item
Building Name
Street Address

Age
Occupancy Type

Importance Level
Floor area
Number of Stories
Structural System

Foundation System
Stair System

Notable Features

Previous
Additions/Alterations
Construction Type

Likely Design Standards

Details
Napier City Council Library
Building
32 Station Street,
Napier South,
Napier 4110
34 years
Predominant occupancy types
B, E. Secondary occupancy
type C.
IL3
Approximately 8000 m2 total
5
Precast floor units spanning
between limited ductile
reinforced concrete frame and
perimeter shear walls in the
north-south direction. In the
east-west direction, two ductile,
centrally located shear walls
resist lateral load.
Reinforced concrete pads and
ground beams.
Steel stringers spanning
between concrete floor
landings.
Floor plan setback at first floor
- roof garden’ level. Torsionally
unrestrained wall layout.
Linkway structure between
Library and Civic Admin
Building
None.

Comments

Immediate action to release
the ground floor fixing.
Creates significant plan and
vertical irregularity.
Seismic Joints may not be able
to accommodate inter-storey
drift

Precast concrete floors and
frames. Insitu reinforced
concrete and masonry walls.
NZS 4203:1976
ACI 318-1972

Ground Conditions
Published geology indicates the site is underlain by estuarine deposits comprising sand, gravel, silt
and mud on modern coastal plains and lake margins. Underlying the pavement fill was fine to medium
gravels with some sand, proved to a maximum depth of 15 m below existing ground level. SPT ‘N’
values obtained in this material ranged between 10 and greater than 50 indicating this material is
medium dense to very dense. The site was deemed to have a subsoil class D.
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For further information, refer to the geotechnical report by Tonkin & Taylor Ltd in Appendix E.

Building Design
The Napier City Council Library Building was constructed circa 1983 and as such, the building would
likely have been designed in accordance with NZS 4203:1976 as well as adopting ACI 318:1972 as
the concrete materials standard of the day.
The first national loadings standard was published in 1935. Known as the Model Building Bylaws of
New Zealand, it was introduced following the Hawke’s Bay Earthquake, the standard was not
mandatory unless the local council of the day chose to implement them. This standard introduced the
idea of applying lateral force to buildings, however it was extremely rudimentary by today’s seismic
design standards. A later revision to the Bylaws in 1955 contained minor improvements to the seismic
design philosophy. The Bylaws treated all lateral load as a single pressure acting on a building.
In 1965, NZS1900 Chapter 8 was released and was a relatively significant step in the way buildings
were designed for lateral load response. In particular, Chapter 8 introduced the idea of regional
seismicity and its effect on dynamic response through the calculation of seismic coefficients and
therefore a variable seismic load depending on building location. In addition, Chapter 8 introduced
ductility requirements, but did not provide clear guidance on how to actually achieve ductile response.
Research in the New Zealand in the 1970’s led the world in terms of design and detailing of ductile
reinforced concrete structures to resist seismic loading and the results of this research lead to the
development of a new loadings standard NZS4203:1976.
Since the 1970’s there have been significant advancements in seismic design of new structures
based around capacity design and the introduction of ductility to structures. A structure designed to
behave in a ductile manner, based on modern design thinking, is expected to be able to undergo
relatively large displacements without collapse. This ability to undergo large displacement, as well as
considered detailing also allows the structure to dissipate energy and undergo repeated lateral
loading cycles without excessive strength degradation. Ductile buildings are considered to provide a
higher level of life safety performance in severe earthquakes compared to non-ductile buildings.
The Napier City Council Library Building is irregular both horizontally and vertically. The roof garden
creates vertical mass and horizontal plan irregularities. The wall layout is torsionally unrestrained. The
precast ribs have 40 mm seating length.

Structural Systems
The key structural systems for the Napier Library Building are detailed below.

Lateral Load Resisting Structure
The Lateral Load Resisting System in the transverse (North-South) direction is a dual wall-frame
system comprised of reinforced concrete shear walls at each end of the building, combined with
reinforced concrete frames in the main building. In the longitudinal (East-West) direction, the Lateral
Load Resisting System is a pair of ductile reinforced concrete shear walls located centrally within the
building on the same grid line.
The longitudinal walls are 6.5m long by 600mm thick above ground. The transverse walls are typically
7.7m long x 400 - 450mm thick. The reinforced concrete frames typically feature approximately 6.0m
long by 0.6m deep by 0.4m thick beams spanning between columns. The interior columns have a
450mm x 500mm cross section. The exterior columns have a 450mm x 900mm cross section. At roof
level, the reinforced concrete columns cantilever up to the lighter, steel roof framing.
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Primary Gravity Structure
The primary gravity load resisting system is comprised of a precast rib and infill floor system spanning
East-West on to precast reinforced concrete frames spanning North-South in the transverse direction.
The beams have clear spans between 4.85m and 6.95m and are supported by reinforced concrete
columns and walls. Interior columns typically have a 450mm x 500mm cross section, while the
exterior columns have a 450mm x 900mm cross section.
The gravity loads are transferred by the columns and walls down to pad footing foundations at
basement floor level. The basement floor level is approximately 2.7m below ground under the main
building and 1.7m below ground under the roof garden area.
The main office building has a steel trussed roof structure supporting steel purlins.

Stairs
The steel framed stair system is ductile in nature however the connection detailing between the
stringers and concrete beams appear brittle in nature and unable to accommodate excessive interstorey drift. We recommend short term remedial works be commenced immediately.
Foundations
The Library Building is founded on reinforced concrete pad footings connected by reinforced concrete
foundation beams under the basement floor. The basement floor level is approximately 2.7m below
ground under the main building and 1.7m below ground under the roof garden area.
The basement under the main building has perimeter walls supporting a 250mm thick ground floor
slab. The ground floor slab acts with the basement perimeter walls and the basement slab to provide
base fixity to the longitudinal shear walls. The transverse shear walls are located on the transverse
basement perimeter walls.

Previous Alterations
None.

Notable Structural Features
Based on NZS 1170.5, the Library Building is considered vertically irregular due to the roof garden at
first floor level reducing the overall plan area dimension in the North-South direction by approximately
40%. In addition, this also creates a weight irregularity as the 1st floor seismic weight is at least 150%
of the 2nd floor seismic weight.
This setback of the structure creates significant eccentricity when considering the location of the
center of mass at 1st floor level compared to the center of lateral resistance in the East-West direction.
This eccentricity is likely to increase demands on the transverse shear walls due to torsion. A minor
stiffness and strength eccentricity for loading in the transverse direction is created by the asymmetric
location of the lift well RC block walls and the frame on grid A.
In the longitudinal direction, the entire lateral load resisting system consists of two centrally located,
reinforced concrete shear walls. The walls have no lever arm between them and therefore provide no
torsional resistance. The structure is therefore torsionally unrestrained.
As all lateral load resisting structure in the east-west direction is located centrally within the building,
the diaphragms formed by each floor level must transfer a significant load to relatively short portions
of wall. This puts large compression and tension stresses into the floor topping, with connection to
both shear walls being crucial in order to transfer load adequately.
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Figure 3: First Floor Plan indicating asymmetric layout of structure

The library extension on the ground and first floor demonstrates the vertical irregularity.

Figure 4: East Elevation showing vertical irregularity
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Assessment Methodology
A Detailed Seismic Assessment (DSA) of the Napier City Council Library Building has been carried out
based on the Simple Lateral Mechanism Assessment (SLaMA) method as detailed The Seismic
Assessment of Existing Buildings, Technical Guidelines for Engineering Assessments (Revised Draft –
10 October 2016). This method is discussed in full within the Guideline and summarised for information
below.
The Guideline recommends the use of the SLaMA method as the basis for all seismic assessment, with
additional more complex analysis techniques adopted for more complex structures if required.

Simple Lateral Mechanism Assessment (SLaMA)
The Guideline recognises that there are significant limitations and uncertainties in all analysis
techniques. The Guideline therefore recommends non-linear analysis using simple assessment
procedures, in particular SLaMA, as it is believed that this method provides the best balance between
the uncertainties in input parameters and inherent uncertainty in these simpler analysis techniques.
The SLaMA method is a simplified technique for determining the probabilistic inelastic deformation
mechanisms and their associated lateral strength and displacement capacity. The method allows the
engineer to determine the global non-linear pushover curve (i.e. structural capacity) of the building by
summing simplified individual elemental curves.
For most low- to mid-rise buildings, a simplified analysis technique such as SLaMA may be the only
analysis technique required as more complex computer analysis is unlikely to provide any additional
insight. For more complex or irregular structure, SLaMA should be adopted as an initial assessment
method to inform the next level of analysis.
In carrying out a SLaMA assessment, the engineer defines a single-mass model of the structure in each
of the two principal directions in which the main lateral load resisting elements are aligned. A non-linear
force-deformation relationship is then defined in order to approximate the building’s likely seismic
response. Once these models are defined, the global structure force-displacement response curves are
developed by combining elemental force-displacement curves. This global structural capacity spectrum
is then superimposed over the site’s design/demand spectrum to determine the buildings likely seismic
rating in terms of a percentage of New Building Standard (%NBS).
The DSA guidelines allow the effect of ductility on the demand spectrum to be represented by equivalent
viscous damping. The demand spectrum can be reduced by the level of viscous damping associated
with the ductility capacity of the structure. This ductility is determined from the centre-of-mass roof
displacement corresponding to the structural element identified as the Critical Structural Weakness
reaching its ultimate capacity.
The SLaMA method typically defines single-mass models considering only translational degrees of
freedom, meaning that it generally only accounts for displacements in each of the two principal
directions parallel to the applied force. The effects of torsional in-plan rotations on the capacity of the
structure are not particularly well considered and must therefore be accounted for by carrying out
additional analyses using alternative assessment methods. It should be noted that inelastic torsion can
lead to peak forces and deformations with significantly different magnitudes and spatial distributions to
the elastic forces and deformations estimated using simplified, translational methods.
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Limitations and Assumptions
As with any assessment method, a number of assumptions must be made in order to assess the
performance of a structure under seismic loading. For our assessment, the key assumptions are
noted in Table 2 below.
Table 2: Assumptions used during Detailed Seismic Assessment

Design Parameter
Date of Building Design
Soil Type

Assumption
1982-1983
D – Soft Soil

Justification
Construction Drawing are dated 1983.

Building Importance Level

3

Ductility capacity of frames
and walls

µ=3

Data obtained from geotechnical
investigations on site by Tonkin & Taylor Ltd.
Based on the building’s use as a territorial
authority library headquarters, the importance
level is designated at 3. The client has
confirmed no post disaster functions are
undertaken within the building.
Transverse direction

µ=4

Longitudinal direction

The information we have used to carry out our assessment includes:







Exterior and interior site inspection, which confirmed the nature of the building and the
relationship to the surrounding buildings (refer to photos in Appendix A)
Details of previous assessments (refer to Appendix B)
Construction drawings and technical specifications (refer to Appendix C)
Site specific geotechnical investigations (refer to Appendix E) were conducted on this site.
Ferro-scanning investigations (refer to Appendix F) were conducted to confirm the connection
details shown on the construction plans between the floor slabs and the interior columns.
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Assessment Results and Seismic Rating
Building Seismic Rating
The results of our Detailed Seismic Assessment indicate that the building achieves an overall seismic
rating of 15% NBS (IL3). This corresponds to a Grade E building as defined by the New Zealand
Society of Earthquake Engineering (NZSEE) building grading scheme. This is less than the minimum
threshold for Earthquake-Prone buildings (i.e. <34%NBS).
Table 3 below, summarises the evaluated seismic rating for each individual structural system in each
loading direction.
Table 3: Elemental Seismic Ration (%NBS) for the Library Building

Structural element
Floors 1-4 diaphragm east of
grid H wall
1st Floor diaphragm grids 6 and
7 between grids B-C and G-H
Floors 1-4 diaphragm west of
grid B wall
1st Floor diaphragm north of
south of lift and service wells
Precast rib to precast beam
connection
Elevated Linkway
Precast spandrel support
connections

Direction

Seismic Rating
(%NBS (IL3))

Longitudinal load

15

Longitudinal load

20

Transverse load

25

Longitudinal load

25

Longitudinal load

70

Transverse

39

Both

50

Comments

Based on the above, the overall building seismic rating is governed by the performance of the 1st floor
diaphragm. This constitutes the building’s Critical Structural Weakness. The diaphragm lacks tension
strength in this region required to transfer the seismic floor forces into the western grid 4 shear wall.
Table 4 below compares the seismic rating with the relative risk of collapse compared to a new
building. For information, a new building, designed in accordance with AS/NZS1170:2002 and modern
materials standards would have a low probability of collapse in a 1-in-500-year return period
earthquake.
Table 4: Relative Seismic Risk Compared to a New Building

Building Grade

Percentage of New
Building Strength
(%NBS)

A+
A
B
C
D
E

>100
80-100
67-80
33-67
20-33
<20

Relative Risk
(Approximate)
Compared to a New
Building
<1 time
1-2 times
2-5 times
5-10 times
10-25 times
>25 times

Risk Description
Low
Low
Low or Medium
Medium
High
Very High

As noted above, the Napier City Council Library Building is considered a Grade E building and
therefore presents a Very High risk to occupants relative to a new building.
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Severe Structural Weaknesses
A Severe Structural Weakness (SSW) is defined as a structural weakness that is potentially
associated with catastrophic collapse of the structure leading to high fatality rates for building
occupants and little or no chance of escape from the building following an earthquake. The seismic
capacity of a SSW may not be reliably assessed based on current engineering knowledge.
Experience from past earthquakes suggests that SSWs are typically limited to a relatively small
number of mechanisms and as such, the Guideline aims to define SSWs that require evaluation as
part of any DSA. The Guideline then takes a conservative approach to assessment by evaluating the
probable capacity of a structural system incorporating a defined SSW and then applies a safety factor
of 0.5 to further reduce the seismic rating of that element.
During our seismic assessment, we identified the following SSWs as being present in the Library
Building:






Non-ductile connections of stairs to structure;
Floor diaphragm without redundant load paths;
PC rib to PC floor beam connection;
The spandrel to column connections;
Linkway seismic joint displacement capacity

Secondary Risks
Risks from Adjacent Buildings
The Library Building is approximately 15-20 m away from the neighbouring buildings on the north,
south and west sides. However, at the 3rd and 4th floors, an approximately 10 m long elevated
pedestrian linkway bridge connects this building to the Civic Administration Building on the east side.
The linkway is attached to the Library Building with a 120mm seismic gap at the Civic Building end.
Our assessment suggests that relative displacements between the two buildings in both the
longitudinal and transverse directions are likely to exceed the available seismic gap leading to
potential pounding damage and/or loss of seating and subsequent failure of the linkway bridge.
Failure of the linkway may present a significant life safety hazard if seating was lost.

Risk of Soil Failure, Liquefaction and Lateral Spreading
The gravels under the buildings are likely to have a low susceptibility to liquefaction. The impact of
geotechnical aspects on the seismic response was deemed non-critical for determination of the
building’s %NBS rating.

Staircases and Safe Egress Following an Earthquake
The Department of Building and Housing, now MBIE, issued Practice Advisory 13 in response to
concerns about stair collapse and damage observed following the February 2011 Christchurch
earthquake. The primary focus of this Practice Advisory concerned stairs designed to be able to slide
at one end, and the potential for large inter-storey displacements to lead to a loss of seating at the
sliding end causing a collapse of the stair.
The stair structure is made of steel stringers and timber treads directly connected to the adjacent
concrete walls. The direct fixing details appear brittle in nature and therefore do not allow for
excessive deflection.

Risk Presented by Non-structural Building Elements
Recent experiences in Wellington following the Seddon and Kaikoura earthquakes have shown that
non-structural building elements such as glazing, suspended ceilings, partitions and overhead
services (i.e. HVAC, sprinkler pipes etc) constitute a significant hazard to building occupants and
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typically contribute heavily to shut-down time and repair cost. An assessment of the non-structural
items within the building is not included in the scope of works of this report. We recommend a survey
of the non-structural items be conducted by a suitably qualified person.
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Conclusion and Recommendations
Conclusion
Strata Group Consulting Engineers Ltd (SGL) have completed a Detailed Seismic Assessment of the
Napier City Council Library Building at 231 Hastings Street, Napier. The seismic assessment has been
carried out using the Simple Lateral Mechanism Analysis (SLaMA) method as defined in The Seismic
Assessment of Existing Buildings, Technical Guidelines for Engineering Assessments (Revised Draft –
10 October 2016).
Our Detailed Seismic Assessment indicates that the building has an overall seismic rating of 15 %NBS
(IL3), limited by the floor diaphragm tension capacity in the first floor east of the grid H shear wall. This
seismic rating corresponds to a building Grade E as defined by the New Zealand Society of Earthquake
Engineering (NZSEE). A building of this grade presents a very high risk to building occupants relative
to a new building designed in accordance with current loading and material standards.
The capacity of the floor diaphragm between grids G and H and 3 and 5 capacity represents the Critical
Structural Weakness for the building. If this element was strengthened, then the overall seismic rating
for the building would improve to 20% NBS (IL3), governed by the 1st Floor diaphragm at grids 6 and 7
between grids B-C and G-H.
In accordance with the requirements of the Building (Earthquake-Prone Building) Amendment Act,
effective 1 July 2017, we recommend that the building be issued with an Earthquake-Prone Building
notice and that strengthening or demolition be undertaken within 7.5 years of issue of this notice.

Recommended Next Steps
We recommend you consider carrying out the following next steps:








Given our investigation has identified that the library structure limits the building’s seismic
rating to 15% NBS (IL3), we recommend that all stakeholders are notified of the seismic rating
and all necessary signage is installed.
The primary structural elements within the building are considered robust and the reduced
seismic rating is governed by the connections between these primary elements. A strong
case can be made to progress to seismic upgrades concept design sufficient to determine
construction costs. Napier City Council would need to confirm a minimum threshold or seismic
rating, bearing in mind the New Zealand Society of Earthquake Engineering recommends a
minimum strengthening level of 67%NBS (IL3).
We recommend the removal or temporary propping of the link bridge.
We recommend immediate short term remedial works on both sets of stairs involving the
release of the ground floor stringer connection. This would be followed up by longer term
solutions involving upgrading the stringer to beam connections
We would also recommend a more in-depth survey of the spandrel panels to assess the
condition of the mechanical fixings.
Conduct a survey of the non-structural items.
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Appendix A - Photos

Photo 1. South West elevation

Photo 2. West elevation
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Photo 3. Main entrance

Linkway

Photo 4. Elevated linkway
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Appendix B – Previous Assessments
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Appendix C – List of Drawings
The following drawings, entitled Napier City Council Library Building prepared by Powell and Fenwick
Consulting Engineers have been used in our assessment.
Drawing
Number
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8
S9
S10
S11
S12
S13
S14
S15
S16
S17
S18
S19
S20
S21
S22
S23
S24
S25
S26
S27
S28
S29
S30
S31
S32
S33
S34
S35
S36
S37
S38
S39
S40
S41
S42
S43
S44
S45
S46
S47
S48
S49

Drawing Name
Basement Plan Lines A – E
Basement Plan Lines E – H
Basement Tie Beam Line 4
Lift Pit Adjacent Line C
Shear Walls Line 4
Basement Shear Wall Line B
Basement Shear Wall Line h
Foundation Details
Foundation Details
East & West Stair Basement Details
Basment Wall Lines 2 & 6
Foundation Details Lift Shaft Line 6
Ground Floor Plan Lines A - E
Ground Floor Plan Lines E – H
Ground Floor Tie Beams Line 4
Foundations Lines 1 & 6 – 9
Ground Floor Lines 1 – 2 & 6 – 9
First Floor and Roof Garden Plan
2nd, 3rd, 4th and Plant Room Floor Plans
Floor Edge Details
Precast Beam Elevations
Precast Beam, Columns – Line H Stair Frame
Precast Beams - Top Steel
Column Sections
Frame Line A
Frame Line b
Frame Line C, D, E, F, G
Frame Line H
Beam/Column Joints
Beam/Column Joints
Lift Shaft Line C, Block Walls
Lift Shaft Line C, Section and Slabs
Lift and Stairs Line 6
Link Details
Link Details
Precast Panels – Key
Precast Panels
Precast Panels
Precast Panels
Precast Panels
Precast Panels
Stair Steelwork Near Line B
Stair Steelwork Near Line H
Roof Plan
Roof Sections (West)
Roof Sections (East)
Roof Truss Details
Roof Details – Level 1

Date
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
May 1983
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Appendix D - Calculations
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Simple Lateral Mechanism Analysis
Step 1. Identify potential Severe Structural Weaknesses
(SSWs).
Structural configuration and lateral load paths:
The 5 storey 1980s RC wall – frame building has a 3.35m typical storey height with a 3.5 m tall
ground storey and a 2.7m tall basement. The structure is comprised of a 5 storey main office
building, approximately 42m by 24m in plan, laid out on a 6m square grid, with a roof garden
protruding approximately 18m from the north side at 1st floor level. The 5 storey part has a steel
trussed roof structure supporting steel purlins. A plant room sits above the lift well at the east end
where the roof height peaks at 22.08m above ground level.
The library building has two full height stair wells, one full height lift well and one partial height lift
well located between grids E, F, 6 and 7 extending from basement to 1st floor. The full height lift well
is formed by reinforced concrete block masonry walls.
The building has an elevated linkway connecting to the adjacent Napier City Council civic
administration building at the 2nd and 3rd floor levels.
The Lateral Load Resisting System is comprised of two RC walls in the EW direction and a dual RC
wall – frame system in the NS direction. The EW walls are 6500mm long and 600mm thick above
ground (800mm below). The East NS wall is 7700mm x 450mm. Whereas the West NS wall has an L
shaped cross section 7700mm long, 400mm thick with a 1700mm long leg at the north end. The
300mm thick ground floor slab produces a coupling action with the basement floor slab which
provides some rotational base restraint to the main walls.

Gravity loads paths:
The gravity load resisting system is comprised of a precast RC rib and infill floor system spanning one
way (EW), on to precast RC floor beams. The 600mm deep beams, which all run NS, have clear spans
between 4850mm and 6950mm and are supported by RC columns and walls. The interior columns
have a 450mm x 500mm cross section. The exterior columns have a 450mm x 900mm cross section.
The gravity loads are transferred by the columns and walls down to pad footing foundations at
basement floor level. The basement floor level is approximately 2.7m below ground under the 5
storey part, and 1.7m below ground under the roof garden area.

Structural irregularity
The library is irregular according to NSZ 1170.5. The most obvious irregularity is the vertical
geometric irregularity consisting of the 40% reduction in overall floor plan dimension in the NS
direction created by the roof garden at first floor level. This setback reduces the floor plan area by
approximately 30%. This produces a weight irregularity as the 1st storey seismic weight is at least
150% of the 2nd storey seismic weight.
This setback also creates a significant eccentricity of approximately 4.5m between the center of
mass at 1st floor level and the center of lateral resistance in the EW direction which lies on grid 4.
This eccentricity is likely to increase demands on the NS R shear walls due to torsion. Additionally, a
minor stiffness and strength eccentricity for response in the NS direction is created by the
asymmetric location of the lift well RC block walls and the frame on grid A.
The layout of the RC walls forms an I shape in-plan. The entire lateral load resisting system in the EW
direction appears to consist of the two RC walls already described. Both of these walls lie on the
same grid line on the center of the floor plan of the 5 storey part. As the walls have no lever arm
between them, they provide no torsional resistance. The lateral load resisting system is therefore
torsionally unrestrained.
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Considering the relatively high amounts of transverse reinforcing provided, ductile flexural response
can be expected from the walls. Were a ductile flexural mechanism to develop, then due to the
eccentricities described above, the west NS wall is likely to yield first. As the EW walls contribute no
torsional resistance, yielding of the NS walls would reduce total torsional resistance significantly, to a
small fraction of its elastic value. Inelastic torsional displacements are therefore likely to be
significant.
The column with the largest strain demand is likely to produce a significant life safety hazard first.
Candidate columns would include those located furthest from the center of resistance, which is
located near grid E4. This suggests the columns on grids 9 (possibly G9) and/or H (possibly H2) may
prove critical. Other candidate columns include the exterior columns on grids 2 and 6 subject to
tension during ground shaking.
A portion of the inertial floors loads are transferred into the walls by steel reinforcing. The tension
capacity of these connections is crucial for the seismic performance of the building.

Key structural elements:
The key structural elements include the precast RC rib and infill floor system, frames, walls, ground
floor slab and pad footings and the connections between them all.

Potential Structural Weaknesses (SWs) and Severe Structural Weaknesses
(SSWs):
The following potential structural weaknesses are listed in section C5.3 of the DSA guidelines for RC
buildings based on observed seismic performance and extensive testing.
1. Inadequate transverse reinforcement for shear and confinement in potential plastic hinge
regions.
2. Insufficient transverse reinforcement in beam-column joint core regions.
3. Insufficient and inadequate detailing of column longitudinal and transverse reinforcement (90
stirrup hooks instead of 135).
4. Inadequate anchorage detailing in general, for both longitudinal and transverse reinforcement.
5. Insufficient lap splices of column reinforcement just above the floor or at the foundation level.
6. Insufficient shear, anti-buckling and confining/restraining reinforcement in walls.
7. Insufficient longitudinal reinforcement ratio in walls, combined with higher than expected
tensile strength in the concrete, leading to single crack opening when compared to a spread
plastic hinge, resulting in failure in tension of the rebars.
8. Inadequate capacity of the foundations to account for overturning moment caused by lateral
loading.
9. Lower quality of materials (concrete and steel) when compared to current practice; in
particular:
a. use of low grade plain round (smooth) bars for both longitudinal (until the mid-1960s) and
transverse reinforcement.
b. low-strength concrete (below 20-25 MPa, and, in extreme cases, below 10 MPa).
10. Potential brittle failure mechanisms at both local and global level due to interaction with
spandrel beams, masonry infills, façades causing shear failure in columns (due to short/captive
column effects) and/or potential soft-storey mechanisms.
11. Lack of (horizontal and vertical) displacement compatibility considerations between the lateral
load resisting systems (either frames, walls or a combination of these), the floor-diaphragms
and gravity load bearing systems (e.g. non-ductile columns with limited confinement details and
drift capacity).
12. Inadequate design of diaphragm actions and connection detailing.
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13. Inadequate protection against punching shear between columns and flat-slab connections.
14. Plan and vertical irregularity, resulting in unexpected amplification and concentration of
demands on beams, walls and columns.
15. Limited and inadequate consideration of bidirectional loading effect on critical structural
elements (e.g. columns, walls, or beam-column joints).
16. Lack of, or inadequate consideration of, capacity design principles.
SSWs 11, 12, 14 – 16 are relevant for this assessment.
Additionally, as the building has only two walls in each direction, and in the EW direction both walls
lie on the same grid line providing only one line of lateral load resistance, the lateral load resisting
system lacks load path redundancy. This combined with strength and mass eccentricity, is likely to
reduce the capacity of the building due to inelastic torsion demands.
The precast floor ribs may have inadequate seating length. Failure of the connection between the
precast ribs and the supporting precast floor beams would probably lead to rapid loss of gravity
support to the affected floor area. This would create a significant life safety hazard.
Appendix C2G of the guidelines requires that the assessed capacity of certain elements is taken as
half the capacity determined according to section C5. These elements include non-ductile RC column
susceptible to axial-shear failure, non-ductile shear walls without redundancy, flat slab floor system
susceptible to punching shear failure, diaphragm without redundant load path, loss of support due
to complex slope failure and poorly tied together multi-storey URM structure on liquefiable ground.
Of these, the fourth (diaphragm without redundant load path) requires attention in assessing the
Napier library building.
In light of the above, the following issues and structural elements are focused on in this assessment:
1. Shear wall capacities considering inelastic torsion
2. Floor diaphragm
3. PC rib to PC beam connections
4. The elevated linkway to the civic administration building
5. Precast facade spandrel to column connections

Step 2. Calculate the probable element capacities.
Material properties:
Concrete:
Lower bound concrete strength values are taken as those indicated on the plans:
Lower bound compressive strength = 25 MPa for the beams and columns except 30 MPa in
basement and 30 MPa for walls (from notes on S22 and S26).
Probable compressive strength = 35 MPa for the beams and columns except 42 MPa in basement
and 42 MPa for walls.
The nonlinear concrete constitutive model recommended in the DSA guidelines was used for the
section analysis of the RC elements. The concrete was assumed to spall at a compression strain of
0.004. This was taken as the Ultimate Limit State strain for unconfined concrete. A zero-tension
strength was assumed.
Steel:
Following Table C5D.3, probable yield strengths were taken from original design calculations and
building plans for the RC walls as 380 MPa and for the beams and columns as 275 MPa (form notes
on Sheet 22 and Sheet 26) except where reinforcing was noted as ‘H’ on the drawings, in which case
a probable yield stress of 380 MPa was assumed.
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Priestley et al (2007) note typical ratios of ultimate to yield stress between 1.35-1.5. The probable
ultimate stress for G275 was taken as the lesser of the average of the values noted in Table C5D.3
(450 MPa) and 1.5 times the probable yield stress. The later value governed, so the probable
ultimate stress was taken as 413 MPa. Table C5D.3 notes an ultimate strength of >570 MPa for G380
which is 1.5 times 380 MPa. The probable ultimate stress for G380 was therefore taken 570 MPa.
The nonlinear steel constitutive model recommended in Priestley et al was utilized. The yield strains
were taken as the probable yield stresses divided by a Young’s modulus of 200 GPa. Following
Priestley et al (2007) steel strain hardening was assumed to begin at a strain of 0.008, and peak at an
ultimate steel strain of εsu= 0.1. 0.06 (0.6εsu) was taken as the steel limit strain for the ultimate limit
state capacity.

Probable Element Capacities:
RC walls
The RC walls are generally well reinforced and were assessed as capable of developing ductile
flexural failure mechanisms in the lower storeys. Based on soil stiffness and bearing strength values
provided in the geotechnical report, wall base rotations due to foundation compliance were
assessed as negligible.
Base plastic rotation capacities (just above the ground floor) were assessed as ranging from 0.014
radians to 0.017 radians. These values corresponded to wall roof displacements, including elastic
deformations, ranging from 290 mm for the grid H wall and 320 mm for the grid B wall to 350 mm
for the EW direction walls on grid 4.
Figures 1 - 5 show the base shear versus roof displacement response for the main shear walls. Their
ultimate displacement capacities were taken as the smaller of those corresponding to a longitudinal
steel tension strain of 0.06 and an ultimate concrete compression strain determined considering the
confinement provided by the transverse reinforcing according to the nonlinear constitutive model in
the DSA guidelines.
Grid 4 East wall:
Location
Base

Mp
72613

Mo
79524

Vp
16860

Vres

V* Mp
13032

6445

V* Mo
7058

Figure 1. Grid 4 East wall
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Grid 4 West wall:
Location
Base

Mp
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Mo
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Vp
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Figure 2. Grid 4 West wall
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Grid B wall:
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Figure 3. Grid B wall
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Grid H wall, southwards displacement:
Location
Base

Mp
45647

Mo
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Vp
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Vres

V* Mp
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V* Mo
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Figure 4. Grid H wall: Southward displacement
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Grid H wall, southwards displacement:
Location
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Figure 5. Grid H wall: Northward displacement
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Roof displacements at nominal yield and ultimate capacities, as well as displacement ductility
capacities are shown in table 1.
Table 1.
Wall
Yield displacement
Ultimate displacement Ductility capacity
Grid 4 East wall
65
350
5.4
Grid 4 West wall
65
350
5.4
Grid B wall
55
320
5.8
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Grid H wall:
Northward response
Grid H wall:
Southward response

55

300

5.5

55

285

5.2

Floor diaphragms
The capacities of the floor diaphragms were assessed using the strut and tie method. Strut and tie
models were defined, one for the first floor, and one representing floors 2 – 4. See attached hand
calculations p. G14.
Step 1. Determine geometric properties of diaphragm elements
The geometry of the models including support locations is shown in Figures 5 & 6:
A basic tie spacing of 6m meters was chosen to coincide with the frame beams which act as
diaphragm elements. A smaller grid spacing was used around some openings and near the walls.

Figure 5: Strut and Tie geometry for 1st floor
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Figure 6: Strut and Tie geometry for floors 2–4

Step 2. Identify areas of potential damage
The floor system is PC rib and infill on PC beams in one way RC frames. The PC ribs span EW and the
PC beams span NS. The topping was taken from the construction plans and original calculations as
90mm thick. From the ferroscanning test results, the topping was assumed to be reinforced with 8
mm diameter bars at 150 mm centers each way.
The floors have no beams running EW. Therefore, the topping mesh provides the sole load path for
tension forces in the EW direction. From the plans and the ferroscanning test results, D10 starter
bars at 300 mm centers were assumed to lap 400 mm with the topping mesh (refer to drawing
sheets S-19 for starter diameters and spacing and S-21 for indicative lap lengths).
Areas identified as likely to suffer damage included the areas adjacent to the walls and, for the first
floor, the connections between the main floor slab and the roof garden slab. Areas of particular
concern included ties perpendicular to the walls away from floor beams and ties around the lift and
service shafts.
Step 3. Calculate probable capacities
See attached calculations for loading in each direction (North, South, East and West) for the 1st floor,
and the floors above for selected diaphragm elements in the areas defined in step 2.
Step 4. Calculate seismic demand
Floor loads were determined using the pESA procedure in the guidelines. Overstrength factors
relating to the wall displacement capacities were 1.51 in the NS direction and 1.1 in the EW
direction. The overstrength base shear capacities were 29,295 kN in the NS direction (not reduced
for torsion) and 14,205 kN in the EW direction. The PGA was computed as 0.56g = 5.5 m/s2. The floor
forces associated with this PGA equal the seismic mass of each floor multiplied by the PGA. The PGA
forces governed the floor loads in the 1st and 2nd floors for loading in the transverse (NS) direction
and in all levels except the roof for longitudinal (EW) loading.
For the purposes of computing the floor forces, the capacity spectrum method was employed to
estimate probable spectral displacements in each direction. These were used to define the ductility
demands in each direction. These values were used to compute the ESA floor forces shown in tables
3 & 4.
Key force values in the determination of the floor loads are presented in tables 3 & 4 for the NS and
EW direction respectively.
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Table 3
NS direction:
Level
1st floor
2nd floor
3rd floor
4th floor
Roof

ESA forces
3438 kN
5268 kN
7844 kN
10339 kN
8935 kN

Scaled to Vo/s
2811 kN
4308 kN
6414 kN
8455 kN
7307 kN

Env(Vo/s, PGA)
7222 kN
5654 kN
6414 kN
8455 kN
7307 kN

Final floor loads
8670 kN
6780 kN
7700 kN
10150 kN
8755 kN

Table 4
EW direction:
Level
1st floor
2nd floor
3rd floor
4th floor
Roof

ESA forces
756 kN
1158 kN
1725 kN
2273 kN
1966 kN

Scaled to Vo/s
1365 kN
2090 kN
3113 kN
4102 kN
3544 kN

Env(Vo/s, PGA)
7222 kN
5651 kN
5651 kN
5605 kN
3544 kN

Final floor loads
8670 kN
6780 kN
6780 kN
6730 kN
4260 kN

Step 5. Capacity – to – demand check of diaphragm elements
The pESA floor loads were applied to the strut and tie models at column and wall nodes and some
nodes in between as shown in the attached calculations. The floor load was distributed
approximately in proportion to node tributary seismic weight. %NBS (IL3) ratings were computed for
selected struts and ties in the areas of potential damage.
The lowest rating was 15 %NBS (IL3) for the first floor tie element aligned in the longitudinal (EW)
direction located between the western shear wall on grid 4 and grid H for loading in the eastward
direction. A host of other diaphragm elements were rated below 33 %NBS (IL3) including:
- the tie elements on grids B6-C6, G6-H6 and B6-C7, G7-H7 at first floor level at the connection of the
roof garden to the main first floor
- the tie elements aligned in the longitudinal direction (EW) located north and south of the lift shaft
and service duct.
- the tie elements between the grid B shear wall and the lift shaft.
PC rib to PC beam connection
The PC ribs generally have 40 mm total seating length at each end. The bearing length was reduced
to 8 mm due to the probable seismic interstorey drift demands in the upper storeys. The PC rib to
beam connections were therefore rated at 70 %NBS (IL3). See attached hand calculations p. G72.
Linkway to Civic administration building
The linkway was assessed by comparing the clearance built into the seismic joints minus the
expected displacements of the civic administration building with the probable displacements of the
library building. The linkway is connected rigidly to the library building and is supported vertically by
cantilever props from the civic administration building. The floor prop connections feature smooth
bearing pads which allow 120 mm horizontal displacement towards and parallel to, and 170mm
away from the civic administration building. The roof prop connections allow 120 mm displacement
towards and away from, and 200 mm parallel to the civic administration building.
Displacement demands of the two buildings were determined using the capacity spectrum method
for 100 %NBS (IL3) seismic loading assuming ductile response is achieved by both buildings. See
attached hand calculations p. G77.
The linkway was rated at 39 %NBS (IL3) for longitudinal (EW) response towards and away from the
civic administration building, and 48 %NBS (IL3) for transverse (NS) response parallel to the civic
administration building west perimeter frame. These ratings are considered conservative given that
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the displacement demands were taken from the performance points assuming ductile response was
achieved.
As can be seen in the ADRS plot for the transverse direction in figure 10 in step 6 below, the linkway
is expected to fail before the library yields assuming ductile response of the civic administration
building to 100 %NBS (IL3) loading. This rating could possibly be refined upward by iterating
displacement demands of both buildings away from the assumption of ductile response to establish
the %NBS (IL3) loading at which the net displacement capacity of the linkway equals the library
demand.
Spandrel to column connections
The facade spandrels are generally bolted to steel cleats which are bolted to the exterior columns by
TCM16 and TCM20 threaded inserts. Section 8 of NZS 1170.5:2004 was used to determine the load
on these connections. The connection was rated by comparing the load to the computed capacities.
See attached calculations. The connections were rated at 50 %NBS (IL3). See attached hand
calculations p. G83.

Step 3. Determine probable inelastic behaviour of elements.
The beam column joints are relatively well detailed, apparently using capacity design principles.
Strength hierarchies were computed for a representative beam – column joint at first floor level at
grid E5 (refer to attached calculations). Based on this analysis, the expected sequence of failure was
beam flexure followed by column flexure. Beam ductile flexural failure is not considered to create a
significant life safety hazard. However, exceedance of column ultimate flexural deformation capacity
was deemed to create a significant life safety hazard.

Step 4. Assess the sub-system inelastic mechanisms.
Modeling
A 3D model of the structure was built in the ETABS analysis program. The mode shapes were
computed for definition of the pushover lateral load distribution. A 2D plane-frame model of the
frames only (walls with pinned bases) was also defined in the ETABS analysis program. Pushover
analyses were carried out on the 2D model to quantify the base shear versus roof displacement
response of the frame elements.
Two lateral load distributions were used. One proportional to the total seismic storey masses and a
second proportional to the product of the seismic storey masses and the first translational mode
shape (computed from the 3D model) in the direction of the pushover loads. The latter load
distribution was found to generally yield slightly lower displacement capacities. The assessment was
therefore based on this load distribution.
Line elements with lumped plasticity were used to model the beams, columns and walls. Potential
plastic hinges were defined at each end of each line element from the nonlinear moment-curvature
section analyses carried out for step 2.

Pushover curve
The resulting pushover curve is shown in Figure 7. Shown under this pushover curve is the expected
plastic hinge distribution corresponding to the first column reaching its ultimate capacity.
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Figure 7: Pushover curve for frames
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Figure 8: Plastic hinging for frames
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Expected failure mechanisms:
As can be seen from Figure 9, a ductile beam sway collapse mechanism is expected to form. The 2nd
storey exterior column on grid D6 reached its ultimate capacity at a roof displacement of 250 mm.
This corresponds to an average interstorey drift of 1.5%, and exceeds the expected performance
point of 220 mm peak roof displacement. Note that this 2D pushover analysis assumes that all
frames displacement by the same amount. However, due to the mass, stiffness and strength
eccentricities present in the structure, this is unlikely to occur in reality. The building is likely to
rotate in plan. This was accounted for by conducting a 3D pushover analysis including a center-ofmass location offset of 10% of the longitudinal building dimension. The findings are presented in
step 6 regarding the critical column location and displacement.

Step 5. Form a view of the potential governing mechanism for
the global building.
Several potential severe structural weaknesses were identified in step 1. These included:
1. The floor diaphragms:
The floor diaphragms were force controlled. The lowest rating was 15 %NBS (IL3) for
the first floor tie element aligned in the longitudinal direction located west of the
western shear wall on grid 4 for loading in the eastward direction.
2. The PC rib to PC floor beam connections:
The PC rib to PC floor beam connections were rated at 70 %NBS (IL3).
3. The elevated linkway to the civic administration building:
The linkway was rated at 40 %NBS (IL3) for longitudinal (EW) response and 50 %NBS
(IL3) for transverse (NS) response.
4. The spandrel to column connections:
The spandrel to column connections were rated at 50 %NBS (IL3).
The floor diaphragm capacity governs the building’s global capacity in the both directions.

Step 6. Determine %NBS rating.
Torsion
A 3D pushover analysis was also performed to conservatively assess the torsional displacements. The
exterior column H6 exceeded its ultimate capacity at a roof displacement of 160 mm. As this
corresponds to a global ductility of approximately 2, method B was deemed appropriate for
assessing torsional effects for loading in the EW direction and method C was selected for loading in
the NS direction. Both methods required reductions in the base shear capacities of the NS walls.
Neither lead to capacity reductions for the EW walls. See the attached calculation. Torsion
considerations for loading in the NS governed.
Consideration of inelastic torsion using method C required a 73% reduction in base shear capacity of
the wall on grid B and all frames. This capacity reduction resulted in an increased displacement
demand in the transverse (NS) direction.
From the 3D pushover analysis, it was found that the exterior columns on grids H2 and H7 exceeded
their ultimate capacities at a center-of-mass roof displacement of 160mm. These columns were
rated at 87% NBS (IL3).
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Acceleration Displacement Response Spectrum
Bilinear approximations of the multi-degree of freedom (MDF) global pushover curves were
transformed into equivalent single-degree of freedom (SDF) system curves using the displacement
profile of the first mode shape in each direction. These SDF curves are presented in Acceleration
Displacement Response Spectrum (ADRS) format. This allows easy comparison with 100% NBS (IL3)
demand curves for various displacement ductility demands presented shown in figures 9 & 10.
The site subsoil was deemed to be Class D by the geotechnical report (Appendix D). The September
2016 amendment to NZS 1170.5 allows the D class spectrum to be reduced by interpolation
between classes C and D for site periods > 0.6 s. The geotechnical investigations determined that the
site period is approximately 1 s. For the computed fundamental periods of free translational
vibration, this allowed a reduction to the spectral acceleration demand of approximately 15%.
Roof displacements corresponding to the ultimate capacity of the displacement controlled SSWs
listed in tables 1 & 2 for step 5.

Spectral Acceleration vs Spectral Displacement: NS direction
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Figure 9: Spectral Acceleration vs Spectral Displacement: Transverse NS direction
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Spectral Acceleration vs Spectral Displacement: EW direction
Effective Damping
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Figure 10: Spectral Acceleration vs Spectral Displacement: Longitudinal EW direction

%NBS
The structural weakness governing the building’s capacity for loading in the longitudinal EW
direction was found to be the floor diaphragm tension capacity on all floors above ground between
grid H and the western longitudinal shear wall on grid 4. The diaphragm tie elements in these areas
were rated at 15 %NBS (IL3). The structural weakness governing the building’s capacity for loading in
the transverse NS direction was found to be the 1st and 4th floor diaphragm tension capacity
between the lift shaft and the eastern transverse shear wall on grid B. The diaphragm elements in
these areas received a 25 %NBS (IL3) rating.
The former had the lower rating and was therefore deemed to be the critical structural weakness.
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Figure 11: Critical Structural Weakness and Severe Structural Weaknesses: 1st Floor diaphragm
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Appendix E – Geotechnical Report
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1

Introduction and Background

Tonkin & Taylor Ltd (T+T) has been engaged by Napier City Council (NCC) to provide geotechnical
consultancy services to support Detailed Seismic Assessments (DSAs) on the Library, Civic Admin/
Council Chamber Buildings in Napier. Strata Group Consulting Engineers (Stratagroup) are
undertaking the structural assessments on the buildings. We understand the results of the DSA will
either result in structural strengthening works on the existing buildings or possibly, demolition and
design of new structures on site.
Geotechnical investigations were undertaken at the site in April 2017. This report presents the
results of the geotechnical investigations and is suitable to support the assessment of the structural
performance score of the existing buildings in accordance with the provisions set out in the New
Zealand Building Act 2004 and the guidelines developed by New Zealand Society of Earthquake
Engineering. This report is also suitable to support structural design of strengthening schemes of the
existing building foundations if required.
The scope of work undertaken for this report comprised:
•

A site investigation comprising 2 No. machine drilled boreholes with in situ strength testing;

•

Geophysical investigations comprising active surface shear wave velocity testing at 1 No.
location and horizontal to vertical site period measurements at 3 No. locations;

•

Development of a geological model for the site including a cross section through the site;

•

Assessment of groundwater issues at the site;

•

Assessment of the site subsoil class;

•

Assessment of liquefaction potential;

•

Assessment of consolidation settlement issues at the site;

•

Assessment of geotechnical foundation design parameters; and

•

Preparation of this report

This report should be reviewed and amended if required to support building consent applications of
new structures on the site.

2

Site Description

The subject site is bound by Dalton Street to the west, Hastings Street to the East, Station St to the
North and Vautier Lane to the south. The site covers an approximate area of 8,000 square metres
and is generally flat. The site is approximately 200 m west of the foreshore.
Reinforced concrete framed buildings between three and four storeys high currently occupy the site.
We understand all buildings are founded on shallow pad foundations.

3

Geotechnical Investigations

Geotechnical investigations were carried out to assess subsurface conditions for the site as well as to
obtain in situ strength measures of the subsurface materials. The investigations comprised machine
boreholes and surface geophysical testing as outlined below.

3.1

Borehole Investigations

Borehole Investigations comprising 2 No. machine boreholes drilled to between 10.95 m and 15 m
depth below existing ground level (begl) were carried out on the 18th and 19th of April 2017. The
machine boreholes were drilled by Geotech Drilling Ltd (GD) under the supervision of a geotechnical
engineer from T+T. The materials recovered from the machine boreholes were logged on site in
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2
general accordance with the New Zealand Geotechnical Society (NZGS) guidelines. In situ strength
testing was conducted in the machine boreholes with Standard Penetration Tests (SPT) at
approximately 1.5 m intervals. Upon on completion of the boreholes, a slotted PVC pipe was
installed in BH01 to monitor groundwater levels at the site.
The locations of the machine boreholes are presented on the layout plan ref. Figure 1002378 – F1 in
Appendix A.

3.2

Geophysical Investigations

Geophysical testing comprising the following was undertaken to supplement the borehole
investigations and to allow a more accurate determination of subsoil class (discussed in Section
5.2.1):
•

Active source surface wave testing along a single line determine a shear wave velocity profile
to an approximate depth of 20 m; and

•

Site period measurements using the horizontal to vertical spectral ratio, ambient noise
method (H/V method) were carried out at three locations. The H/V test uses a threecomponent seismometer to record ambient noise. The ratio of the averaged horizontal-tovertical frequency spectrum is used to determine the fundamental site resonance frequency,
which can be interpreted using regression equations to estimate sediment thickness and
depth to rock.

The geophysical testing was undertaken by Building Sensory Systems Limited on behalf of T+T. Test
locations are presented on Appendix A and further details of the geophysical testing undertaken are
presented in the Geophysical Site Investigation report in Appendix B.

4

Geological Model

4.1

Published Geology

Published geology1 indicates the site is underlain by estuarine deposits comprising sand, gravel, silt
and mud on modern coastal plains and lake margins.

4.2

Stratigraphy

The subsoils encountered during the geotechnical investigations were generally consistent with
published geology and comprised the following units:
Fill
Pavement fill material comprising sandy gravel was observed during the vacuum excavation to clear
services.
Marine Sediments
Underlying the pavement fill was fine to medium gravels with some sand, proved to a maximum
depth of 15 m below existing ground level. SPT ‘N’ values obtained in this material (presented on
Figure 4.1) material ranged between 10 and greater than 50 indicating this material is medium dense
to very dense. Shear wave velocities measured in this material (presented on Figure 4.2) generally
ranged between 150 m/s and 300 m/s.

Lee, J.M.; Bland, K.J.; Townsend, D.B.; Kamp, P.J.J. (compilers) 2011: Geology of the Hawke’s Bay area. Institute of
Geological & Nuclear Sciences 1:250,000 geological map 8. 1 sheet + 93 p. Lower Hutt, New Zealand. GNS Science.
1
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Figure 4.1: SPT ‘N’ values with depth obtained during borehole investigations
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Figure 4.2: Shear wave velocity profiles from geophysical testing

A cross section showing the ground conditions encountered the geotechnical investigations is
presented on Figure 1002378 – F2 in Appendix A.

4.3

Groundwater

Groundwater was encountered between 2.5 m and 3.5 m begl in the boreholes on completion of the
drilling.
Given the proximity of the site to the foreshore, tidal effects are likely to cause fluctuations in
groundwater level.

5

Geotechnical Engineering Considerations

5.1

General

The recommendations and opinions contained in this report are based on investigations carried out
at point locations. The nature and continuity of the subsoils away from these tests is inferred but it
must be appreciated that ground conditions may vary from the assumed model.

5.2

Seismic Assessment

5.2.1

Subsoil Class

Site subsoil class has been assessed in accordance with the recommendations in NZS1170.5:2004 2.
The clauses relating to subsoil class (3.1.3) are presented in Appendix C.

2

NZS1170.5:2004. Structural Design Actions – Earthquake Actions (New Zealand), SANZ.
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As noted in Section 4, the subsoils physically classified during the investigations comprised fine to
medium sized gravels with some sand proved to a maximum depth of 15 m with SPT ‘N’ values
ranging from 10 to greater than 50. Shear wave velocities in the upper 20 m ranged between 250
m/s and 300 m/s (excluding the upper 1 m of material). The presence of basement rock was not
proven during the investigations.
On the basis of the data obtained during the investigations, we have determined the following:
-

The site is not Class A – Strong Rock, as the shear wave velocities in the upper 20 m are less
than 600 m/s;

-

The site is not be Class B – Rock, as depth of soil encountered exceeds 3 m;

-

The site is not Class E – Very soft soil, as all SPT N values were greater than 6 and less than 1
m depth of soil with shear wave velocities less than 150 m/s was encountered;

-

The site is not Class C, as the H/V test results indicate the natural period of the site is
between 0.9 s and 1.1 s, i.e. greater than 0.6 s; and

-

Accordingly, we consider the site subsoil class to be Class D – Deep or soft soil.

Peak ground accelerations and associated design spectra associated with the subsoil classification
should be determined in accordance with the recommendations in Section 3 – Site Hazard Spectra of
NZS1170.5:20042.

5.2.2

Liquefaction Potential and Liquefaction Effects

Liquefaction occurs when excess pore water pressures are generated in loose, saturated, generally
cohesionless soil during earthquake shaking, causing the soil to undergo a partial to complete loss of
shear strength. Such loss of shear strength can result in settlement and/or horizontal movement
(lateral spreading) of the soil mass. The occurrence of liquefaction is dependent on several factors,
including the intensity and duration of ground shaking, soil density/stiffness, particle size
distribution, plasticity and elevation of the groundwater table.
Based on our observations during the geotechnical investigations and our experience with similar
materials the gravels encountered (proved to 15 m depth) are likely to have a low susceptibility to
liquefaction as their particle size distribution is likely to be largely outside the bounds of potentially
liquefiable material developed by Tsuchida, 1970 presented in Figure 5.1. Also, our observations
indicate the gravels encountered are likely to have a moderate to high permeability and accordingly,
there to be a low risk of excess pore pressures required to trigger liquefaction developing during
seismic shaking.
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Figure 5.1: Boundaries of Most Liquefiable Soils and Potentially Liquefiable Soils, Tsuchida, 1970

Material at depths greater than those investigated may be susceptible to liquefaction, however,
effects on the foundations of the buildings on site are likely to be insignificant due to the
approximately 15 m thick “crust” of non-liquefiable gravels.

5.3

Foundation Considerations

5.3.1

Shallow Foundation Bearing Pressures

From published correlations with the SPT results we consider a geotechnical ultimate bearing
capacity of 450 kPa suitable for capacity based structural assessments of the existing foundations,
which we have assumed to be founded within the medium dense gravels.

5.3.2

Shallow Foundation Stiffness

We understand Stratagroup are proposing to undertake non-linear time history analyses (Soil
Structure Interaction Model (SSIM)) on the buildings in accordance with the recommendations in
Appendix C4 of the Geotechnical Considerations for Seismic Assessment of Existing Buildings
(October 2016) 3. Presented in Table 5.1 below are a range of elastic spring stiffnesses (vertical,
horizontal and rotational) for two pad sizes (2 m by 2 m and 3 m by 3 m, which we understand to be
the sizes of the existing foundations) suitable for preliminary use in the SSIM.

The seismic assessment of existing buildings – Technical Guidelines for Engineering Assessments Revised Draft – October
2016.
3
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The spring stiffnesses have been derived on the assumption that the footings of the buildings are
rigid, and conservatively, that the footings are at the ground surface. Equations to derive the Vertical
and Horizontal Stiffnesses for a pad footing by Gazetas et al (1985)4 are presented in Figure 5.2

Figure 5.2: Spring Stiffness Equations for Pad Footings at the ground surface, from Gazetas et al (1985)

The spring stiffness equations above, the spring stiffnesses are functions of the Effective Shear
Modulus, G, (Shear Modulus reduced to account for the non-linearity associated with ground
shaking), and Poisson’s ratio, ν of the foundation soil.
The Effective Shear Modulus, G, has been derived using the following equation, while a Poisson’s
ratio of 0.3 has been assumed:
γv
g
G = Effective Shear Modulus
γ = Unit Weight of Soil, 18 kN/m assumed
vs = shear wave velocity of the soil, 200 m/s to 300 m/s
G = 0.75

g = gravity

Table 5.1:

Elastic Spring Stiffnesses for 2 m by 2 m pad and 3 m by 3 m pad footings

Stiffness Parameter

2 m by 2 m Pad

3 m by 3 m Pad

Elastic Spring Stiffness (kN/m)

Elastic Spring Stiffness (kN/m)

Vertical Stiffness

470,000 – 1,070,000

715,000 - 1,600,000

Horizontal Stiffness

380,000 – 875,000

582,000 - 1,300,000

The elastic spring stiffnesses presented above do not account for damping effects. For preliminary
analyses, the non-linear behaviour of the foundation soil can be modelled using the
recommendations outlined in Sections C4A.3.4/ C4A.3.53, FEMA 440 (2005)5 and ASCE41-13 (2014)6.
Vertical response of arbitrarily shaped embedded foundations, ASCE Journal, Geotech Eng, Vol 111 No. 6 – Gazetas,
Dobry and Tassoulas, 1985.
5 Improvement of Nonlinear static seismic analysis – Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) 2005
6 Seismic Evaluation and Retrofit of Existing Buildings – American Society of Civil Engineers 2014
4
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We strongly encourage collaboration between Stratagroup (structural engineer) and T+T
(geotechnical engineer) throughout the non-linear time history analyses process to ensure the
modelling correctly represents the expected behaviour of both the soil and structure during
earthquake shaking.

5.4

Deep Foundation Parameters

Should deep foundations be required for seismic strengthening works, the geotechnical parameters
presented in Table 5.2 are considered suitable for use in preliminary design. Driven steel H piles or
screw piles founded in the medium dense to dense gravels are likely to be suitable deep foundation
strengthening options.
Table 5.2:

Deep Foundation Design Parameters for Preliminary Design

Unit

Unit depth below
existing ground level

Skin Friction

End Bearing (Assuming
SPT ‘N’ greater than 30)

Marine Deposits –
Medium Dense to Very
Dense Gravels

1.5 m – 15 m proved

100 kPa

6,000 kPa

6

Further Work – Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Assessment

If the results of the DSA are unfavourable it may be beneficial to commission a site-specific
Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Assessment study (PSHA). This can bring with it a range of opportunities
and benefits for any strengthening works that may be required on the existing buildings. Specifically,
there may be an opportunity to reduce the design spectra (outlined in NZS1170.5:2004, and on
which the DSA is to be undertaken) which could result in cost savings on strengthening works.
The PSHA will be based on the updated seismic hazard model New Zealand, the changes to which
have not yet been incorporated into NZS1170.5:2004 as well as the most up-to-date understanding
of the seismic hazard risks within the Hawkes Bay area.
As shear wave velocities have been obtained during the investigations discussed in Section 3, no
further investigation of shear wave velocities is anticipated to facilitate the PSHA.
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7

Conclusions and Recommendations

On the basis of the available subsurface information and our experience with similar materials, our
geotechnical recommendations regarding the Detailed Seismic Assessment on the Library, Civic
Admin/Council Chamber Buildings in Napier are summarised as follows:
•

This report has been prepared to support the Detailed Seismic Assessments being undertaken
by Strata Group Consulting Engineers (Stratagroup);

•

The site stratigraphy comprises pavement fill overlying medium dense to very dense marine
gravels;

•

The site subsoil class has been assessed as Class D – Deep soil in accordance with the
recommendations in NZS 1170.5:2004;

•

The site subsoils proved during the investigations are considered to have low susceptibility to
seismic liquefaction. Soils, below the depths proved during the investigations may be
susceptible to liquefaction. However, the effects of liquefaction of material at depths greater
than 15 m are likely to be negligible at the ground surface;

•

We consider a geotechnical ultimate bearing pressure of 450 kPa suitable for capacity based
structural assessments on the existing foundations;

•

Elastic Shallow foundation spring stiffnesses suitable for use in displacement based analyses
are presented in Section 5.3.2.The spring stiffnesses are provided to be used as preliminary
inputs into the nonlinear time history analyses that Stratagroup are proposing to undertake.
Damping effects have not been considered, however documents that provide guidance and
recommendations regarding the damping effects/nonlinear aspects of the SSIM have been
provided. Collaboration between T+T and Stratagroup is strongly recommended to ensure the
SSIM accurately represents the behaviour of both the structure and soil, under seismic
loading;

•

Design parameters suitable for preliminary design of deep foundation installation as part of
strengthening, if required, are presented in Section 5.4; and

•

Recommendations for further work, comprising a Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Assessment is
presented in Section 6.
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Executive Summary
This report summarises geophysical field testing and data reduction performed at the Napier
Library Building Site in Napier. Active source and passive source surface wave testing was
performed at a selection of locations around the building in order to characterise the shear
wave velocity profile and the site period across the site. The methodology, data processing,
shear wave velocity profiles and site period estimates across the site are presented herein.
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1.0 Introduction
This report summarises geophysical field testing and data reduction performed at the Napier
Library building site in Napier. Due to space constraints, active source surface wave testing
was performed at a single location only to define the shear wave velocity profile at that
location. Site period measurements using the horizontal to vertical spectral ratio method
(H/V Spectral Ratio) were carried out at three locations to provide wider coverage across the
site in terms of overall profile characteristics. The testing methodology, data reduction
methodology, and the resulting shear wave velocity profiles and site period values are
summarised herein.

2.0 Testing Sites and Methodology
2.1

Testing Methodology

Active source surface wave testing was carried out using a 5.4 kg sledgehammer to
generate surface wave energy. Both Rayleigh wave and Love wave testing was undertaken
using vertical and horizontally oriented sources. A linear array of 24 vertical geophones at
2 m spacing were located along the ground surface to record the induced vibration from
these sources. Data was collected using multiple source offset locations from the first
receiver in the array to account for the effect of offset distance on the dispersion curve data
and any near source effects. Multiple impacts were used at each source offset and stacked
to improve the signal-to-noise ratio of the data collected. Due to space restrictions the
source could only be located at one end of the linear array. This method was used to
characterise the shear wave velocity profile at the test location, which is representative of the
soil profile beneath the active testing line.
Ambient noise recordings of at least 15 minutes were collected to perform horizontal-tovertical spectral ratio (H/V Spectral Ratio) calculations (Nakamura 1989) to estimate the site
period (T) or the period of response of the profile above any impedance contrasts that are
present. A single 2Hz 3-D geophone was used for this testing.

2.2

Testing Plan

An overview of the test locations is provided in Figure 1. The setup of each test location was
as follows:
•

Active Testing locations (SW1)
o

•

Offset source at 2 m, 5 m, 10 m, 20 and 30 m from first geophone off one end
of the linear array for Rayleigh wave based testing (Vertically oriented
source). Offset source at 5 m and 10m from first geophone for Love wave
based testing (horizontally oriented source).

H/V Spectral Ratio locations (SP1 – SP3)
Page 1

Figure 1. Location of surface wave testing across Napier Library site. Active source testing
location (SW1) shown by red line and H/V spectral ratio testing locations (SP1-SP3) shown by
the red points.
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2.3

Data Processing and Interpretation

Active source sledgehammer data were analyzed using the frequency domain beamformer
(FBDF) method (Zywicki 1999) and the spectral analysis of surface waves (SASW) method
(Stokoe et al. 1994). Dispersion data influenced by near-field effects and/or significant offline
noise were eliminated. The SASW data was analysed using the phase unwrapping method
to determine the individual dispersion curves from each receiver spacing.
The data from each source offset and method were combined to form a mixed-method
composite dispersion curve. The dispersion data was then divided into bins using a log
distribution. The mean phase velocity and associated standard deviation was then calculated
for each bin, resulting in an experimental dispersion curve with associated uncertainty.
The dispersion data was inverted to define the shear wave velocity profiles using a multimode inversion and the neighborhood algorithm in Geopsy (Wathelet 2008). The inversion
process defines theoretical dispersion curves that best match the experimental dispersion
curve defined using the process described above. To provide the best representation of the
shear wave velocity profile at each site, layering characteristics from subsurface
investigation data was used to help constrain the surface wave inversion parameters.
Geotechnical borehole data in close vicinity to testing locations were used to develop the
inversion layering parameters across the site, including the inferred depth to the water table.
The experimental and theoretical dispersion curve data for this site is summarised in
Figure 2.

Figure 2. Dispersion curve data for the Napier Library site. The black points and error bars are
the binned experimental dispersion curve data, and the red line is the best fit theoretical
dispersion curve data.

H/V Spectral Ratio data were processed using the software Geopsy (www.geopsy.org). Time
windows that were overly noisy were removed, with the remaining windows used to develop
the spectral average at each location. The geometric mean of the horizontal-component
Fourier spectra were used to develop the H/V spectral ratios, and a Konno & Ohmachi
(1998) smoothing function with a smoothing constant of b=40 was applied. The H/V spectral
Page 3

ratios from a range of time window lengths were compared during processing to determine
the influence of window lengths on the estimated spectral peak(s) and to estimate the
uncertainty associated with the spectral peak(s). The data presented in this paper used a
window length of 30 seconds with no overlap and a 5% cosine taper.
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3.0 Results
3.1

Shear wave velocity

The shear wave velocity profile from surface wave testing is summarised in Figure 2 and in
tabular form in the electronic Appendix. The lowest misfit profile shown by the thick black
line. The light grey lines represent the 1000 best profiles, and the dark grey the 50 best
profiles from the inversion.
Loose constraints were used in the inversion to account for the fact that there is likely a
gradual increase in the shear wave velocity with depth through the gravel deposits present at
the site. Borehole logs at the site do not indicate any significant interfaces down to 15 m
depth (maximum depth of the boreholes at this site). The thin pavement at this location has
not been included in the layering as it will have little effect on the development of the shear
wave velocity profile.
Apart from softer deposits near the surface there is a gradual increase in the shear wave
velocity with depth which would be expected in the granular deposits at this location. Near
the surface there little variability in the shear wave velocities. Below 15 m depth there is
more variability in the shear wave velocity profiles, as there was more variability in the
experimental data starts at longer wavelengths.

Figure 3. Shear wave velocity profile from surface wave testing

An simplified estimate of the elastic period of the profile above 20 m was calculated using
the quarter wavelength equation (T = 4H / Vsavg, where H is the thickness of the profile and
Vsavg is the time averaged shear wave velocity over the profile thickness).
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Using this approach for the lowest misfit profile, the estimated elastic period of the profile
was equal to 0.3 seconds. This does not reflect the true site period, which is the response of
the entire soil profile above rock. The shear wave velocities in the top 20 m do not approach
rock velocities.

3.2

H/V Spectral Ratio

The H/V spectral peak(/s) from ambient noise recordings can correspond to: (1) the site
period for the entire soil profile down to basement rock (a significant impedance contrast); or
(2) the response of the soil profile above a shallower impedance contrast. The results from
the three test sites are summarised in Figure 3-6 below, with the median and plus/minus 1
standard deviation curves from the data windows presented in each. All three have clear
peaks, ranging from 0.9 to 1.1 seconds, with a slightly shorter period north of the library
building. This suggests the existence of an impedance contrast at depth, potentially
representing the overall profile to bedrock.

Figure 4. H/V Spectral ratio data for site SP1, with clear peak at 1.1 seconds
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Figure 5. H/V Spectral ratio data for site SP1, with clear peak at 1.0 seconds

Figure 6. H/V Spectral ratio data for site SP1, with clear peak at 0.9 seconds
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Class A is defined as strong to extremely-strong rock with:
(a)

Unconfined compressive strength greater than 50 MPa; and

(b)

An average shear-wave velocity over the top 30 m greater than 1500 m/s; and

(c)

Not underlain by materials having a compressive strength less than 18 MPa or a shear wave velocity less than 600 m/s.
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Class B is defined as rock with:
(a)

A compressive strength between 1 and 50 MPa; and

(b)

An average shear-wave velocity over the top 30 m greater than 360 m/s; and

(c)

Not underlain by materials having a compressive strength less than 0.8 MPa or a shear wave velocity less than 300 m/s.

A surface layer of no more than 3 m depth of highly-weathered or completely-weathered rock
or soil (a material with a compressive strength less than 1 MPa) may be present.
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They are not class A , class B or class E sites; and
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The low amplitude natural period may be estimated from four times the shear -wave travel
time from the surface to rock, be estimated from Nakamura ratios or from recorded
earthquake motions, or be evaluated in accordance with Clause 3.1.3.7 for sites with layered
subsoil, according to the hierarchy of methods given in Clause 3.1.3.1.
Deep or soft soil sites
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Where low-amplitude natural period is greater than 0.6 s; or
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Underlain by less than 10 m of soils with an undrained shear-strength less than
12.5 kPa or soils with SPT N-values less than 6.
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3.1.3.7 Evaluation of periods for layered sites

For sites consisting of layers of several types of material without measured shear -wave travel
times from the surface to rock, the low-amplitude natural period of the site may be calculated
from:
(a)

The eigenvalue solution for the fundamental frequency of a lumped mass representation
of the soil profile from the surface to underlying rock;

(b)

Exact closed-form solutions for two-layer sites;
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(c)

Approximate solutions for other simple profiles through successive application of two layer solutions

(d)

Four times the estimated shear-wave travel time; or

(e)

Summing the contributions to the natural period of each layer by multiplying 0.6 s by
the sum of ratios of the thickness of each layer to the thickness for its soil type given in
Table 3.2.

In evaluating site periods, all material above rock shall be included in the modelling.
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Appendix F – Ferro-scanning Report
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Notes:
All Shear Walls appeared to have starter bars into the floor at approx. 300crs.

All the floor slabs appear to have mesh in them.

There was no access to position F11, as this was the area in the records storage room,
and the shelving didn’t leave enough room to be able to do the scan.

The scan taken at position F13 was unusable due to some form of interference.

The shear wall at position F27 does not exist, a scan was taken to try and find any starter
bars from the wall below.

The scan taken at position F33 was unusable due to some form of interference.
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820mm from the RHS of the grid to the door.

Operator: SSRNZ

[mm]

Marker

x: [mm]

y: [mm]

Comment:

1

285

45

10mm Starter Bar @ 40mm cover.

2

225

251

8mm Mesh Bars @ 150crs, 50mm cover.

Project: NCC Library Building

Imagescan: FS001595.XFF
Date / Time: 2017-03-29 19:37:21

Customer: NCC
Location: NCC Library Building
Comment:

Position F17
Second Floor Shear Wall Connection.
160mm from the top of the grid to the wall.
180mm from the RHS of the grid to the wall.

SSN: 31311010

Operator: SSRNZ

[mm]

Marker

x: [mm]

y: [mm]

Comment:

1

114

52

10mm Starter Bar @ 35mm cover.

2

407

114

10mm Starter Bar @ 35mm cover.

3

485

47

12mm Masonry Wall Starter Bar @ 20mm cover.

4

485

337

12mm Masonry Wall Starter Bar @ 30mm cover.

5

244

234

8mm Mesh Bars @ 150crs, 35mm cover.

6

184

490

8mm Mesh Bars @ 150crs, 45mm cover.

Project: NCC Library Building

Imagescan: FS001596.XFF
Date / Time: 2017-03-29 19:53:24

Customer: NCC
Location: NCC Library Building

SSN: 31311010

Operator: SSRNZ

Comment:

Position F18
Third Floor Shear Wall Connection.
155mm from the top of the grid to the wall.
2770mm from the RHS of the grid to the end of the shear wall.

[mm]

Marker

x: [mm]

y: [mm]

Comment:

1

434

49

10mm Starter Bar @ 50mm cover.

2

174

33

10mm Starter Bar @ 50mm cover.

3

344

388

8mm Mesh Bar @ 150crs, 60mm cover.

Project: NCC Library Building

Imagescan: FS001597.XFF
Date / Time: 2017-03-29 20:01:14

SSN: 31311010

Customer: NCC
Location: NCC Library Building
Comment:

Position F19
Third Floor Shear Wall Connection.
140mm from the top of the grid to the wall.
1260mm from the LHS of the grid to the wall.

Operator: SSRNZ

[mm]

Marker

x: [mm]

y: [mm]

Comment:

1

296

78

10mm Starter Bar @ 40mm cover.

2

203

340

8mm Mesh Bars @ 150crs, 25mm cover.

Project: NCC Library Building

Imagescan: FS001598.XFF
Date / Time: 2017-03-29 20:02:49

Customer: NCC
Location: NCC Library Building

SSN: 31311010

Operator: SSRNZ

Comment:

Position F20
Third Floor Slab.
5420mm from the top of the grid to the front wall.
2880mm from the LHS of the grid to the edge of the columns.

[mm]

Marker

x: [mm]

y: [mm]

Comment:

1

258

219

8mm Mesh Bars @ 150crs, 45mm cover.

2

188

275

8mm Mesh Bars @ 150crs, 55mm cover.

Project: NCC Library Building

Imagescan: FS001599.XFF
Date / Time: 2017-03-29 20:06:45

Customer: NCC
Location: NCC Library Building

SSN: 31311010

Operator: SSRNZ

Comment:

Position F21
Third Floor Slab.
3390mm from the top of the grid to the front wall.
Centre of the grid to approx.centre of the floor beam .

[mm]

Marker

x: [mm]

y: [mm]

Comment:

1

214

244

25mm Beam Bar @ 55mm cover.

2

422

377

16mm Beam Bar @ 55mm cover.

3

285

549

6mm Beam Stirrup @ 40mm cover.

4

503

330

12mm Bars @ 150crs, 40m cover.

Project: NCC Library Building

Imagescan: FS001600.XFF
Date / Time: 2017-03-29 20:10:13

Customer: NCC
Location: NCC Library Building

SSN: 31311010

Operator: SSRNZ

Comment:

Position F22
Third Floor Shear Wall Connection.
200mm from the top of the grid to the wall.
1310mm from the LHS of the grid to the end of the shear wall.

[mm]

Marker

x: [mm]

y: [mm]

Comment:

1

189

208

10mm Starter Bar @ 40mm cover.

2

488

56

10mm Starter Bar @ 35mm cover.

3

330

314

8mm Mesh Bars @ 150crs, 40mm cover.

Project: NCC Library Building

Imagescan: FS001601.XFF
Date / Time: 2017-03-29 20:12:37

Customer: NCC
Location: NCC Library Building

SSN: 31311010

Operator: SSRNZ

Comment:

Position F23
Third Floor Shear Wall Connection.
1270mm from the top of the grid to the wall.
3000mm from the RHS of the grid to the end of the shear wall.

[mm]

Marker

x: [mm]

y: [mm]

Comment:

1

156

95

10mm Starter Bar @ 30mm cover.

2

510

75

10mm Starter Bar @ 30mm cover.

3

355

200

8mm Mesh Bars @ 150crs, 40mm cover.

4

308

268

8mm Mesh Bars @ 150crs, 50mm cover.

Project: NCC Library Building

Imagescan: FS001602.XFF
Date / Time: 2017-03-29 20:14:57

SSN: 31311010

Customer: NCC
Location: NCC Library Building
Comment:

Position F24
Third Floor Shear Wall Connection.
130mm from the top of the grid to the wall.
3010mm from the LHS of the grid to the wall.

Operator: SSRNZ

[mm]

Marker

x: [mm]

y: [mm]

Comment:

1

341

110

10mm Starter Bar @ 35mm cover.

2

388

338

8mm Mesh Bars @ 150crs, 40mm cover.

Project: NCC Library Building

Imagescan: FS001603.XFF
Date / Time: 2017-04-03 18:18:54

Customer: NCC
Location: NCC Library Building

SSN: 31311010

Operator: SSRNZ

Comment:

Position F25
Third Floor Shear Wall Connection.
110mm from the top of the grid to the wall.
1460mm from the LHS of the grid to the end of the shear wall.

[mm]

Marker

x: [mm]

y: [mm]

Comment:

1

225

67

10mm Starter Bar @ 55mm cover.

2

516

82

10mm Starter Bar @ 60mm cover.

3

370

244

8mm Mesh Bars @ 150crs, 50mm cover.

4

93

527

8mm Mesh Bars @ 150crs, 50mm cover.

Project: NCC Library Building

Imagescan: FS001609.XFF
Date / Time: 2017-04-03 19:12:12

Customer: NCC
Location: NCC Library Building

SSN: 31311010

Operator: SSRNZ

Comment:

Position F26
Fourth Floor Shear Wall Connection.
Unverified diameters could be due to the depth of the reinforcing, or
some other interference.
105mm from the top of the grid to the wall.
1380mm from the RHS of the grid to the end of the shear wall.

[mm]

Marker

x: [mm]

y: [mm]

Comment:

1

407

108

10mm Starter Bar @ 45mm cover.

2

11

67

10mm Starter Bar @ 45mm cover (dia NOT verified).

3

207

312

8mm Mesh Bars @ 150crs ave, 60mm cover.

4

249

245

8mm Mesh Bars @ 150crs ave, 50mm cover.

Project: NCC Library Building

Imagescan: FS001604.XFF
Date / Time: 2017-04-03 18:35:12

Customer: NCC
Location: NCC Library Building

SSN: 31311010

Operator: SSRNZ

Comment:

Position F27
Fourth Floor Shear Wall Connection.
The shear wall in this position does not exist, so we tried to scan for starters from the
wall below. No starters could be found.
105mm from the top of the grid to the timber wall.
140mm from the RHS of the grid to the end of the timber wall.

[mm]

Marker

x: [mm]

y: [mm]

Comment:

1

152

192

8mm Mesh Bars @ 150crs, 40mm cover.

2

482

166

8mm Mesh Bars @ 150crs, 45mm cover.

Project: NCC Library Building

Imagescan: FS001605.XFF
Date / Time: 2017-04-03 18:39:16

Customer: NCC
Location: NCC Library Building

SSN: 31311010

Operator: SSRNZ

Comment:

Position F28
Fourth Floor Shear Wall Connection.
Unverified diameters could be due to the depth of the reinforcing, or
some other interference.
95mm from the top of the grid to the wall.
430mm from the RHS of the grid to the wall.

[mm]

Marker

x: [mm]

y: [mm]

Comment:

1

145

130

10mm Starter Bar @ 70mm cover (dia NOT verified).

2

462

114

10mm Starter Bar @ 70mm cover (dia NOT verified).

3

301

219

8mm Mesh Bars @ 150crs, 75mm cover (dia NOT verified).

4

359

404

8mm Mesh Bars @ 150crs, 65mm cover (dia NOT verified).

Project: NCC Library Building

Imagescan: FS001606.XFF
Date / Time: 2017-04-03 18:46:16

Customer: NCC
Location: NCC Library Building

SSN: 31311010

Operator: SSRNZ

Comment:

Position F29
Fourth Floor Slab.
Unverified diameters could be due to the depth of the reinforcing, or
some other interference.
3000mm from the top of the grid to the front wall.
Centre of the grid to the approx centre of the floor beam.

[mm]

Marker

x: [mm]

y: [mm]

Comment:

1

436

229

30mm Beam Bar @ 60mm cover.

2

227

182

20mm Beam Bar @ 60mm cover.

3

59

233

10mm Bars @ 150crs, 50mm cover.

4

508

208

10mm Bars @ 150crs, 45mm cover.

5

570

267

8mm Bar @ 55mm cover.

6

97

292

8mm Bar @ 60mm cover (dia NOT verified).

7

359

370

10mm Bar @ 50mm cover.

Project: NCC Library Building

Imagescan: FS001607.XFF
Date / Time: 2017-04-03 18:49:35

Customer: NCC
Location: NCC Library Building

SSN: 31311010

Operator: SSRNZ

Comment:

Position F30
Fourth Floor Slab.
4260mm from the top of the grid to the front wall.
3090mm from the LHS of the grid to the edge of the columns.

[mm]

Marker

x: [mm]

y: [mm]

Comment:

1

115

337

8mm Mesh Bars @ 150crs, 50mm cover.

2

207

256

8mm Mesh Bars @ 150crs, 40mm cover.

Project: NCC Library Building

Imagescan: FS001608.XFF
Date / Time: 2017-04-03 18:55:40

SSN: 31311010

Customer: NCC
Location: NCC Library Building

Operator: SSRNZ

Comment:

Position F31
Fourth Floor Shear Wall Connection.
Unverified diameters could be due to the depth of the reinforcing, or
some other interference.
105mm from the top of the grid to the wall.
560mm from the LHS of the grid to the timber wall.

[mm]

Marker

x: [mm]

y: [mm]

Comment:

1

62

112

10mm Starter Bar @ 55mm cover.

2

366

97

Starter Bar dia N/A.

3

515

74

8mm Mesh Bars @ 150crs, 50mm cover.

4

351

337

8mm Mesh Bars @ 150crs, 45mm cover.

Project: NCC Library Building

Imagescan: FS001618.XFF
Date / Time: 2017-04-11 18:32:34

SSN: 31311010

Customer: NCC
Location: NCC Library Building
Comment:

Position F32
First Floor Slab.
105mm from the top of the grid to the low wall.
3275mm from the LHS of the grid to the side wall.

Operator: SSRNZ

[mm]

Marker

x: [mm]

y: [mm]

Comment:

1

381

200

25mm Bar @ 40mm cover.

2

74

182

25mm Bar @ 30mm cover.

3

211

219

8mm Mesh Bars @ 150crs ave, 50mm cover.

4

249

286

8mm Mesh Bars @ 150crs ave, 60mm cover.

Project: NCC Library Building

Appendix G – Hand Calculations
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Executive Summary
Background
Strata Group Consulting Engineers Limited (SGL) has been engaged by Napier City Council to
undertake a Detailed Seismic Assessment (DSA) of the Civic Building at 231 Hastings Street, Napier
South, Napier. This report has been prepared in response to this request and describes the results of
our quantitative seismic assessment.
The report is to be read in conjunction with Library Building Detailed Seismic Assessment due to the
fact that the buildings are connected by a Linkway.

Building Description
Constructed in the early 1960s, the Napier Civic Administration Building is a four-storey reinforced
concrete structure situated on a sloping site. The site varies in elevation by approximately 3m over the
building footprint and falls predominantly from east to west.
The building is comprised of a main office block measuring approximately 24m wide x 42m long in
plan and laid out on a 6.1m square grid. The 12.2 m wide Council Chambers Hall extends 18.3 m
from the eastern side of the main building. The two storey chamber hall is connected to the main
building at the 2nd and 3rd floor and roof levels through reinforcing anchored into the adjacent floor
slab and main building perimeter columns. The main building has a full width, two bay set back at the
second floor level on the north side creating a roof terrace space at that level. The building’s roof
structure consists of steel trusses typically spanning the full width of the building footprint. These
trusses support steel truss purlins supporting the roof cladding. The building is considered structurally
irregular in both plan and elevation.
The primary Lateral Load Resisting System is a dual wall – frame system comprised of perforated
reinforced concrete walls forming the stair and lift cores, combined with peripheral reinforced concrete
frames around the main building containing. Some bays of this perimeter frame are in-filled with in situ
reinforced concrete wall panels.

Site Conditions
Published geology indicates the site is underlain by estuarine deposits comprising sand, gravel, silt
and mud on modern coastal plains and lake margins. Underlying the pavement fill was fine to medium
gravels with some sand. The gravels under the buildings are likely to have a low susceptibility to
liquefaction. The site was deemed to have a subsoil class D.
The impact of geotechnical aspects on the seismic response was deemed non-critical for
determination of the building’s percentage New Building Standard (%NBS) rating.
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Importance Level
The importance level is stipulated in NZS 1170 – Tables 3.1 & 3.2 - Refer below
In this instance the client has stipulated that the building be assessed to Importance Level 3 assuming
all post disaster functions no longer operate from the Civic Administration or Library buildings. The
importance level is then governed by occupancy loads within the building.
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Assessed Seismic Rating
BUILDING SEISMIC RATING

=

10 % NBS

-

IMPORTANCE LEVEL 3

The results of our Detailed Seismic Assessment indicate the building’s seismic rating to be 10%NBS
(IL3) assessed in accordance with The Seismic Assessment of Existing Buildings, Technical Guidelines
for Engineering Assessments (Revised Draft – 10 October 2016). The seismic rating assumes that
Importance Level 3 (IL3), in accordance with AS/NZS 1170.0:2002. Therefore, this is a Grade E building
following the NZSEE building grading scheme. Grade E buildings represent a relative risk to occupants
25 times greater than expected for a new building, indicating a very high risk exposure.
A building with a seismic rating less than 34%NBS is considered to be an Earthquake-Prone Building
(EPB) in terms of the Building (Earthquake-Prone Buildings) Amendment Act 2016. A building rating
less than 67%NBS is considered by the New Zealand Society for Earthquake Engineering to be an
Earthquake Risk Building (ERB). The Napier City Council Civic Building is therefore likely to be
categorised as an Earthquake [Risk/Prone] Building.
Our assessment identified the following Critical Structural Weaknesses (CSW) governing the seismic
rating for the building:


The floor slab to column connections on grid 7 are expected to experience punching shear
failure at a low center-of-mass roof displacement. This failure is considered likely to cause a
significant life safety hazard. The displacement capacity is relatively small due to insufficient
steel reinforcing within the slab to column connection and the expected significant torsional inplan rotations due to the highly asymmetric plan layout of the building.

In addition to the above CSW, the following Severe Structural Weaknesses (SSWs) were also
identified:




Column H4 supporting the east end of the council chamber hall is expected to exceed its
ultimate capacity at a relatively small center-of-mass displacement.
The capacity of non-ductile columns in flexure on grids 3 and 5 of the chamber hall.
The capacity of the perimeter frame intermediate columns in shear.

The following secondary structural and non-structural aspects were considered in the assessment of
the seismic rating:


The connection of the stairs to the floors and walls. The stairs generally appear to be detailed
in a way that ensures that the stairs are fully locked in to the core walls on all sides limiting
their displacement to that of the supporting walls. The stairs are therefore not considered to
be a governing failure mechanism.

In accordance with the requirements of the Building (Earthquake-Prone Building) Amendment Act,
effective 1 July 2017, we recommend that the building be issued with an Earthquake-Prone Building
notice and that strengthening or demolition be undertaken within 7.5 years of issue of this notice.

Recommended Next Steps
We recommend you consider carrying out the following next steps:




Given our investigation has identified that the floor slab to column connection punching shear
capacity limits the building’s seismic rating to 10% NBS (IL3), we recommend that all
stakeholders are notified of the seismic rating and all necessary signage is installed.
Napier City Council to consider demolishing or strengthening the building to a level deemed
appropriate by NCC. The New Zealand Society of Earthquake Engineering recommends a
minimum strengthening level of 67%NBS.
Napier City Council temporarily prop or demolish the Linkway structure.
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Engineering Assessment Technical Summary
Building Information
Building name /
description

Napier Civic Administration Building

Street address

231 Hastings Street, Napier South, Napier 4110

Territorial authority

Napier City Council

No. of storeys

Four

Area of Typical Floor
(approx.)

1100 m2

Year of design
(approx.)

1964

NZ Standard designed
to

NZS 1900:1964 – Advanced construction techniques used – Deformed bars

Structural System
including Foundations

RC floor slabs spanning two ways between non-ductile interior columns supported laterally by RC
perimeter frames with deep spandrels and internal RC walls on RC pad footings and foundations
beams.

Key features of ground
profile and identified
geohazards

The ground profile slopes down to the west/south-west decreasing approximately 3m in elevation
across the building footprint. The site is considered to have a low susceptibility to liquefaction.

Previous
strengthening

None.

Heritage issues /
status

The civic administration building does not appear on the Art Deco inventory list linked to on the
Napier City Council website.

Other

Assessment Information
Consulting Practice

Strata Group Consulting Engineers Ltd.

CPEng Responsible

Guy Lethbridge – CPEng 232090.

Date / version of
drawings reviewed

Original construction plans: July 1966.
Roof addition: May 1985.
Main entrance addition: 30.10.1987.

Geotechnical
reports(s)

Tonkin + Taylor Ltd, May 2017.

Date building
inspected

31 March 2017.

Previous assessment
reports

Initial Evaluation Procedure by Strata Group Consulting Engineers Ltd, dated 08/04/2009.

Other relevant
information

Review of IEP by Graeme W. Robinson, 06 January 2011.

Summary of Engineering Assessment Methodology and Key Parameters Used
Occupancy type(s)
and importance level

Predominant occupancy types B, E. Secondary occupancy type C. E. IL3

Site subsoil class

D

Summary of
assessment
methodology used
Other relevant
information

SLaMA Method in accordance with NZSEE Guidelines (Revised Draft - October 2016)
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Assessment Outcomes
Assessment status

Final

Assessed Seismic
Rating

10% (IL3)

Seismic Grade

E

For a DSA
Describe the
Governing critical
structural weakness
and likely mode of
failure
Comment on parts
identified and
assessed

Recommendations

The floor slab to B7 and D7 column connections were deemed likely to cause a significant life
safety hazard at a centre-of-mass roof displacement of 22 mm (without the 50% capacity
reduction). This centre-of-mass roof displacement capacity is relatively small due mainly to
insufficient connection steel reinforcing and significant torsional in-plan rotations due to the highly
asymmetric plan layout.
Due to the highly irregular nature of the structure, most of the structural elements were assessed.
Items assessed include all four perimeter frames, internal RC walls and RC block masonry walls,
interior gravity columns, floor slab to interior column connections, and the council chamber hall
beams and columns.
- Given our investigation has identified that the floor slab to B7 and D7 column connection
punching shear capacity limits the building’s seismic rating to 10% NBS (IL3), we recommend that
all stakeholders are notified of the seismic rating and all necessary signage is installed.
- Napier City Council consider demolishing or strengthening the building to a level deemed
appropriate by NCC. The New Zealand Society of Earthquake Engineering recommends a
minimum strengthening level of 67%NBS.
- Temporary propping or demolition of the Linkway

Add additional
commentary only if
required
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Introduction
Strata Group Consulting Engineers Limited (SGL) has been engaged by Napier City Council to
undertake a Detailed Seismic Assessment (DSA) of the Civic Building at 231 Hastings Street, Napier
South, Napier. This report has been prepared in response to this request and describes the results of
our quantitative seismic assessment.
The Napier Civic Administration Building is shown in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1: Aerial Photograph showing the Civic Administration Building & Council Chambers

Scope of Assessment
The purpose of this Detailed Seismic Assessment is to establish the likely seismic rating of the Napier
Civic Building and, if necessary propose conceptual seismic retrofit options to achieve a level of seismic
risk acceptable to the Napier City Council. Our scope of work includes:








A review of the available structural drawings obtained from Napier City Council;
A building inspection to confirm structural layout;
An evaluation of the overall seismic rating of the building based on the Simple Lateral
Mechanism Assessment (SLaMA) methodology as described in The Seismic Assessment of
Existing Buildings, Technical Guidelines for Engineering Assessments (Revised Draft – 10
October 2016);
A commentary on the attributes of key building features such as stairs, exterior cladding
elements and the like, and their associated seismic risk;
Depending on the seismic rating, the preparation of conceptual seismic retrofit options;
A summary of the findings of our assessment and general recommendations for regarding
further actions.

Our assessment presents the seismic rating in terms of a percentage of New Building Standard,
typically referred to as %NBS.
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Regulatory Environment and Design Standards
Earthquake-Prone Buildings (EPBs) are defined under Section 122 of the Building Act 2004 as
buildings whose ultimate capacity will be exceeded in a moderate earthquake and would likely result
in injury, or death, or damage to any other property. A moderate earthquake is defined as
approximately one-third as strong as the earthquake shaking assumed in the design of a new building
when designed using the current version of AS/NZS 1170:2002.
Using Seismic Assessment of Existing Buildings, Revised Draft – October 2016 (the Guidelines)
terminology, a building that fails to achieve 34% of New Building Standard (%NBS) is categorised as
Earthquake-Prone. The Guidelines also define a building achieving greater than 33%NBS, but less
than 67%NBS as Earthquake-Risk. The New Zealand Society of Earthquake Engineering (NZSEE)
recommend a minimum target strengthening level of 67%NBS.
The Building Act 2004 requires each Territorial Authority to publish a policy on how they propose to
deal with Earthquake-Prone Buildings, taking into account their area’s particular seismic, economic
and social conditions. Napier City Council’s Policy on Dangerous, Earthquake-Prone and Insanitary
Buildings (October 2013) requires that all buildings constructed prior to 1976 and meeting the criteria
set out in Section 122 of the Building Act 2004 (the Act) shall be identified as “Potentially EarthquakeProne”. Building owners are then required to provide a Detailed Seismic Assessment for the building
in question establishing the current seismic rating. Once a building has been confirmed as
Earthquake-Prone, strengthening work or demolition must be carried out within 10 years.
The Government, under the Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment (MBIE) has recently
released guidance on the implementation of the changes to be implemented under the Building
(Earthquake-Prone Buildings) Amendment Act, expected to become effective from 1 July 2017. The
Amendment Act aims to better target districts, buildings and parts of buildings that pose the greatest
risk based on knowledge gained from recent earthquakes, both here in New Zealand and overseas.
Under this Amendment Act, the east coast of the North Island, including Napier and the wider
Hawke’s Bay region is designated as a High seismic risk area. Based on this, Figure 2 below, from
MBIE defines the required assessment and remediation timeframes under the Amendment Act.

Figure 2: Time frames for identification and remediation of earthquake prone buildings under the Building Amendment
Act (effective July 2017)

It is proposed that “Priority” buildings be prescribed in the act as hospitals, emergency and education
facilities as well as those buildings with unreinforced masonry that could fall in an earthquake onto
routes with sufficient traffic to warrant making these buildings a priority. Local councils may also
define “Priority” buildings through public consultation.
It is important to recognise that the %NBS rating is largely concerned with structural strength, while
modern design standards also aim to impart a degree of resilience, or toughness, to a structure and
achieve satisfactory performance in smaller (serviceability level) earthquakes. Buildings designed in
accordance with the New Zealand Loading Standard (AS/NZS 1170:2002) and the relevant material
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design standards are expected to present a low risk of collapse, even when subject to seismic
shaking incrementally larger than that specified in the Loading Standard.
It is considered impractical and unaffordable to design every building to withstand the largest
earthquake imaginable. Consequently, when designing structures for natural hazards, the New
Zealand Loading Standard adopts a probabilistic approach that takes into account the exposure
hazard at a given location in conjunction with the building’s importance level. Thus, the Loading
Standard may be said to adopt a risk management approach in setting the loading levels that a given
building is required to withstand.
For normal use buildings (e.g. offices), the “design” earthquake load is set at the 1 in 500 year return
period seismic event. This scale of event has, approximately, a 10% probability of exceedance over
the assumed 50-year life of a building.

Explanatory Statement













This report has been prepared by SGL at the request of our Client and it is exclusively for our
Client’s use for the purpose for which it is intended in accordance with our agreed scope of
work. SGL accepts no responsibility or liability to any third party for any loss or damage
arising out of the use of, or reliance on, this report by that third party, or any party other than
our Client.
The inspections of the building discussed in this report have been undertaken to assist in the
structural assessment of the building structure for seismic loads only. This assessment does
not consider gravity or wind loading. Nor did we carry out a comprehensive survey or building
services or fire safety systems, building finishes, glazing systems or consider weather
tightness.
This assessment does not include an assessment of the buildings condition, or any repairs
that may be required.
SGL have not undertaken geotechnical, subsurface or slope stability assessments. However,
as part of this assessment Tonkin & Taylor Ltd have been engaged to provide geotechnical
advice and their report is attached in Appendix D.
SGL is not able to give any warranty or guarantee that all possible damage, defects,
conditions or qualities have been identified. The work completed by SGL and the advice
provided in this report is therefore given on a reasonable endeavours basis.
Except to the extent that SGL expressly indicates in this report, no assessment has been
made to determine whether or not the building complies with the Building Code, or any other
relevant codes, standards, guidelines, legislation etc.
This assessment is based on the information available to SGL at the time of our assessment
and assumes the construction drawings supplied are an accurate record of the building.
Further information may affect the results and conclusions of this assessment. The
information used to undertake our assessment is listed in the limitations and assumptions
section.
SGL has not considered any environmental matters and accepts no liability, whether in
contract, tort, or otherwise for any environmental issues discovered at a later date.
The basis of SGL’s advice and our responsibility to our Client is set out above and in the
terms of our engagement with our Client.
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Building Description
General
Summary information about the Napier City Council Civic Building is presented in Table 1 below.
Further, more detailed, information used to carry out our assessment is listed in the Appendices.
Table 1: Summary of Building Information

Item
Building Name
Street Address

Age
Occupancy Type

Importance Level
Floor area
Number of Stories
Structural System

Foundation System

Stair System
Notable Features

Previous
Additions/Alterations

Construction Type
Likely Design Standards

Details
Napier City Council Civic
Administration Building
231 Hastings Street,
Napier South,
Napier 4110
51 years
Predominant occupancy types
B, E. Secondary occupancy
type C. E.
IL3
Approximately 3300 m2 total
4
In-situ concrete floor slabs
spanning two ways between
non-ductile interior columns
supported laterally by RC
perimeter frames with deep
spandrel beams and RC walls
concentrated around two stair
wells.
Two separate series of RC pad
footings and foundation beams
at elevations differing by
approximately 3m
RC built in-situ with RC walls
and floors.
Two storey tall council
chamber protruding from one
side connected to main
building at 2nd and 3rd floor
levels and roof.
Extension of 4th storey over set
back area and formation of
ground storey under chamber
hall and covered entrance in
the 1980s.
Reinforced concrete poured
insitu
NZS 1900:1964

Comments

Creates significant plan and
vertical irregularity.

Seismic Design to Chapter 8

Ground Conditions
Published geology indicates the site is underlain by estuarine deposits comprising sand, gravel, silt
and mud on modern coastal plains and lake margins. Underlying the pavement fill was fine to medium
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gravels with some sand, proved to a maximum depth of 15 m below existing ground level. SPT ‘N’
values obtained in this material ranged between 10 and greater than 50 indicating this material is
medium dense to very dense. The site was deemed to have a subsoil class D.
For further information, refer to the geotechnical report by Tonkin & Taylor Ltd in Appendix D.

Building Design
The Napier City Council Civic Building was constructed circa 1966 and officially opened in September
1968. As such, the building would likely have been designed in accordance with NZS 1900:1964.
The first national loadings standard was published in 1935. Known as the Model Building Bylaws of
New Zealand, it was introduced following the Hawke’s Bay Earthquake, the standard was not
mandatory unless the local council of the day chose to implement them. This standard introduced the
idea of applying lateral force to buildings, however it was extremely rudimentary by today’s seismic
design standards. A later revision to the Bylaws in 1955 contained minor improvements to the seismic
design philosophy. The Bylaws treated all lateral load as a single pressure acting on a building.
In 1965, NZS1900 Chapter 8 was released and was a relatively significant step in the way buildings
were designed for lateral load response. In particular, Chapter 8 introduced the idea of regional
seismicity and its effect on dynamic response through the calculation of seismic coefficients and
therefore a variable seismic load depending on building location. In addition, Chapter 8 introduced
ductility requirements, but did not provide clear guidance on how to actually achieve ductile response.
Research in the New Zealand in the 1970’s led the world in terms of design and detailing of ductile
reinforced concrete structures to resist seismic loading and the results of this research lead to the
development of a new loadings standard NZS4203:1976.
Since the 1970’s there have been significant advancements in seismic design of new structures
based around capacity design and the introduction of ductility to structures. A structure designed to
behave in a ductile manner, based on modern design thinking, is expected to be able to undergo
relatively large displacements without collapse. This ability to undergo large displacement, as well as
considered detailing also allows the structure to dissipate energy and undergo repeated lateral
loading cycles without excessive strength degradation. Ductile buildings are considered to provide a
higher level of life safety performance in severe earthquakes compared to non-ductile buildings.
The Napier City Council Civic Administration Building is highly irregular both horizontally and
vertically. Based on the technical specification and anecdotal evidence in the Graeme Robinson
Report the building is likely to be constructed using deformed reinforcing bars. The use of the
deformed bars appears ahead of it time based on published construction material guidelines.
Structural details also indicate relatively low amounts of transverse reinforcing in gravity-only columns
and shear walls. The presence of these features suggest that the expected mode of failure for the
building is likely to be of a brittle and therefore non-ductile nature at what we would consider to be
relatively small lateral centre-of-mass roof displacements.

Structural Systems
The key structural systems for the Napier Civic Administration Building are detailed below.

Lateral Load Resisting Structure
The Lateral Load Resisting System in both principal directions is a dual wall-frame system comprised
of perforated reinforced concrete shear walls forming the stair and lift cores, combined with peripheral
reinforced concrete frames around the main building. Some bays of this perimeter frame are in-filled
with in situ reinforced concrete wall panels.
The peripheral frames typically feature approximately 5.0m long by 1.7m deep by 0.2m thick spandrel
beams spanning between 1.0m x 0.4m RC columns.
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Primary Gravity Structure
The primary gravity load resisting system is comprised of reinforced concrete floors (approximately
190mm thick) spanning two ways between reinforced concrete gravity columns, spandrel beams and
shear walls. The floor slabs have 2.1 m square, 280mm thick drop panels around internal columns.
The gravity loads are transferred by the columns and walls down to pad footing foundations.
The building’s roof structure consists of steel trusses typically spanning the full width of the building
footprint. These trusses support steel truss purlins supporting the roof cladding.

Stairs
The stairs generally appear to be detailed in a way that ensures that the stairs are fully locked in to
the core walls on all sides limiting their displacement to that of the supporting walls.

Foundations
The Civic Administration Building is founded on two unconnected series of reinforced concrete pad
foundations. The council chambers’ foundation is approximately 3m higher than the main building’s
foundation.
Foundation systems in both buildings are generally comprised of pad footings beneath the interior
columns and foundation beams below the perimeter frames and walls. The main building perimeter
frames and shear walls are founded on a relatively large foundation beam system which appears to
be reasonably well tied together. The council chambers’ foundation is comprised of pad footings
under the columns tied together with relatively small tie beams in comparison.

Previous Alterations
Alterations during the 1980’s include the addition of a roof structure over the setback roof terrace on
the north side of the main building and a new ground floor area was formed under the council
chambers by filling in what was a pool area.
The alterations to the ground floor over the council chambers included the construction of a
suspended concrete tray-deck floor approximately 1m above ground and closing it in with walls on the
south, east and north sides. This alteration also included a new covered entrance way on the north
side of the chambers building.

Notable Structural Features
The layout of the stair cores and shear walls is asymmetric in plan as shown in Figure 3 on the following
page. This asymmetry offsets the center-of-rigidity from the center-of-mass towards the south-west side
of the main building. When combined with the relatively narrow, elevated two-storey chamber hall
protruding from north-east side of the main building, this asymmetry is exacerbated.
When subject to seismic shaking in the north-south direction, this offset center-of-rigidity in plan, will
likely lead to a torsional response that will see the eastern end (along Grid H) of the chamber building
subjected to significantly greater displacements than those experienced in the main building.
The presence of both the double-height chamber walls and additional single-storey reinforced concrete
walls in varying locations throughout the main building, implies highly irregular floor diaphragm forces.
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Figure 3: First Floor Plan indicating asymmetric layout of structure

As well as having a highly irregular structural layout in plan, the building is also considered to be
highly irregular vertically, with column and wall cross-sections and locations altering with height.
Within the main building, there is a significant reduction in the number of columns present in the top
storey. Within the chamber hall, the top storey consists of very stiff (in plane), double height walls
noted previously, while these walls are supported on relatively slender and poorly reinforced columns
at ground level, creating a potential soft-storey mechanism. This is shown in figure 4 below.

Columns supporting
stiff upper storey

Figure 4: South Elevation showing vertical irregularity within the council chambers building
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Assessment Methodology
We have carried out a Detailed Seismic Assessment (DSA) of the Napier City Council Civic Building
based on the Simple Lateral Mechanism Assessment (SLaMA) method as detailed The Seismic
Assessment of Existing Buildings, Technical Guidelines for Engineering Assessments (Revised Draft –
10 October 2016). This method is discussed in full within the Guideline and summarised for information
below.
The Guideline recommends the use of the SLaMA method as the basis for all seismic assessment, with
additional more complex analysis techniques adopted for more complex structures if required.

Simple Lateral Mechanism Assessment (SLaMA)
The Guideline recognises that there are significant limitations and uncertainties in all analysis
techniques. The Guideline therefore recommends non-linear analysis using simple assessment
procedures, in particular SLaMA, as it is believed that this method provides the best balance between
the uncertainties in input parameters and inherent uncertainty in these simpler analysis techniques.
The SLaMA method is a simplified technique for determining the probabilistic inelastic deformation
mechanisms and their associated lateral strength and displacement capacity. The method allows the
engineer to determine the global non-linear pushover curve (i.e. structural capacity) of the building by
summing simplified individual elemental curves.
For most low- to mid-rise buildings, a simplified analysis technique such as SLaMA may be the only
analysis technique required as more complex computer analysis is unlikely to provide any additional
insight. For more complex or irregular structure, SLaMA should be adopted as an initial assessment
method to inform the next level of analysis.
In carrying out a SLaMA assessment, the engineer defines a single-mass model of the structure in each
of the two principal directions in which the main lateral load resisting elements are aligned. A non-linear
force-deformation relationship is then defined in order to approximate the building’s likely seismic
response. Once these models are defined, the global structure force-displacement response curves are
developed by combining elemental force-displacement curves. This global structural capacity spectrum
is then superimposed over the site’s design/demand spectrum to determine the buildings likely seismic
rating in terms of a percentage of New Building Standard (%NBS).
The DSA guidelines allow the effect of ductility on the demand spectrum to be represented by equivalent
viscous damping. The demand spectrum can be reduced by the level of viscous damping associated
with the ductility capacity of the structure. This ductility is determined from the centre-of-mass roof
displacement corresponding to the structural element identified as the Critical Structural Weakness
reaching its ultimate capacity.
The SLaMA method typically defines single-mass models considering only translational degrees of
freedom, meaning that it generally only accounts for displacements in each of the two principal
directions parallel to the applied force. The effects of torsional in-plan rotations on the capacity of the
structure are not particularly well considered and must therefore be accounted for by carrying out
additional analyses using alternative assessment methods. It should be noted that inelastic torsion can
lead to peak forces and deformations with significantly different magnitudes and spatial distributions to
the elastic forces and deformations estimated using simplified, translational methods. For this reason,
Single Degree of Freedom models and elastic analyses are unlikely to provide adequately accurate
estimates of capacity for ductile response of highly irregular structures such as the Civic Administration
Building.
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Response Spectrum Analysis to Consider Torsional Effects
Our analysis shows that the Civic Administration Building is likely to create a significant life safety hazard
at relatively low global ductility demands, essentially within the elastic range. It is therefore possible to
account for the effects of torsion with adequate accuracy using elastic response spectrum analysis
(RSA).
An elastic RSA was carried out to determine the ratio equal to the roof centre-of-mass displacement
divided by the roof displacement at the considered Lateral Load Resisting Element (LLRE). This ratio
was established on an element by element basis using the ground motion component combination
producing the lowest ratio value. This enabled determination of the center-of-mass displacement
corresponding to the ultimate displacement capacity of each LLRE at various locations in plan.

Limitations and Assumptions
As with any assessment method, a number of assumptions must be made in order to assess the
performance of a structure under seismic loading. For our assessment, the key assumptions are
noted in Table 2 below.
Table 2: Assumptions used during Detailed Seismic Assessment

Design Parameter
Date of Building Design
Soil Type
Building Importance Level

Ductility of Structure

Assumption
1964-1966
D – Soft Soil
3

µ=1

Justification
Information retrieved indicates that
construction occurred circa 1966.
Data obtained from geotechnical
investigations on site by Tonkin & Taylor Ltd.
Based on the building’s use as a territorial
authority civic administration headquarters,
including some post disaster functions, we
believe importance level 3 is appropriate
Following a review of the available
construction details, we believe a ductility
factor of 1 to be appropriate.

The information we have used to carry out our assessment includes:







Exterior and interior site inspection, which confirmed the nature of the building and the
relationship to the surrounding buildings (refer to photos in Appendix A)
Details of previous assessments (refer to Appendix B)
Construction drawings and technical specifications (refer to Appendix C)
Site specific geotechnical investigations (refer to Appendix E) were conducted on this site.
Ferro-scanning investigations (refer to Appendix F) were conducted to confirm the connection
details shown on the construction plans between the floor slabs and the interior columns.
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Assessment Results and Seismic Rating
Building Seismic Rating
The results of our Detailed Seismic Assessment indicate that the building achieves an overall seismic
rating of 10%NBS (IL3). This corresponds to a Grade E building as defined by the New Zealand
Society of Earthquake Engineering (NZSEE) building grading scheme. This is less than the minimum
threshold for Earthquake-Prone buildings (i.e. <34%NBS).
Table 3 below, summarises the evaluated seismic rating for each individual structural system in each
loading direction.
Table 3: Elemental Seismic Ration (%NBS) for the Civic Administration Building

Structural element
Chamber column H4
West perimeter
frame – GL A
East perimeter frame
- GL E
North perimeter
frame – GL 8
Column B2
Chambers columns
grids 3 and 5
Interior gravity
columns B7 & D7
Floor connection to
interior columns
GL 7
South perimeter
frame

Direction
North-South

Seismic Rating
(%NBS (IL3))
25

North-South

67

North-South

80

East-West

25

East-West

50

East-West

40

East-West

50

East-West

10

East-West

70

Comments

Based on the above, the overall building seismic rating is governed by the performance of the floor
slab to column connection punching shear capacity at columns B7 and D7. This constitutes the
building’s Critical Structural Weaknesses. This is due to the asymmetric plan layout causing torsional
rotations in-plan to significantly amplify the displacement of the structure at Grid 7. The floor slab to
interior column connections lack sufficient steel reinforcing to maintain punching shear capacity
beyond small centre-of-mass displacements.
Table 4 below compares the seismic rating with the relative risk of collapse compared to a new
building. For information, a new building, designed in accordance with AS/NZS1170:2002 and modern
materials standards would have a low probability of collapse in a 1-in-500-year return period
earthquake.
Table 4: Relative Seismic Risk Compared to a New Building

Building Grade

Percentage of New
Building Strength
(%NBS)

A+
A
B
C
D
E

>100
80-100
67-80
33-67
20-33
<20

Relative Risk
(Approximate)
Compared to a New
Building
<1 time
1-2 times
2-5 times
5-10 times
10-25 times
>25 times

Risk Description
Low
Low
Low or Medium
Medium
High
Very High
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As noted above, the Napier City Council Civic Building is considered a Grade E building and therefore
presents a Very High risk to occupants relative to a new building.
Our assessment indicates that, should strengthening be undertaken to rectify the column to floor
connection capacity on Grid 7, the seismic rating of the building would improve to 25%NBS (IL3)
across a number of elements. The building would therefore remain Earthquake-Prone, however, the
relative risk would decrease slightly.

Severe Structural Weaknesses
A Severe Structural Weakness (SSW) is defined as a structural weakness that is potentially
associated with catastrophic collapse of the structure leading to high fatality rates for building
occupants and little or no chance of escape from the building following an earthquake. The seismic
capacity of a SSW may not be reliably assessed based on current engineering knowledge.
Experience from past earthquakes suggests that SSWs are typically limited to a relatively small
number of mechanisms and as such, the Guideline aims to define SSWs that require evaluation as
part of any DSA. The Guideline then takes a conservative approach to assessment by evaluating the
probable capacity of a structural system incorporating a defined SSW and then applies a safety factor
of 0.5 to further reduce the seismic rating of that element.
During our seismic assessment, we identified the following SSWs as being present in the Civic
Administration Building:






Non-ductile columns with inadequate transverse reinforcing steel;
Punching shear failure of the floor slab to column connection;
Shear failure of short columns in perimeter frames where deep spandrel beams are present;
Inadequate shear steel reinforcing in beam/column joints.
Linkway seismic joints

Secondary Risks
Risks from Adjacent Buildings
The Civic Administration Building is approximately 15-20 m away from the neighbouring buildings on
the north, east and west sides. However, at the 3rd and 4th floors, an approximately 10 m long
elevated pedestrian linkway bridge connects this building to the Library Building on the west side. The
linkway is attached to the Library Building with a 120mm seismic gap at the Civic Administration
Building end.
Our assessment suggests that relative displacements between the two buildings in the east-west
direction are likely to exceed the available seismic gap leading to potential pounding damage and/or
loss of seating and subsequent failure of the linkway bridge. Failure of the linkway may present a
significant life safety hazard if seating was lost.
Because the linkway structure is part of the Library Building we will address this more fully in that
report, issued in conjunction with this one.

Risk of Soil Failure, Liquefaction and Lateral Spreading
The gravels under the buildings are likely to have a low susceptibility to liquefaction. The impact of
geotechnical aspects on the seismic response was deemed non-critical for determination of the
building’s %NBS rating.

Staircases and Safe Egress Following an Earthquake
The Department of Building and Housing, now MBIE, issued Practice Advisory 13 in response to
concerns about stair collapse and damage observed following the February 2011 Christchurch
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earthquake. The primary focus of this Practice Advisory concerned stairs designed to be able to slide
at one end, and the potential for large inter-storey displacements to lead to a loss of seating at the
sliding end causing a collapse of the stair.
The stairs within the Civic Building are generally well tied into the stairwell walls and the RC floors at
each end of each flight. The stairs in the civic administration building are therefore deemed unlikely to
create a significant life safety hazard at the displacements levels considered in this assessment.

Risk Presented by Non-structural Building Elements
Recent experiences in Wellington following the Seddon and Kaikoura earthquakes have shown that
non-structural building elements such as glazing, suspended ceilings, partitions and overhead
services (i.e. HVAC, sprinkler pipes etc) constitute a significant hazard to building occupants and
typically contribute heavily to shut-down time and repair cost.
Due to the relatively small lateral displacements at which the civic administration building was deemed
to create a significant life safety hazard, non-structural building elements such as glazing and
suspended ceilings were considered unlikely to govern the %NBS rating.
The scope of works does not include the assessment of non-structural items. We recommend a
survey of non-structural items be done by a suitably qualified person.
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Conclusion and Recommendations
Conclusion
Strata Group Consulting Engineers Ltd (SGL) have completed a Detailed Seismic Assessment of the
Napier City Council Civic Building at 231 Hastings Street, Napier. The seismic assessment has been
carried out using the Simple Lateral Mechanism Analysis (SLaMA) method as defined in The Seismic
Assessment of Existing Buildings, Technical Guidelines for Engineering Assessments (Revised Draft –
10 October 2016).
Our Detailed Seismic Assessment indicates that the building has an overall seismic rating of 10%NBS
(IL3), limited by the punching shear capacity of the floor slab to column connections on grid 7. This
seismic rating corresponds to a building Grade E as defined by the New Zealand Society of Earthquake
Engineering (NZSEE). A building of this grade presents a very high risk to building occupants relative
to a new building designed in accordance with current loading and material standards.
The governing punching shear capacity of the floor slab to interior column connections represent the
Critical Structural Weakness for the building. If these connections were strengthened, then the overall
seismic rating for the building would improve slightly to 25%NBS (IL3), governed by the columns on
grid H supporting the council chambers.
In accordance with the requirements of the Building (Earthquake-Prone Building) Amendment Act,
effective 1 July 2017, we recommend that the building be issued with an Earthquake-Prone Building
notice and that strengthening or demolition be undertaken within 7.5 years of issue of this notice.

Recommended Next Steps
We recommend you consider carrying out the following next steps:





Given our investigation has identified that the floor slab to column connection punching shear
capacity limits the building’s seismic rating to 10% NBS (IL3), we recommend that all
stakeholders are notified of the seismic rating and all necessary signage is installed.
We recommend that Napier City Council consider demolishing or strengthening the building to
a level deemed appropriate by NCC. The New Zealand Society of Earthquake Engineering
recommends a minimum strengthening level of 67%NBS.
Conduct a survey of the non-structural elements within the building
Temporarily prop or demolish the Linkway structure
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Appendix A - Photos

Photo 1. East elevation – Main entrance and Council chambers hall

Photo 2. South East elevation – Council chambers hall and south end of east perimeter frame
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Photo 3. South elevation

Photo 4. 4th storey extension over setback area at north end of main building
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Appendix B – Previous Assessments
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Appendix C – List of Drawings
The following drawings, entitled Napier City Council Civic & Administration Centre prepared by
Malcolm and Sweet, Registered Architects and Consulting Engineers have been used in our
assessment.
Drawing
Number
A5
A6
A8
A9
A10
A11
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8
S9
S10
S11
S12
S13
S14
S15
S16
S17
S18
S19
S20
S21
S22
S23
S24
S25
S26
S27
S28
S29
S30
S31
S32
S33
S34
S35
S36
S37
S38
S39

Drawing Name
First Floor Plan
Second Floor Plan
Cross Sections
Cross Sections
Elevations
Elevations
Foundation Plan
Lower Ground Floor Plan
Ground Floor Plan
First Floor Plan
Second Floor Plan
Main Foundations, Retaining Walls
Foundations Service Lift and Lightwell
Foundations, Main and Services Stairs, Lift
North Elevations
South Elevations
East Elevation Part 1
East Elevation Part 2
West Elevation Part 1
West Elevation Part 2
Column and Spandrel Sections
Miscellaneous Walls
Main Stair and Lift
Main Stair and Lift
Main Stair and Lift
Main Stair and Lift, Internal Column
Service Stair and Lift
Service Stair and Lift
Service Stair and Lift
Lightwell
Floor Panel Legend
Floor Slab 1
Floor Slab 2
Floor Panels 1
Floor Panels 2
Council Chamber 1
Council Chamber 2
Council Chamber 3
Council Chamber 4
Roof Framing Plan
Roof Trusses
Roof Trusses, Rafters
Purlins
Main Entrance, Forecort Details
Pool & Bridge

Date
July 1966
July 1966
July 1966
July 1966
July 1966
July 1966
July 1966
July 1966
July 1966
July 1966
July 1966
July 1966
July 1966
July 1966
July 1966
July 1966
July 1966
July 1966
July 1966
July 1966
July 1966
July 1966
July 1966
July 1966
July 1966
July 1966
July 1966
July 1966
July 1966
July 1966
July 1966
July 1966
July 1966
July 1966
July 1966
July 1966
July 1966
July 1966
July 1966
July 1966
July 1966
July 1966
July 1966
July 1966
July 1966
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Appendix D - Calculations
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Simple Lateral Mechanism Analysis
Step 1. Assess the structural configuration and load paths to
identify key structural elements, potential structural
weaknesses (SWs) and severe structural weaknesses (SSWs).
Structural configuration and lateral load paths:
The 4 storey 1960s RC wall – frame building is founded on two unconnected series of pad footings at
different elevations, each internally connected by ground beams and tie beams. The structure is
comprised of a main office building laid out on a 20 foot (6.1m) square grid, with a 12.2m wide chamber
hall protruding 18.3m from the west side. The chamber hall’s floor is at the level of the main building’s
second floor. The chamber has a two-storey ceiling height. It is supported by nine 4m tall RC columns
and has 6.9m tall RC walls on its three exterior walls. The building has a steel trussed roof structure
supporting steel truss purlins.
The main building has a full width two bay set back at the second floor level on the north side. A roof
was subsequently added to this area in the 1980s. The main building has two full height RC cores
around two stair-lift wells and one forming a service/light shaft. Additionally, the structure features
various single storey RC wall cores in various locations in-plan. The main building structure also
contains some reinforced concrete block masonry walls in the first three storeys.
The Lateral Load Resisting System is a dual wall – frame system comprised of perforated RC concrete
wall cores forming the stair and lift wells, combined with peripheral RC frames around the main building
containing some bays filled with RC wall panels. The peripheral frames typically feature 5080mm long
200mm thick 1700m deep spandrel deeps between 1000mm x 400mm RC columns. The typical storey
height is 3350mm.
Structural irregularity
The layout of the stair wells and additional walls is asymmetric in plan. This asymmetry combined with
the elevated two storey chamber hall protruding from one side of the main building, produces a high
degree of horizontal and vertical structural irregularity. The presence of both the double storey tall
chamber walls and additional single storey RC walls in varying locations in plan in the main building,
implies highly irregular floor diaphragm transfer forces. Assuming ductile flexural response, it appears
likely that a partial soft storey failure mechanism initiated on the East side at the chamber, would form
due to torsional response.
Gravity loads paths
The gravity load resisting system is comprised of RC floors (approximately 190mm thick) spanning
two ways between RC columns, spandrel beams and walls. The floor slabs have 2.1 m square
280mm thick drop panels around internal columns. The gravity loads are transferred by the columns
and walls down to pad footing foundations.
Key structural elements
Key structural elements include the RC floor slabs, walls, perimeter frames and internal columns, the
RC block masonry walls, the RC foundation beams and pad footings and the connections between
them all.
Potential Structural Weaknesses (SWs) and Severe Structural Weaknesses (SSWs):
The following potential structural weaknesses are listed in section C5.3 of the DSA guidelines for RC
buildings based on observed seismic performance and extensive testing.
1. Inadequate transverse reinforcement for shear and confinement in potential plastic hinge
regions.
2. Insufficient transverse reinforcement in beam-column joint core regions.
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3. Insufficient and inadequate detailing of column longitudinal and transverse reinforcement
(90 stirrup hooks instead of 135).
4. Inadequate anchorage detailing in general, for both longitudinal and transverse
reinforcement.
5. Insufficient lap splices of column reinforcement just above the floor or at the foundation
level.
6. Insufficient shear, anti-buckling and confining/restraining reinforcement in walls.
7. Insufficient longitudinal reinforcement ratio in walls, combined with higher than expected
tensile strength in the concrete, leading to single crack opening when compared to a spread
plastic hinge, resulting in failure in tension of the reinforcing bars.
8. Inadequate capacity of the foundations to account for overturning moment caused by lateral
loading.
9. Potential brittle failure mechanisms at both local and global level due to interaction with
spandrel beams, masonry infills, façades causing shear failure in columns (due to
short/captive column effects) and/or potential soft-storey mechanisms.
10. Lack of (horizontal and vertical) displacement compatibility considerations between the
lateral load resisting systems (either frames, walls or a combination of these), the floordiaphragms and gravity load bearing systems (e.g. non-ductile columns with limited
confinement details and drift capacity).
11. Inadequate design of diaphragm actions and connection detailing.
12. Inadequate protection against punching shear between columns and flat-slab connections.
13. Plan and vertical irregularity, resulting in unexpected amplification and concentration of
demands on beams, walls and columns.
14. Limited and inadequate consideration of bidirectional loading effect on critical structural
elements (e.g. columns, walls, or beam-column joints).
15. Lack of, or inadequate consideration of, capacity design principles.
The NCC Civic Administration Building has at least the weaknesses listed in numbers 1, 2, 5, 10, 11,
14, 16.
Appendix C2G of the guidelines requires that the assessed capacity of certain elements is taken as
half the capacity determined according to section C5. These elements include non-ductile RC column
susceptible to axial-shear failure, non-ductile shear walls without redundancy, flat slab floor system
susceptible to punching shear failure, diaphragm with redundant load path, loss of support due to
complex slope failure and poorly tied together multi-storey URM structure on liquefiable ground. Of
these, the NCC civic administration building contains the first and potentially the third element types.

Step 2. Calculate the relevant probable strength and
deformation capacities for the individual members.
Material properties:
Concrete:
Concrete strength values are taken as the lowest value in Table C5.3 of the DSA guidelines, copied
below. This table does not cover pre-1970s buildings.
Lower bound compressive strength = 17.2 MPa
Probable compressive strength = 25 MPa
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The nonlinear concrete constitutive model recommended in the guidelines was used (Mander et al,
1988). The concrete was assumed to spall at a compression strain of 0.004. This was taken as the
Ultimate Limit State for unconfined concrete. A zero tension strength was assumed.
Steel:
Reinforcing steel: Yield stress according to Table C5D.2 DSA guidelines, copied below:
Assuming Table C5D.2 provides probable yield stresses and the steel is Medium Tensile (MT):
Probable yield strength = 270 MPa
Section C5.5.1.1 provides an indicative ratio of overstrength to probable strength of 1.16. However,
Table C5D.2 gives a range of tensile strength between 455 MPa and 524 MPa. This implies ratios
between 1.7-2.0. These values were considered unrealistically high. The probable overstrength was
therefore taken as 1.16 times the probable yield strength according to Section C5.5.1.1.
Diameter up to 25.4mm:
Probable overstrength = 1.16*270 = 313 MPa
A fracture strain of 0.18 (18%), from Table C5D.2 in the DSA guidelines, was used in some cases to
establish an upper bound flexural capacity considered to produce a significant life safety hazard.
These cases included members for which exceedance of the steel ULS tension strain limit was not
considered to produce a significant life safety hazard. However, when longitudinal reinforcing bars
exceed the ULS strain limit and reach the fracture strain limit, they cannot be relied on during any
further ground shaking to provide resistance in tension or compression, or confinement to concrete, or
dowel action. For some cases of long duration ground shaking, this fracture point could represent the
initiation of progressive collapse. For some members, the ULS confined concrete strain limit was
reached before a steel strain of 0.18. This upper bound flexural capacity was taken as the lesser of
these two capacities.
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The nonlinear steel constitutive model recommended in Priestley et al was utilized using the values
typical to European sourced steel reinforcing. The yield strain (0.00135) was taken as the probable
yield stress divided by a Young’s modulus of 200 GPa. Steel strain hardening was assumed to begin
at a strain of twice the yield strain, and peak at an ultimate steel strain of εsu= 0.09 (Priestley et al,
2007). 0.054 (0.6εsu) was taken as the steel limit strain for the ultimate limit state capacity.
Deformed steel reinforcing was specified in the technical specifications and so was assumed in this
assessment.
Element Probable Capacities:
Main building:
Floor slab to interior column connection
Hogging: 690 mm wide 280 mm thick section: Mprob- = 26.0 kNm (Mo- = 36.5 kNm)
Punching shear strength at d/2=115 mm from column face: Vprob = 210 kN
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Sagging: 510 mm wide 280 mm thick section: Mprob+ = 3.8 kNm (Mo+ = 5.0 kNm)
Punching shear strength at d/2=25 mm from column face: Vprob = 36 kN
The punching shear capacity depends on the distance, d, from the extreme compression fibre in the
cross section to the center of tension steel. At these connections there is only a top layer of steel with
50mm cover. Therefore, when the sign of the moment demand switches from hogging to sagging, the
value of d decreases from 230mm to 50mm and the punching capacity decreases from 210kN to
36kN. The punching shear demand at this point is approximately 45kN. A sudden brittle failure is
therefore expected.
Punching shear capacity was exceeded at an interstorey drift of 0.27% corresponding to a roof
displacement of 36mm. Due to the sudden loss of gravity load carrying capacity, this was deemed to
be a Severe Structural Weakness and a 50% capacity reduction was applied to this mechanism. See
attached hand calculations in Appendix G p. G01.
Internal columns
Geometry

Figure 1. Typical interior columns
Overview of flexural section analysis:
As the spacing of the transverse reinforcing stirrups is larger than d/2, the DSA guidelines require the
concrete of the internal columns to be considered as unconfined. Following section 5.5.2.2, the
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probable flexural yield strengths were reduced to equal the moment at first yield, not the moment at a
maximum concrete compression strain of 0.004. The probable flexural ultimate capacities were taken
as the lesser of the moments corresponding to a maximum concrete compression strain of 0.004 and
a maximum steel tension strain of 0.054.
For consistency, yield curvatures were taken for all effectively unconfined cases, as curvatures at first
yield, and ultimate curvatures were taken as those corresponding to the material ultimate strain limits.
The (unconfined) concrete compression strain of 0.004 governed all the ultimate moment capacities
of the internal columns.

Table 1. Probable flexural strength and deformation capacities
Storey

Mp (kNm)

1
2
3
4

Mo (kNm)

203
171
137
99

223
189
154
117

Mlap
(kNm)
217
183
148
111

ϕy (/m)

ϕu (/m)

0.00589
0.00539
0.00495
0.00455

0.0498
0.0584
0.0685
0.0806

Ɵp (rad)
0.01325
0.01600
0.01919
0.02296

Additionally, an ultimate shear failure mode is plotted when reached within the maximum drift values
shown.

Table 2. Probable shear strength and deformation capacity
The shear capacities were assessed at three curvature ductilities: 0, 3 (at which the concrete’s
contribution to shear resistance begins to degrade), and 15 (at the minimum residual concrete
contribution to shear resistance after degradation).
Storey

Vp (kN)

Vo (kN)

229
218
206
191

168
129
91
72

1
2
3
4

Vres (kN)
122
107
91
72

V*Mp (kN)

V*Mo (kN)

121
102
80.9
59.2

133
113
92
70

Beam failure
mechanism
Flexural – shear
Flexural – shear
Flexural – shear
Flexural – shear

Flexural – shear strength hierarchy

1st storey typical internal columns force displacement response

Lateral force (kN)

250
Flexure

200

Shear

150
100
50
0
0.00

0.50

1.00

1.50

2.00

2.50

3.00

Interstorey drift ratio (%)
Figure 2. Typical 1st storey internal column force displacement response
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2nd storey typical internal columns force displacement response

Lateral force (kN)

250
Flexure

200

Shear
150
100
50
0
0.00

0.50

1.00

1.50

2.00

2.50

3.00

Interstorey drift ratio (%)
Figure 3. Typical 2nd storey internal column force displacement response

3rd storey typical internal columns force displacement response

Lateral force (kN)

250
Flexure

200

Shear
150
100
50
0
0.00

0.50

1.00

1.50

2.00

2.50

3.00

Interstorey drift ratio (%)
Figure 4. Typical 3rd storey internal column force displacement response
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4th storey typical internal columns force displacement response

Lateral force (kN)

250
Flexure

200

Shear
150
100
50
0
0.00

0.50

1.00

1.50

2.00

2.50

3.00

Interstorey drift ratio (%)
Figure 5. Typical 4th storey internal column force displacement response
Summary of expected failure mechanisms:
From Figs. 2-5 it can be seen that the internal columns are expected to yield at interstorey drifts of
approximately 0.3%. Section C5.5.3.5 of the DSA guidelines defines the ultimate displacement
capacity of columns having flexural-shear behaviour as the displacement at which the probable shear
strength degradation curve intersects the probable flexural strength curve. Brittle flexural-shear
failures are expected at interstorey drift ratios ranging from 1.6% to 2.5%. These drifts correspond to
roof displacements of approximately 210 mm and 335 mm respectively.
However, in the case of non-ductile columns (insufficient transverse reinforcement), the DSA
guidelines require the displacement capacity to be halved. Therefore, the interstorey drift capacity of
the internal columns was taken as 0.8%. This corresponds to a roof displacement of 107 mm. Brittle
failure of gravity columns is considered to produce a significant life safety hazard. This provides an
upper bound to the global displacement capacity.
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Perimeter frames
Spandrel beams
Geometry
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Figure 6. Spandrel cross section types
The spandrel beams were 1750mm deep with a clear span of 5080mm. Longitudinal reinforcing ratios
ranged from 0.28% to 0.99%. The “ROOF SPANDREL” was designated type 1. The “GROUND,
FIRST & SECOND FLOOR SPANDRELS AT MID-SPAN & 2nd FL. INTERMED. COL” was designated
type 2. The “SECOND FLOOR SPANDREL AT CORNER COLUMNS & AT COLS ADJACENT TO
SOLID WALL PANELS” was type 3. The “TYPICAL GROUND AND FIRST FLOOR SPANDRELS”
“AT INTERMEDIATE COLS.” was designated type 4 and those “AT CORNER COLS & AT COLS
ADJACENT TO SOLID WALL PANELS” were designated type 5.
Overview of flexural section analysis results:
Spandrel beam types 1 - 4 reached the ultimate steel strain of 0.054 before the concrete compression
strain reached 0.004. Spandrel type 5 was expected to experience minor spalling of cover concrete
prior to the ULS steel strain limit being exceeded. The construction plans do not show 135 degree
hooks for the transverse stirrup reinforcing. The concrete is therefore assumed to be effectively
unconfined according to clause 5.5.2.5 of the NZSEE guidelines.
Normally, the probable strength corresponds to a concrete compression strain of 0.004 and the
probable overstrength corresponds to the ultimate strain limit of either the confined concrete or the
tension steel. However, due to the expected premature steel tension failure of these spandrels
(reaching ultimate steel strain at low concrete compression strains), their force – displacement
response was composed from moment curvature analyses at point of first yield and point of steel
ultimate strain. The yield curvatures correspond to first yield point and are therefore lower than typical
2εsy/D values.
Table 3. Probable flexural strength and deformation capacity
Type
Mp (kNm)
Mo (kNm)
ϕy (/m)
ϕu (/m)

1
2
3
4
5

233
437
526
706
1122

337
615
750
968
1513

0.00094
0.00100
0.00099
0.00105
0.00111

0.0333
0.0337
0.0338
0.0341
0.0347

µϕ cap

35.2
33.7
34.0
32.5
31.3

Ɵp (rad)

0.00611
0.00862
0.00866
0.00873
0.01015
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Table 4. Probable shear strength and deformation capacity
The shear capacities were assessed at three curvature ductilities: 0, 3 (at which the concrete’s
contribution to shear resistance begins to degrade), and 15 (at the minimum residual concrete
contribution to shear resistance after degradation).
Type

Vp (kN)

1
2
3
4
5

Vres (kN)

253
267
273
283
308

88
91
92
94
98

V*Mp (kN)

V*Mo (kN)

92
172
207
278
442

133
242
295
381
596

Beam failure
mechanism
Shear failure
Shear failure
Shear failure
Shear failure
Shear failure

Flexural – shear strength hierarchy

Type 1 Spandrel beam force displacement response
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Figure 7. Type 1 Spandrel beam shear force - deformation response

Type 2 Spandrel beam force displacement response
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Figure 8. Type 2 Spandrel beam shear force - deformation response
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Type 3 Spandrel beam force displacement response
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Figure 9. Type 3 Spandrel beam shear force - deformation response

Type 4 Spandrel beam force displacement response
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Figure 10. Type 4 Spandrel beam shear force - deformation response

Type 5 Spandrel beam force displacement response
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Figure 11. Type 5 Spandrel beam shear force - deformation response
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Summary of expected failure mechanisms:
It can be seen from figures 7-11 that all the spandrels are expected to experience brittle shear failures
at relatively low curvature ductilities. Spandrel types 1-4 are expected to fail in shear at curvature
ductilities of approximately 2. Spandrel type 5 (ground and first floor levels at corner columns and
adjacent to solid wall panels) is expected to fail in shear prior to onset of yielding. This is a brittle
failure mechanism, but does not necessarily result in immediate loss of gravity support as the floors
span between columns not on to spandrels. Shear failure of spandrel beams is not considered to
produce a significant life safety hazard.
Intermediate columns
Geometry

Figure 12. Perimeter frame intermediate columns section types
The “SECOND FLOOR TO ROOF” (4th storey) was designated as type 4, “GROUND FLOOR TO
FIRST FLOOR” (2nd storey) as type 2, “LOWER GRD TO GROUND” (1st storey) as type 1 and “FIRST
TO SECOND” (3rd storey) as type 3.
Overview of flexural section analysis results:
The perimeter frame intermediate columns are 1016mm long, 406mm thick with a clear vertical span of
1410mm (between the spandrel beams) for the 1st storey and 1600mm for all other storeys.
Longitudinal reinforcing ratios ranged from 0.46% for the 4 th storey to 0.78% in the 2nd storey. For all
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perimeter frame intermediate columns, the ultimate steel tension strain limit governed the ultimate limit
state. The 4th storey perimeter frame intermediate columns are expected to reach the ultimate steel
tension strain limit at concrete compression strains just beyond the spalling limit of 0.004. In the 4 th
storey intermediate columns, only the corner longitudinal bars were restrained by bends in transverse
reinforcement. According to clause 5.5.2.5, the concrete must be assumed to be unconfined. The
probable overstrengths of these columns are generally less than the probable yield capacities due to
spalling of cover concrete reducing the lever arm between the resultant compression and tension forces
in the sections. The 2nd storey columns have approximately four times the area of transverse reinforcing
steel. This is reflected in the relatively high shear capacity of these columns.
Table 5 Probable flexural strength and deformation capacity
Type
Mp (kNm)
Mo (kNm)
ϕy (/m)
ϕu (/m)
1
2
3
4

942
872
810
520

919
864
793
517

0.00284
0.00288
0.00275
0.00240

0.0680
0.0657
0.0652
0.0612

µϕ cap
23.9
22.8
23.7
25.5

Ɵp (rad)
0.02214
0.02135
0.02122
0.01776

Table 6. Probable shear strength and deformation capacity
The shear capacities were assessed at three curvature ductilities: 0, 3 (at which the concrete’s
contribution to shear resistance begins to degrade), and 15 (at the minimum residual concrete
contribution to shear resistance after degradation).
Type

Vi (kN)

1
2
3
4

Vp (µϕ=3)
(kN)

923
1626
923
865

1167
1782
1019
897

Vres (kN)
651
1272
510
392

V*Mp (kN)

V*Mo (kN)

1336
1090
1013
649

1303
1079
992
647

Beam failure
mechanism
Shear failure
Flexural failure
Shear failure
Shear failure

Flexural – shear strength hierarchy

Intermediate perimeter columns: typical 1st storey force displacement
response
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Figure 13. Intermediate perimeter columns: typical 1st storey force displacement response
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Shear force (kN)

Intermediate perimeter columns: typical 2nd storey force displacement
response
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Figure 14. Intermediate perimeter columns: typical 2nd storey force displacement response

Intermediate perimeter columns: typical 3rd storey force displacement
response
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Figure 15. Intermediate perimeter columns: typical 3rd storey force displacement response

Shear force (kN)

Intermediate perimeter columns: typical 4th storey force displacement
response
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Figure 16. Intermediate perimeter columns: typical 4th storey force displacement response
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Summary of expected failure mechanisms:
It can be seen from figures 13-16 that the peripheral frame intermediate columns in the 1st and 3rd
storey are expected to fail in shear at a very small interstorey drift of approximately 0.1%, just prior to
achieving the probable yield moment capacity. This could lead to rapid loss of gravity support to part
of the floors. The second storey columns have a relatively high amount of transverse steel reinforcing.
They are expected to develop ductile flexural response. The fourth storey columns are expected to
experience flexural-shear failure at interstorey drift ratios of approximately 0.6%.
If it occurred, brittle shear failure of the perimeter frame intermediate columns would constitute a
significant life safety hazard. However, the above assessment assumes yielding at the top and bottom
of each column element at each end of the short column clear spans between the deep spandrels.
However, as the spandrel beams are weaker than the columns, the columns demands may be limited
by the beam capacity and column shear and moment demands will be less for any given drift than
that shown above. This interaction between column demands and spandrel capacities is assessed in
step 4.
Corner columns
Geometry

Figure 17. Perimeter frame corner column section types
“SECOND FLOOR TO ROOF SOUTH CORNERS” refers to the 4th storey, “GROUND FLOOR TO
FIRST FLOOR” to the 2nd storey, “LOWER GRD TO GROUND” to the 1st storey and “FIRST TO
SECOND” to the 3rd storey.
Overview of flexural section analysis results:
The corner columns are ‘L’ shaped in cross section having 711mm long sides and 406mm thick legs
with a clear vertical span of 1410mm (between the spandrel beams) in the 1st storey and 1600mm for
other storeys. Longitudinal reinforcing ratios range from 0.86% for the 4 th storey to 2.49% for the 2nd
storey. The axial load was assumed act through the center of cross-section area. This created
different axial load contributions to moment and shear resistance in each direction of bending (+ and ). Axial loads in corner columns are likely to vary during an earthquake. To account for possible
decreases in axial load, only 50% of the shear resistance contributions from the seismic case gravity
axial loads were considered in assessing the column shear capacities.
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Table 7. Probable flexural strength and deformation capacity
Storey Mp+ (kNm)
Mp- (kNm)
Mo+ (kNm)
1
2
3
4

644
1175
589
456

727
1191
654
500

594
1115
556
435

Mo- (kNm)
676
1178
619
484

Additionally, the moment capacities corresponding to a flexure-shear failure mode and the minimum
of the plastic rotations corresponding to longitudinal bar buckling and loss of axial load capacity, are
plotted following Boys et al (2008) and Walsh et al (2016).
Table 8. Probable shear strength and deformation capacity
The shear capacities were assessed at three curvature ductilities: 0, 3 (at which the concrete’s
contribution to shear resistance begins to degrade), and 15 (at the minimum residual concrete
contribution to shear resistance after degradation).
Storey

Vp+(µϕ=3)
(kN)

Vp-(µϕ=3)
(kN)

1
2
3
4

847
1322
808
791

841
1318
807
791

Vres+
(kN)
337
815
302
286

Vres(kN)

V*Mp+
(kN)

332
812
300
285

914
1469
736
571

V*Mp(kN)
1031
1491
817
625

V*Mo+
(kN)

V*Mo(kN)

844
1394
695
543

960
1473
774
605

Flexural – shear strength hierarchy

Lateral force (kN)

Corner columns: typical 1st storey force displacement response +
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Figure 18. Corner columns: typical 1st storey force displacement response +
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Corner columns: typical 1st storey force displacement response -

Lateral force (kN)
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Figure 19. Corner columns: typical 1st storey force displacement response -

Corner columns: typical 2nd storey force displacement response +
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Figure 20. Corner columns: typical 2nd storey force displacement response +

Corner columns: typical 2nd storey force displacement response -
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Figure 21. Corner columns: typical 2nd storey force displacement response –
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Lateral force (kN)

Corner columns: typical 3rd storey force displacement response +
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Figure 22. Corner columns: typical 3rd storey force displacement response +
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Figure 23. Corner columns: typical 3rd storey force displacement response –

Lateral force (kN)

Corner columns: typical 4th storey force displacement response +
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Figure 24. Corner columns: typical 4th storey to roof force displacement response +
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Lateral force (kN)

Corner columns: typical 4th storey force displacement response 900
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Figure 25. Corner columns: typical 4th storey to roof force displacement response Summary of expected failure mechanisms:
It can be seen from figures 18-25 that the corner columns in the top two storeys are expected to
experience flexural-shear failure at interstorey drifts ranging from 0.6% to 1%. In the first and second
storeys, brittle shear failure is expected at interstorey drifts less than 0.25%. This expectation
combined with the corner columns in the 1st, 3rd and 4th storeys having effectively unconfined
concrete, indicates that failure of the corner columns could lead to rapid loss of gravity support. This
would constitute a significant life safety hazard. These predictions assume full fixity at each end of the
column short clear spans between the deep spandrels. As for the intermediate columns, this
assumption is reviewed by pushover analysis in step 4.

Table 9. Beam/Column Joints
Location
N*G+Qc
Interior - Ground Floor
500
Interior – 1st Floor
323
Interior – 2nd Floor
145
Interior – Roof
22.2
Exterior – Ground Floor
364
Exterior – 1st Floor
244
Exterior – 2nd Floor
119
Exterior – Roof
39.3
See attached hand calculations in Appendix G p. G10.

Vjh (kN)
1600
1533
1463
1412
663
621
574
543

RC walls
Overview of flexural section analysis results:
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Main stair well
Geometry

Figure 26. Main stair – lift well wall layout
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Figure 27. Section b-b: Main stair north wall
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Figure 28. Section d-d: Main liftwell east wall
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Figure 29. Section e-e: Main liftwell west wall
Overview of flexural section analysis results:
Most of the lateral load resistance in the main stair – lift well area is provided by the main stair north
wall, and the main liftwell west and east walls. The probable capacities of these walls were assessed
according to the DSA guidelines. Where there was a change in reinforcement at first floor level, the
2nd storey capacities were also assessed.
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The main liftwell east and west walls are expected to reach a ULS steel tension strain at concrete
compression strains well below the spalling limit. The yield points were therefore taken as the points
of first yield.
Table 10. Probable strength and deformation capacity – Main stair & lift wells
Wall
Storey
Mp (kNm)
M0 (kNm)
Vp (kN)
Vres (kN)
V*Mp (kN)
Main stair
north wall
Main lift
east wall
Main lift
west wall

1

16789
5316
4612
1614
1561

1
2
1
2

16857
7993
7053
2522
2446

3321
1378
1442
953
975

1984
1158
1010
772
757

V*Mo (kN)

1879
595
826
181
280

1887
895
1263
282
438

Flexural – shear strength hierarchy

Main stair north wall 1st storey
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Figure 30. Main stair north wall – base shear vs effective height displacement

Main lift shaft east wall 1st storey
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Figure 31. Main liftwell east wall – base shear vs effective height displacement
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Main lift shaft west wall 1st storey
Flexure

Lateral force (kN)
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Figure 32. Main liftwell west wall – base shear vs effective height displacement

Summary of expected failure mechanisms:
The main stair north wall is expected to experience flexural – shear failure at a roof displacement of
110 mm. The main liftwell east and west walls are expected to reach their ultimate flexural capacities
at roof displacements of 180 mm and 240 mm respectively.
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Service stair well
Geometry

Figure 33. Service stair – lift well wall layout
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Figure 34. Section a-a: Service stair east wall
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Figure 35. Section b-b: Service liftwell east wall
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Figure 36. Section d-d: Service liftwell south wall
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Figure 37. Section e-e: Service stair south wall
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Figure 38. Section f-f: Service stair north wall

Table 11. Probable strength and deformation capacities
Wall
Storey
Mp (kNm)
M0 (kNm)
Vp (kN)
Service stair
east wall
Service lift
east wall
Service lift
south wall
Service stair
south wall
Service stair
north wall

Vres (kN)

V*Mp (kN)

V*Mo (kN)

1
2

11032
2466

11054
3631

1788
953

1197
753

1235
442

1237
650

1

710

1035

1449

1366

79

116

1
2
1
2
1
2

13374
8469
12884
7021
11648
5659

17039
11820
12787
10723
11575
9766

1927
2342
1591
1640
1704
1796

1084
1509
936
847
966
888

1497
1517
1442
1257
1304
1014

1907
2117
1431
1921
1296
1749
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Flexural – shear strength hierarchy

Lateral force (kN)

Service stair east wall
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Figure 39. Service stair east wall – base shear vs effective height displacement

Service liftwell east wall
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Figure 40. Service liftwell east wall – base shear vs effective height displacement

Service liftwell shaft south wall
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Figure 41. Service liftwell south wall – base shear vs effective height displacement
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Service stair south wall
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Figure 42. Service stair south wall – base shear vs effective height displacement

Service stair north wall
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Figure 43. Service stair north wall – base shear vs effective height displacement
Summary of expected failure mechanisms:
Table 12. Failure mechanisms and roof displacements
Wall
Failure mechanism
Service stair east wall
Service lift east wall
Service lift south wall
Service stair south wall
Service stair north wall

Flexural-shear
Flexure
Column brittle axial compression
failure/ flexural-shear
Flexural-shear
Flexural-shear

Roof
displacement
180 mm
300 mm
87 mm /
150 mm
90 mm
120 mm

As shown in Figures 32-36, the service lift south wall is shorter in the first storey than in the 2 nd and 3rd
storeys. The columns at A2 and B2 form boundary elements in the 2 nd and 3rd storeys. However, in
the first storey there is a 1675 mm long hole in the wall from column B2 towards grid A. Column B2 is
an interior column with effectively unconfined concrete. When the service lift south wall bends
eastward, column B2 is compressed. At a roof displacement of 87 mm, the axial load ratio (N B2*/(f’c
AgB2)) in column B2 is expected to reach approximately 0.66. This was deemed the upper bound limit
on the axial load capacity for this non-ductile column. Such a high value was deemed appropriate in
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light of the return walls tied into the column, which are likely to provide lateral buckling restraint to the
column and resist some of the axial load demand on the column.
Axial failure of column B2 could produce a significant life safety hazard. The DSA guidelines require
displacement capacities of non-ductile columns computed according to section C5 to be halved.
Therefore, the roof displacement corresponding to this failure mechanism is 44 mm.
Light shaft
Geometry

Figure 44. Lightwell wall layout
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Figure 45. Section b-b: Lightwell west wall

Table 13. Probable strength and deformation capacity
Wall
Storey
Mp (kNm)
M0 (kNm)
Vp (kN)
Lightwell
west wall

1
2

3972
2350

4157
2359

1092
1096

Vres (kN)
750
748

V*Mp (kN)

V*Mo (kN)

445
421

465
423
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Flexural – shear strength hierarchy

Lightwell west wall
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Figure 46. Lightwell west wall – base shear vs effective height displacement
Summary of expected failure mechanism:
The lightwell west wall is expected to exceed its ultimate flexural capacity at a roof displacement of
240 mm.
RC block masonry walls
Storeys 1 – 3 contain some RC block masonry walls reinforced typically with 12mm diameter vertical
bars at 400mm centers centrally and 12mm diameter horizontal bars at 800mm centers. These were
modelled in the pushover analysis using material properties from NZS 4230 e.g. f’m=17.5MPa,
Em=15GPa, and an unconfined concrete compression strain limit of 0.004.
Chamber:
Columns – N-S ‘along’ direction
Overview of flexural section analysis results:
The ground storey columns are 4200mm tall to underside of 1st floor (council chambers) slab and
have a 660mm by 457mm cross section. The 2nd storey chamber wall columns are 6200mm tall and
have a 457mm square cross section. Longitudinal reinforcing ratios range from 0.64% to 1.06% for
the ground storey columns and from 0.68% to 1.7% for the 2 nd storey columns.
For the effective depths ‘d’ (distance from extreme compression fibre to centroid of steel tension
force) corresponding to development of probable flexural yield capacities in ‘outward’ bending for the
2nd storey columns, the spacing of the transverse reinforcement is greater than d/2. The concrete is
therefore assumed to be unconfined in these cases. Therefore, for these columns, probable yield
capacity was taken as the moment corresponding to first yield and probable overstrength capacity
was taken as the minimum of the moments corresponding to a maximum concrete compression strain
of 0.004 and steel tension strain of 0.06. This response point was taken as the ultimate capacity.
For inward bending of the 2nd storey columns, the effective depth was greater allowing consideration
of concrete confinement. Steel strain governed the ultimate limit state response, with all cover
concrete exceeding its spalling strain of 0.004.
The ground storey exterior columns have a reduced cross section (457mm square) from ground to
approximately 1m above ground, where the cross section increases to 660mm by 457mm by a
~200mm horizontal step in the inside column face. The longitudinal reinforcing is also asymmetric in
the reduced area base segment having 50% more steel on the outside face. This resulted in different
moment curvature response in each direction (inward/outward). Drifts associated with various
performance points were approximated as averages of the values assuming two prismatic columns.
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The ground storey interior columns are also non-prismatic having 67% more steel over the top two
thirds of their height. Again, drifts were taken as averages of those associated with two prismatic
columns.
Table 14. Probable flexural and shear strength
Grid/location/direction
Mp
Mo
1st

(F4, G4)
storey
interior bottom
(F4, G4) 1st storey
interior top
(F3,5 G3,5) 1st storey
exterior bottom inward
(F3,5 G3,5) 1st storey
exterior bottom
outward
(F3,5 G3,5) 1st storey
exterior top
(H4) 1st storey bottom
(H4) 1st storey top
(F3,5 G3,5) 2nd storey
inward
(F3,5 G3,5) 2nd storey
outward

Vp

Vres

V*Mp

V*Mp

404

404

632

255

106

106

615

625

632

255

161

164

273

260

422

177

71

68

209

205

423

172

55

54

431

429

626

258

113

112

427
580

402
533

650
646

268
266

118
159

111
147

378

386

403

159

61

62

329

378

403

159

53

61

Flexural – shear strength hierarchy

Grids F4, G4: Ground storey interior column lateral force drift response
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Figure 47. Grids F4, G4: Ground storey interior column lateral force drift response
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Grids F3-H3 & G5-H5: Ground storey exterior column inward lateral force
drift response
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Figure 48. Grids F3-H3 & G5-H5: Ground storey exterior column inward lateral force drift response
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Grids F3-H3 & G5-H5: Ground storey exterior column outward lateral force
drift response
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Figure 49. Grids F3-H3 & G5-H5: Ground storey exterior column outward lateral force drift response

Grid H4 ground storey coulmn lateral force drift response
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Figure 50. Column H4 ground storey lateral force drift response
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Grids F3, F5, G3, G5: 2nd storey column inward lateral force drift response
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Figure 51. Grids F3, F5, G3, G5: 2nd storey column inward lateral force drift response

Grids F3, F5, G3, G5: 2nd storey column outward lateral force drift
response
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Figure 52. Grids F3, F5, G3, G5: 2nd storey column outward lateral force drift response
Summary of expected failure mechanisms:
It can be seen from figures 40-45 that all of the chamber columns except for column H4, are expected
to experience either flexural-shear or flexural failures at intersotrey drifts greater than 3%. Column H4
has a plastic rotation capacity of 0.011 radians at the top and 0.018 radians at the bottom. These
values are lower than those of columns H3 and H5. Column H4 is expected to reach its displacement
capacity at an interstorey drift of 1.67%. This failure is controlled by concrete crushing and yielding of
transverse reinforcing. 1.67% drift in the chambers area ground storey corresponds to a roof
displacement of approximately 69 mm assuming the chamber walls above experience negligible
interstorey drift demand due to their relatively large stiffness.
Columns – E-W ‘across’ direction
Overview of flexural section analysis results:
Apart from the ground storey column on grid H4, the chamber columns had effective depths less than
twice the transverse stirrup spacing. In these cases, the concrete was assumed to be unconfined and
the ultimate capacity was taken as the minimum of the moments at a concrete compression strain of
0.004 and a steel tension strain of 0.06.
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The ground storey columns are non-prismatic having significantly more longitudinal steel area at the
top end. Drifts were taken as averages of those associated with two prismatic columns.
Table 15. Probable flexural and shear strength
Grid/location/direction
Mp
Mo
(F4, G4) Ground storey
interior bottom
(F4, G4) Ground storey
interior top
(F3, F5, G3, G5, H3,
H5) Ground storey
exterior bottom
(F3, F5, G3, G5, H3,
H5) Ground storey
exterior top
(H4) Ground storey
bottom
(H4) Ground storey top
(H4) 2nd storey inward
(H4) 2nd storey outward

Vp

Vres

V*Mp

V*Mp

194

259

571

199

92

123

249

368

571

199

119

175

201

245

576

204

96

117

210

276

576

203

100

131

287
418
325
327

280
414
375
376

582
582
423
423

205
205
167
167

136
199
49
49

133
197
57
57

Additionally, the moment capacities corresponding to a flexure-shear failure mode and the minimum
of the plastic rotations corresponding to longitudinal bar buckling and loss of axial load capacity, are
plotted following Boys et al (2008) and Walsh et al (2016).
Flexural – shear strength hierarchy

Grids F4 G4 ground storey column lateral force drift response
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Figure 53. Grids F4 G4 ground storey column lateral force drift response
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Grids F3, F5, G3, G5, H3, H5: ground storey column lateral force drift response
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Figure 54. Grids F3, F5, G3, G5, H3, H5: ground storey column lateral force drift response

Grid H4 ground storey column lateral force drift response
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Figure 55. Grid H4 ground storey column lateral force drift response

Summary of expected failure mechanisms:
It can be seen from figures 46-48 that all of the chamber ground columns are expected to experience
flexural-shear or flexural failure at interstorey drifts ranging between 2-3%. This corresponds to roof
displacements between 80 - 120 mm assuming negligible interstorey drifts in the third and fourth
storeys due to the chambers walls restrictive influence.
Floor beams
Overview of flexural section analysis results:
The N-S direction floor beams on grids F3-F5 and G3-G5 have a clear span of 5540mm and have a
635mm by 457mm cross section. The longitudinal reinforcing ratios were approximately 2.6% and
1.9% for sagging of beam segments adjacent to exterior and interior columns respectively. The
longitudinal reinforcing ratios were approximately 1.8% and 1.1% for hogging of beam segments
adjacent to exterior and interior columns respectively. The smaller E-E direction floor beams on grids
E4-G4 had a clear span of 5640mm and have a 610mm by 406mm cross section. The longitudinal
reinforcing ratio is approximately from 1.2% (for hogging).
All chamber floor beams had 9.5mm diameter stirrups 305mm apart. This was greater than half the
largest effective depth. The concrete in all chamber beams was therefore considered as unconfined.
The probable yield moment capacity was taken as moment at first yield. Ultimate limit state was taken
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as the smaller of the moments corresponding to a concrete compression strain of 0.004 and a steel
tension strain of 0.06.
Table 16. Probable flexural and shear strength
Grid/direction
Mp
Mo
F3-F5 & G3-G5
sagging interior
segment
F3-F5 & G3-G5
sagging exterior
segment
F3-F5 & G3-G5
hogging interior
segment
F3-F5 & G3-G5
hogging exterior
segment
E4-G4 sagging
E4-G4 hogging

Vp

Vres

V*Mp

V*Mp

377

462

244

96

136

167

504

618

244

96

182

223

422

511

229

101

152

185

535

654

229

101

193

236

185
411

238
486

161
188

60
92

65
146

84
172

Flexural – shear strength hierarchy
For non-prismatic beams, the ‘drift’ response was taken as the average of those relating to the
sections at each end of the beams.

Chamber beam grids F3-F5 & G3-G5 sagging force 'drift' response
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Figure 56. Chamber beam grids F3-F5 & G3-G5 sagging force 'drift' response
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Chamber beam grids F3-F5 & G3-G5 hogging force 'drift' response
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Figure 57. Chamber beam grids F3-F5 & G3-G5 hogging force 'drift' response
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Figure 58. Chamber beam grids E4-G4 sagging force 'drift' response
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Figure 59. Chamber beam grids E4-G4 hogging force 'drift' response
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Summary of expected failure mechanisms:
It can be seen from figures 49-52 that all of the chamber floor beams are expected to fail in flexuralshear at ‘drift’ ratios of approximately 0.65-0.8%. This is a brittle type of failure, although it would
probably not lead to rapid loss of gravity support as the floor slab was constructed insitu with the
beams and is reinforced top and bottom in both directions.

Table 17. Beam/Column joints
Location
Grids F3, F5, G3, G5 exterior joints at
1st floor level – NS ‘along’ direction
Grids F3, F5, G3, G5 exterior joints at
1st floor level – EW ‘across’ direction
Grids H3, H5 exterior joints at 1st floor
level – NW ‘along’ direction
Grids H3, H5 exterior joints at 1st floor
level – EW ‘across’ direction
Grids F4, G4 interior joints at 1st floor
level – NS ‘along’ direction
Grids F4, G4 interior joints at 1st floor
level – EW ‘across’ direction
Grids H4 exterior joint at 1st floor level –
NS ‘along’ direction
Grids H4 exterior joint at 1st floor level –
EW ‘across’ direction

k

fc

N*G+Qc

Ag

bj

h

Vpjh

0.2

25

371

301620

457

660

383

0.8

25

371

301620

660

457

1173

0.2

25

328

301620

457

660

370

0.2

25

328

301620

660

457

370

0.8

25

230

301620

457

660

1119

0.8

25

230

301620

660

457

1119

0.8

25

360

301620

457

660

1169

0.2

25

360

301620

660

457

380

Step 3. Determine probable inelastic behaviour of elements by
comparing probable member capacities and evaluating the
hierarchy of strength.
Strength hierarchies were computed for spandrel – column joints typical of the perimeter frames at
first floor level using the beam, column and joint capacities determined in step 2. Based on this
analysis, spandrel shear capacities were expected to govern local failure mechanisms on the
perimeter frames on grids A and E and 1 and 8. Spandrel shear failure does not necessarily indicate a
significant life safety hazard as it usually does not cause immediate loss of gravity load carrying
capacity.

Step 4. Assess the sub-system inelastic mechanisms by
extending local to global behaviour.
Modelling
A 3D model of the structure was built in the ETABS analysis program. The mode shapes were
computed for definition of the pushover lateral load distribution for each direction. Separate 2D planeframe models of the perimeter frames were also defined in the ETABS analysis program. Pushover
analyses were carried out on the 2D models of the four perimeter frames to quantify the base shear
versus roof displacement response of these elements individually.
Two lateral load distributions were considered. One distribution was proportional to the total seismic
storey masses and the second was proportional to the product of the seismic storey masses and the
first translational mode shape (computed from the 3D model) in the direction considered. The two load
distributions predicted similar displacement capacities. However, the latter load distribution was found
to generally yield slightly lower secant stiffnesses. The assessment was therefore based on the
second load distribution.
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Line elements with lumped plasticity were used to model the spandrels and columns. Potential plastic
hinges were defined at each end of each line element from the nonlinear moment-curvature section
analyses carried out for step 2 for the spandrel beams and columns. Significant life safety hazard was
deemed to occur at a roof displacement corresponding to first exceedance of column ultimate
capacity.
Where it appeared likely that shear capacity of infill RC wall panels would be exceeded, these were
modelled as interstorey shear springs (shown as diagonal line elements in figures X-X) having elastic
perfectly plastic horizontal interstorey force - displacement response. Elsewhere, the RC infill panels
were modeled as elastic shell elements.
The resulting pushover curves are shown in Figures X-X. Shown under each pushover curve is the
expected plastic hinge distributions corresponding to the first column reaching a fracture limit state.
Perimeter frame pushover curves and plastic hinge distributions

South perimeter frame - grid 1 pushover curve
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Figure 60. Pushover curve for south perimeter frame on grid 1
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Figure 61. Plastic hinge distribution for south perimeter frame on grid 1

North perimeter frame - grid 8 pushover curve
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Figure 62. Pushover curve for north perimeter frame on grid 8
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Figure 63. Plastic hinge distribution for north perimeter frame on grid 8

West perimeter frame - grid A pushover curve
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Figure 64. Pushover curve for west perimeter frame on grid A

Figure 65. Plastic hinge distribution for west perimeter frame on grid A
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East perimeter frame - grid E pushover curve
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Figure 66. Pushover curve for east perimeter frame on grid E

Figure 67. Plastic hinge distribution for east perimeter frame on grid E
Expected failure mechanisms from individual pushover analyses carried out separately:
Grid 1 south perimeter frame:
As can be seen from Figures 53-54, a soft storey column yield mechanism is expected to form in the
ground storey. The intermediate 1st storey columns reached their ultimate capacity at a roof
displacement of 95 mm.
Grid 8 north perimeter frame:
As can be seen from Figures 55-56, a soft double-storey mechanism is expected to form involved
yielding of foundation beams and spandrels, and yielding at the top of the 2 nd storey columns. The
eastern foundation beam reaches its ultimate capacity a roof displacement of 75 mm after significant
stiffness and strength degradation due to shear failure and fracture of spandrel longitudinal reinforcing
steel.
Grid A west perimeter frame:
As can be seen from Figures 57-58, a mixed beam sway – column yield mechanism is expected to
form. One of the 1st storey corner columns reached its ultimate capacity at a roof displacement of
103mm.
Grid E east perimeter frame:
As can be seen from Figures 59-60, a soft 2nd storey mechanism is expected to form. The
intermediate 2nd storey columns reached their ultimate capacity at a roof displacement of 122mm.
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Step 5. Form a view of the potential governing mechanism for
the global building by combining the various individual
mechanisms and calculate the probable base shear and global
displacement capacity measured at the top of the primary
lateral structure.
The pushover analyses presented in step 4 allowed the base shear – roof displacement for individual
perimeter frames to be assessed. However, in reality, lateral loads are transferred between LLREs by
the floor slabs. Running the analyses separately, and allowing differing displacement profiles to form,
ignores this interaction between the LLREs. To account for this interaction, all LLREs elements in the
NS direction, including the RC walls and RC block masonry walls, were subsequently linked together
by horizontally rigid links in one 2D ETABS model. A similar 2D model was built for global EW response.
The resulting global pushover curves are shown in figures 61-64 with the bilinear approximations
superimposed. The roof displacement capacities of the governing elements in each direction are shown
as vertical lines.
Modelling
As can be seen from figures 62 and 64, the council chamber walls were included in the EW direction to
account for the interstorey restraint they are expected to impose upon the main structure in the 3rd and
4th storeys. However, they were excluded from the NS direction analysis as they are not expected to
restrict interstorey displacements of the main building in this direction.
Where deemed to significantly affect the global response, foundations were modelled explicitly.
Therefore, foundation beams were modelled explicitly for the perimeter frames to represent column
base fixity more realistically and to account for potential foundation beam yielding. The wall foundations
were deemed sufficient to mobilise the full flexural capacity of the walls. Therefore, wall bases were
modelled as full fixed. This was considered conservative, as it generally leads to higher force and plastic
deformation demands for any given roof displacement.
The combined contribution of the miscellaneous single storey RC walls to global response in each
direction was represented by a single nonlinear diagonal compression only element in each direction in
each global pushover analysis. The properties of these elements were defined to achieve a horizontal
interstorey shear force – displacement response equivalent to the total combined response of all
miscellaneous RC walls in the considered storey and direction. Most of these walls are located in the
1st storey. There is only one such wall in the 2nd storey in aligned EW on between grids D5 and E5.
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Global pushover curves and plastic hinge distributions
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Figure 68. Global pushover curve for NS direction
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Figure 69. Plastic hinging for NS direction at first column ultimate displacement capacity
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Pushover curve for EW direction
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Figure 70. Global pushover curve for EW direction
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Figure 71. Plastic hinging for EW direction at first column ultimate displacement capacity
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Expected failure mechanisms from the global 2D pushover analyses carried out separately for each
direction:
Longitudinal (North-South) direction:
As can be seen from Figures 61-62, a soft storey failure mechanism is expected to form on grid H on
the east side of the council chambers after column H4 reaches its displacement capacity at a roof
displacement of 73 mm. This is within 10% of the displacement capacity of 69 mm determined in step
2. This agreement is satisfactory.
Transverse (East-West) direction:
As can be seen from Figures 63-64, a soft storey failure mechanism is also expected to form on grids
3-5 under the council chambers after columns F3, F5, G3 and G5 reach their displacement capacity at
a roof displacement of 82 mm.
Although these pushover analyses account for interaction between LLREs due to horizontal
displacements, they are 2D analyses, and therefore do not account for the influence of in-plan torsion
on seismic response. The guidelines provide three simplified methods to account for this influence. For
the civic administration building, the lowest loading that leads to a significant life safety hazard is
expected to be reached at or just after the global yield displacement is exceeded. Therefore, the first of
the three methods was deemed most suitable. This method involves estimating peak force and
deformation demands using elastic modal response spectrum analysis including the accidental
eccentricities specified in NZS 1170.5 2004.
Several potential severe structural weaknesses produced candidate critical structural weaknesses.
These included the non-ductile (effectively unconfined) interior columns under lateral drift in the main
building and under the council chamber. The interior column on grid B2 under the east end of the service
lift south wall was also identified as a potential critical structural weakness as was punching shear failure
of the floor slab – interior column connection.
The local roof displacements corresponding to each of these local failure mechanisms are shown in
table 18 for the NS direction and table 19 for the EW direction.

Table 18. Candidate failure mechanisms and associated local roof displacements for longitudinal
(NS) direction
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6

Failure mechanism
Interior gravity column failure
Punching shear failure of floor slab at interior columns
Chamber columns on grid H
East perimeter frame intermediate 1st storey column failure
West perimeter frame corner 1st storey column failure
Lightwell west wall

Roof displacement
107 mm
28 mm
73 mm
122 mm
103 mm
240 mm

Table 19. Candidate failure mechanisms and associated local roof displacements for transverse
(EW) direction
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Failure mechanism
Punching shear failure of floor slab at interior columns
Chamber columns on grids F3, F5, G3 and G5
North perimeter frame foundation beam failure
Chamber columns on grids F4 and G4
Interior column B2 supporting service lift south wall
South perimeter frame intermediate 1st storey column failure
Interior gravity column failure
Main stair north wall

Roof displacement
28 mm
73 mm
75 mm
82 mm
44 mm
95 mm
107 mm
110 mm

From tables 18-19 it can be seen that the punching shear governs the building’s global displacement
capacity in both directions. Note that this is the roof displacement at the interior columns not at the
center of mass. The roof displacement at the center of mass must be computed from that of the
interior columns considering in-plan torsion. This reduction is carried out in step 6.
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Step 6. Determine equivalent SDOF system, seismic demand
and %NBS.
Torsion
As the building is expected to create a significant life safety hazard at low global ductility values,
elastic response spectrum analysis was considered appropriate for consideration of torsional effects
on the response. The ratio between the ultimate capacity roof displacement at the LLRE and at the
center of mass was determined from the RSA results. This ratio was established on an element by
element basis using the ground motion component combination producing the largest element roof
displacement demand. This enabled determination of the center of mass displacement corresponding
to the ultimate displacement capacity of each LLRE in various locations in plan. Ratios of center-ofmass roof displacement to element roof displacement ranged from 0.28 to 1.1. However, the
maximum value considered was 1.0.
MDF Displacement Capacity corresponding to Severe Structural Weaknesses
The center of mass roof displacements corresponding to each of these local failure mechanisms are
shown in table 20 for the NS direction and table 21 for the EW direction.

Table 20. Candidate failure mechanisms and associated displacement capacities for NS direction
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6

Failure mechanism
Interior gravity column failure
Punching shear failure of floor slab at interior columns
Chamber columns on grid H
East perimeter frame intermediate column failure
West perimeter frame columns failure
Lightwell west wall

Roof displacement
93 mm
24 mm
24 mm
80 mm
62 mm
156 mm

Table 21. Candidate failure mechanisms and associated displacement capacities for EW direction
Number
1
2

Failure mechanism
Interior gravity column failure
Punching shear failure of floor slab at interior columns

3
4
5
6
7

Chamber columns on grids F3, F5, G3 and G5
North perimeter frame foundation beam failure
South perimeter frame columns failure
Interior column B2 supporting service lift south wall
Main stair north wall

Roof displacement
45 mm
22 mm (without 50%
reduction)
39 mm
21 mm
80 mm
44 mm
48 mm

From tables 20-21 it can be seen that, with a 50% capacity reduction, the slab connection to columns
B7 and D7 and the chamber columns on grid H govern the building’s global displacement capacity in
the NS direction. Punching shear capacity also governs in the transverse EW direction.
Acceleration Displacement Response Spectrum
Bilinear approximations of the multi-degree of freedom global pushover curves were transformed into
equivalent single-degree of freedom system curves using a displacement profile the first mode shape.
These are presented using spectral acceleration and displacement ordinates for comparison to 100%
NBS demand curves presented in the Acceleration – Displacement Response Spectra format shown
in figures 65-66.
The site subsoil was deemed to be class D by the geotechnical report (Appendix D). The September
2016 amendment to NZS 1170.5 allows the D class spectrum to be reduced by interpolation between
classes C and D for certain site period values. For the computed fundamental periods of free
translational vibration of the civic administration building, this reduction made negligible difference to
the design spectrum.
The spectral displacement capacities corresponding to the governing failure in each direction are
shown as vertical lines.
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Figure 72. Spectral Acceleration vs Spectral Displacement: NS direction
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Figure 73. Spectral Acceleration vs Spectral Displacement: EW direction
%NBS
The Severe Structural Weakness governing the building’s capacity in the NS direction was found to
be the floor slab connection to columns B7 and D7. These connections are expected to create a
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significant life safety hazard at a center-of-mass roof displacement of 22 mm (without the 50%
reduction). These columns are shown in figure 67.

Column B7
Column D7

Figure 74. Critical Structural Weakness: Column H4 on east side nearest Hastings St

The floor slab to interior column connections were rated at 10 %NBS (IL3). The seismic rating for the
civic administration building was therefore found to be 10 %NBS (IL3).
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Appendix E – Geotechnical Report
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1

1

Introduction and Background

Tonkin & Taylor Ltd (T+T) has been engaged by Napier City Council (NCC) to provide geotechnical
consultancy services to support Detailed Seismic Assessments (DSAs) on the Library, Civic Admin/
Council Chamber Buildings in Napier. Strata Group Consulting Engineers (Stratagroup) are
undertaking the structural assessments on the buildings. We understand the results of the DSA will
either result in structural strengthening works on the existing buildings or possibly, demolition and
design of new structures on site.
Geotechnical investigations were undertaken at the site in April 2017. This report presents the
results of the geotechnical investigations and is suitable to support the assessment of the structural
performance score of the existing buildings in accordance with the provisions set out in the New
Zealand Building Act 2004 and the guidelines developed by New Zealand Society of Earthquake
Engineering. This report is also suitable to support structural design of strengthening schemes of the
existing building foundations if required.
The scope of work undertaken for this report comprised:
•

A site investigation comprising 2 No. machine drilled boreholes with in situ strength testing;

•

Geophysical investigations comprising active surface shear wave velocity testing at 1 No.
location and horizontal to vertical site period measurements at 3 No. locations;

•

Development of a geological model for the site including a cross section through the site;

•

Assessment of groundwater issues at the site;

•

Assessment of the site subsoil class;

•

Assessment of liquefaction potential;

•

Assessment of consolidation settlement issues at the site;

•

Assessment of geotechnical foundation design parameters; and

•

Preparation of this report

This report should be reviewed and amended if required to support building consent applications of
new structures on the site.

2

Site Description

The subject site is bound by Dalton Street to the west, Hastings Street to the East, Station St to the
North and Vautier Lane to the south. The site covers an approximate area of 8,000 square metres
and is generally flat. The site is approximately 200 m west of the foreshore.
Reinforced concrete framed buildings between three and four storeys high currently occupy the site.
We understand all buildings are founded on shallow pad foundations.

3

Geotechnical Investigations

Geotechnical investigations were carried out to assess subsurface conditions for the site as well as to
obtain in situ strength measures of the subsurface materials. The investigations comprised machine
boreholes and surface geophysical testing as outlined below.

3.1

Borehole Investigations

Borehole Investigations comprising 2 No. machine boreholes drilled to between 10.95 m and 15 m
depth below existing ground level (begl) were carried out on the 18th and 19th of April 2017. The
machine boreholes were drilled by Geotech Drilling Ltd (GD) under the supervision of a geotechnical
engineer from T+T. The materials recovered from the machine boreholes were logged on site in
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general accordance with the New Zealand Geotechnical Society (NZGS) guidelines. In situ strength
testing was conducted in the machine boreholes with Standard Penetration Tests (SPT) at
approximately 1.5 m intervals. Upon on completion of the boreholes, a slotted PVC pipe was
installed in BH01 to monitor groundwater levels at the site.
The locations of the machine boreholes are presented on the layout plan ref. Figure 1002378 – F1 in
Appendix A.

3.2

Geophysical Investigations

Geophysical testing comprising the following was undertaken to supplement the borehole
investigations and to allow a more accurate determination of subsoil class (discussed in Section
5.2.1):
•

Active source surface wave testing along a single line determine a shear wave velocity profile
to an approximate depth of 20 m; and

•

Site period measurements using the horizontal to vertical spectral ratio, ambient noise
method (H/V method) were carried out at three locations. The H/V test uses a threecomponent seismometer to record ambient noise. The ratio of the averaged horizontal-tovertical frequency spectrum is used to determine the fundamental site resonance frequency,
which can be interpreted using regression equations to estimate sediment thickness and
depth to rock.

The geophysical testing was undertaken by Building Sensory Systems Limited on behalf of T+T. Test
locations are presented on Appendix A and further details of the geophysical testing undertaken are
presented in the Geophysical Site Investigation report in Appendix B.

4

Geological Model

4.1

Published Geology

Published geology1 indicates the site is underlain by estuarine deposits comprising sand, gravel, silt
and mud on modern coastal plains and lake margins.

4.2

Stratigraphy

The subsoils encountered during the geotechnical investigations were generally consistent with
published geology and comprised the following units:
Fill
Pavement fill material comprising sandy gravel was observed during the vacuum excavation to clear
services.
Marine Sediments
Underlying the pavement fill was fine to medium gravels with some sand, proved to a maximum
depth of 15 m below existing ground level. SPT ‘N’ values obtained in this material (presented on
Figure 4.1) material ranged between 10 and greater than 50 indicating this material is medium dense
to very dense. Shear wave velocities measured in this material (presented on Figure 4.2) generally
ranged between 150 m/s and 300 m/s.

Lee, J.M.; Bland, K.J.; Townsend, D.B.; Kamp, P.J.J. (compilers) 2011: Geology of the Hawke’s Bay area. Institute of
Geological & Nuclear Sciences 1:250,000 geological map 8. 1 sheet + 93 p. Lower Hutt, New Zealand. GNS Science.
1
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Figure 4.1: SPT ‘N’ values with depth obtained during borehole investigations
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Figure 4.2: Shear wave velocity profiles from geophysical testing

A cross section showing the ground conditions encountered the geotechnical investigations is
presented on Figure 1002378 – F2 in Appendix A.

4.3

Groundwater

Groundwater was encountered between 2.5 m and 3.5 m begl in the boreholes on completion of the
drilling.
Given the proximity of the site to the foreshore, tidal effects are likely to cause fluctuations in
groundwater level.

5

Geotechnical Engineering Considerations

5.1

General

The recommendations and opinions contained in this report are based on investigations carried out
at point locations. The nature and continuity of the subsoils away from these tests is inferred but it
must be appreciated that ground conditions may vary from the assumed model.

5.2

Seismic Assessment

5.2.1

Subsoil Class

Site subsoil class has been assessed in accordance with the recommendations in NZS1170.5:2004 2.
The clauses relating to subsoil class (3.1.3) are presented in Appendix C.

2

NZS1170.5:2004. Structural Design Actions – Earthquake Actions (New Zealand), SANZ.
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As noted in Section 4, the subsoils physically classified during the investigations comprised fine to
medium sized gravels with some sand proved to a maximum depth of 15 m with SPT ‘N’ values
ranging from 10 to greater than 50. Shear wave velocities in the upper 20 m ranged between 250
m/s and 300 m/s (excluding the upper 1 m of material). The presence of basement rock was not
proven during the investigations.
On the basis of the data obtained during the investigations, we have determined the following:
-

The site is not Class A – Strong Rock, as the shear wave velocities in the upper 20 m are less
than 600 m/s;

-

The site is not be Class B – Rock, as depth of soil encountered exceeds 3 m;

-

The site is not Class E – Very soft soil, as all SPT N values were greater than 6 and less than 1
m depth of soil with shear wave velocities less than 150 m/s was encountered;

-

The site is not Class C, as the H/V test results indicate the natural period of the site is
between 0.9 s and 1.1 s, i.e. greater than 0.6 s; and

-

Accordingly, we consider the site subsoil class to be Class D – Deep or soft soil.

Peak ground accelerations and associated design spectra associated with the subsoil classification
should be determined in accordance with the recommendations in Section 3 – Site Hazard Spectra of
NZS1170.5:20042.

5.2.2

Liquefaction Potential and Liquefaction Effects

Liquefaction occurs when excess pore water pressures are generated in loose, saturated, generally
cohesionless soil during earthquake shaking, causing the soil to undergo a partial to complete loss of
shear strength. Such loss of shear strength can result in settlement and/or horizontal movement
(lateral spreading) of the soil mass. The occurrence of liquefaction is dependent on several factors,
including the intensity and duration of ground shaking, soil density/stiffness, particle size
distribution, plasticity and elevation of the groundwater table.
Based on our observations during the geotechnical investigations and our experience with similar
materials the gravels encountered (proved to 15 m depth) are likely to have a low susceptibility to
liquefaction as their particle size distribution is likely to be largely outside the bounds of potentially
liquefiable material developed by Tsuchida, 1970 presented in Figure 5.1. Also, our observations
indicate the gravels encountered are likely to have a moderate to high permeability and accordingly,
there to be a low risk of excess pore pressures required to trigger liquefaction developing during
seismic shaking.
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Figure 5.1: Boundaries of Most Liquefiable Soils and Potentially Liquefiable Soils, Tsuchida, 1970

Material at depths greater than those investigated may be susceptible to liquefaction, however,
effects on the foundations of the buildings on site are likely to be insignificant due to the
approximately 15 m thick “crust” of non-liquefiable gravels.

5.3

Foundation Considerations

5.3.1

Shallow Foundation Bearing Pressures

From published correlations with the SPT results we consider a geotechnical ultimate bearing
capacity of 450 kPa suitable for capacity based structural assessments of the existing foundations,
which we have assumed to be founded within the medium dense gravels.

5.3.2

Shallow Foundation Stiffness

We understand Stratagroup are proposing to undertake non-linear time history analyses (Soil
Structure Interaction Model (SSIM)) on the buildings in accordance with the recommendations in
Appendix C4 of the Geotechnical Considerations for Seismic Assessment of Existing Buildings
(October 2016) 3. Presented in Table 5.1 below are a range of elastic spring stiffnesses (vertical,
horizontal and rotational) for two pad sizes (2 m by 2 m and 3 m by 3 m, which we understand to be
the sizes of the existing foundations) suitable for preliminary use in the SSIM.

The seismic assessment of existing buildings – Technical Guidelines for Engineering Assessments Revised Draft – October
2016.
3
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The spring stiffnesses have been derived on the assumption that the footings of the buildings are
rigid, and conservatively, that the footings are at the ground surface. Equations to derive the Vertical
and Horizontal Stiffnesses for a pad footing by Gazetas et al (1985)4 are presented in Figure 5.2

Figure 5.2: Spring Stiffness Equations for Pad Footings at the ground surface, from Gazetas et al (1985)

The spring stiffness equations above, the spring stiffnesses are functions of the Effective Shear
Modulus, G, (Shear Modulus reduced to account for the non-linearity associated with ground
shaking), and Poisson’s ratio, ν of the foundation soil.
The Effective Shear Modulus, G, has been derived using the following equation, while a Poisson’s
ratio of 0.3 has been assumed:
γv
g
G = Effective Shear Modulus
γ = Unit Weight of Soil, 18 kN/m assumed
vs = shear wave velocity of the soil, 200 m/s to 300 m/s
G = 0.75

g = gravity

Table 5.1:

Elastic Spring Stiffnesses for 2 m by 2 m pad and 3 m by 3 m pad footings

Stiffness Parameter

2 m by 2 m Pad

3 m by 3 m Pad

Elastic Spring Stiffness (kN/m)

Elastic Spring Stiffness (kN/m)

Vertical Stiffness

470,000 – 1,070,000

715,000 - 1,600,000

Horizontal Stiffness

380,000 – 875,000

582,000 - 1,300,000

The elastic spring stiffnesses presented above do not account for damping effects. For preliminary
analyses, the non-linear behaviour of the foundation soil can be modelled using the
recommendations outlined in Sections C4A.3.4/ C4A.3.53, FEMA 440 (2005)5 and ASCE41-13 (2014)6.
Vertical response of arbitrarily shaped embedded foundations, ASCE Journal, Geotech Eng, Vol 111 No. 6 – Gazetas,
Dobry and Tassoulas, 1985.
5 Improvement of Nonlinear static seismic analysis – Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) 2005
6 Seismic Evaluation and Retrofit of Existing Buildings – American Society of Civil Engineers 2014
4
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We strongly encourage collaboration between Stratagroup (structural engineer) and T+T
(geotechnical engineer) throughout the non-linear time history analyses process to ensure the
modelling correctly represents the expected behaviour of both the soil and structure during
earthquake shaking.

5.4

Deep Foundation Parameters

Should deep foundations be required for seismic strengthening works, the geotechnical parameters
presented in Table 5.2 are considered suitable for use in preliminary design. Driven steel H piles or
screw piles founded in the medium dense to dense gravels are likely to be suitable deep foundation
strengthening options.
Table 5.2:

Deep Foundation Design Parameters for Preliminary Design

Unit

Unit depth below
existing ground level

Skin Friction

End Bearing (Assuming
SPT ‘N’ greater than 30)

Marine Deposits –
Medium Dense to Very
Dense Gravels

1.5 m – 15 m proved

100 kPa

6,000 kPa

6

Further Work – Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Assessment

If the results of the DSA are unfavourable it may be beneficial to commission a site-specific
Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Assessment study (PSHA). This can bring with it a range of opportunities
and benefits for any strengthening works that may be required on the existing buildings. Specifically,
there may be an opportunity to reduce the design spectra (outlined in NZS1170.5:2004, and on
which the DSA is to be undertaken) which could result in cost savings on strengthening works.
The PSHA will be based on the updated seismic hazard model New Zealand, the changes to which
have not yet been incorporated into NZS1170.5:2004 as well as the most up-to-date understanding
of the seismic hazard risks within the Hawkes Bay area.
As shear wave velocities have been obtained during the investigations discussed in Section 3, no
further investigation of shear wave velocities is anticipated to facilitate the PSHA.
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7

Conclusions and Recommendations

On the basis of the available subsurface information and our experience with similar materials, our
geotechnical recommendations regarding the Detailed Seismic Assessment on the Library, Civic
Admin/Council Chamber Buildings in Napier are summarised as follows:
•

This report has been prepared to support the Detailed Seismic Assessments being undertaken
by Strata Group Consulting Engineers (Stratagroup);

•

The site stratigraphy comprises pavement fill overlying medium dense to very dense marine
gravels;

•

The site subsoil class has been assessed as Class D – Deep soil in accordance with the
recommendations in NZS 1170.5:2004;

•

The site subsoils proved during the investigations are considered to have low susceptibility to
seismic liquefaction. Soils, below the depths proved during the investigations may be
susceptible to liquefaction. However, the effects of liquefaction of material at depths greater
than 15 m are likely to be negligible at the ground surface;

•

We consider a geotechnical ultimate bearing pressure of 450 kPa suitable for capacity based
structural assessments on the existing foundations;

•

Elastic Shallow foundation spring stiffnesses suitable for use in displacement based analyses
are presented in Section 5.3.2.The spring stiffnesses are provided to be used as preliminary
inputs into the nonlinear time history analyses that Stratagroup are proposing to undertake.
Damping effects have not been considered, however documents that provide guidance and
recommendations regarding the damping effects/nonlinear aspects of the SSIM have been
provided. Collaboration between T+T and Stratagroup is strongly recommended to ensure the
SSIM accurately represents the behaviour of both the structure and soil, under seismic
loading;

•

Design parameters suitable for preliminary design of deep foundation installation as part of
strengthening, if required, are presented in Section 5.4; and

•

Recommendations for further work, comprising a Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Assessment is
presented in Section 6.
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Executive Summary
This report summarises geophysical field testing and data reduction performed at the Napier
Library Building Site in Napier. Active source and passive source surface wave testing was
performed at a selection of locations around the building in order to characterise the shear
wave velocity profile and the site period across the site. The methodology, data processing,
shear wave velocity profiles and site period estimates across the site are presented herein.
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1.0 Introduction
This report summarises geophysical field testing and data reduction performed at the Napier
Library building site in Napier. Due to space constraints, active source surface wave testing
was performed at a single location only to define the shear wave velocity profile at that
location. Site period measurements using the horizontal to vertical spectral ratio method
(H/V Spectral Ratio) were carried out at three locations to provide wider coverage across the
site in terms of overall profile characteristics. The testing methodology, data reduction
methodology, and the resulting shear wave velocity profiles and site period values are
summarised herein.

2.0 Testing Sites and Methodology
2.1

Testing Methodology

Active source surface wave testing was carried out using a 5.4 kg sledgehammer to
generate surface wave energy. Both Rayleigh wave and Love wave testing was undertaken
using vertical and horizontally oriented sources. A linear array of 24 vertical geophones at
2 m spacing were located along the ground surface to record the induced vibration from
these sources. Data was collected using multiple source offset locations from the first
receiver in the array to account for the effect of offset distance on the dispersion curve data
and any near source effects. Multiple impacts were used at each source offset and stacked
to improve the signal-to-noise ratio of the data collected. Due to space restrictions the
source could only be located at one end of the linear array. This method was used to
characterise the shear wave velocity profile at the test location, which is representative of the
soil profile beneath the active testing line.
Ambient noise recordings of at least 15 minutes were collected to perform horizontal-tovertical spectral ratio (H/V Spectral Ratio) calculations (Nakamura 1989) to estimate the site
period (T) or the period of response of the profile above any impedance contrasts that are
present. A single 2Hz 3-D geophone was used for this testing.

2.2

Testing Plan

An overview of the test locations is provided in Figure 1. The setup of each test location was
as follows:
•

Active Testing locations (SW1)
o

•

Offset source at 2 m, 5 m, 10 m, 20 and 30 m from first geophone off one end
of the linear array for Rayleigh wave based testing (Vertically oriented
source). Offset source at 5 m and 10m from first geophone for Love wave
based testing (horizontally oriented source).

H/V Spectral Ratio locations (SP1 – SP3)
Page 1

Figure 1. Location of surface wave testing across Napier Library site. Active source testing
location (SW1) shown by red line and H/V spectral ratio testing locations (SP1-SP3) shown by
the red points.
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2.3

Data Processing and Interpretation

Active source sledgehammer data were analyzed using the frequency domain beamformer
(FBDF) method (Zywicki 1999) and the spectral analysis of surface waves (SASW) method
(Stokoe et al. 1994). Dispersion data influenced by near-field effects and/or significant offline
noise were eliminated. The SASW data was analysed using the phase unwrapping method
to determine the individual dispersion curves from each receiver spacing.
The data from each source offset and method were combined to form a mixed-method
composite dispersion curve. The dispersion data was then divided into bins using a log
distribution. The mean phase velocity and associated standard deviation was then calculated
for each bin, resulting in an experimental dispersion curve with associated uncertainty.
The dispersion data was inverted to define the shear wave velocity profiles using a multimode inversion and the neighborhood algorithm in Geopsy (Wathelet 2008). The inversion
process defines theoretical dispersion curves that best match the experimental dispersion
curve defined using the process described above. To provide the best representation of the
shear wave velocity profile at each site, layering characteristics from subsurface
investigation data was used to help constrain the surface wave inversion parameters.
Geotechnical borehole data in close vicinity to testing locations were used to develop the
inversion layering parameters across the site, including the inferred depth to the water table.
The experimental and theoretical dispersion curve data for this site is summarised in
Figure 2.

Figure 2. Dispersion curve data for the Napier Library site. The black points and error bars are
the binned experimental dispersion curve data, and the red line is the best fit theoretical
dispersion curve data.

H/V Spectral Ratio data were processed using the software Geopsy (www.geopsy.org). Time
windows that were overly noisy were removed, with the remaining windows used to develop
the spectral average at each location. The geometric mean of the horizontal-component
Fourier spectra were used to develop the H/V spectral ratios, and a Konno & Ohmachi
(1998) smoothing function with a smoothing constant of b=40 was applied. The H/V spectral
Page 3

ratios from a range of time window lengths were compared during processing to determine
the influence of window lengths on the estimated spectral peak(s) and to estimate the
uncertainty associated with the spectral peak(s). The data presented in this paper used a
window length of 30 seconds with no overlap and a 5% cosine taper.
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3.0 Results
3.1

Shear wave velocity

The shear wave velocity profile from surface wave testing is summarised in Figure 2 and in
tabular form in the electronic Appendix. The lowest misfit profile shown by the thick black
line. The light grey lines represent the 1000 best profiles, and the dark grey the 50 best
profiles from the inversion.
Loose constraints were used in the inversion to account for the fact that there is likely a
gradual increase in the shear wave velocity with depth through the gravel deposits present at
the site. Borehole logs at the site do not indicate any significant interfaces down to 15 m
depth (maximum depth of the boreholes at this site). The thin pavement at this location has
not been included in the layering as it will have little effect on the development of the shear
wave velocity profile.
Apart from softer deposits near the surface there is a gradual increase in the shear wave
velocity with depth which would be expected in the granular deposits at this location. Near
the surface there little variability in the shear wave velocities. Below 15 m depth there is
more variability in the shear wave velocity profiles, as there was more variability in the
experimental data starts at longer wavelengths.

Figure 3. Shear wave velocity profile from surface wave testing

An simplified estimate of the elastic period of the profile above 20 m was calculated using
the quarter wavelength equation (T = 4H / Vsavg, where H is the thickness of the profile and
Vsavg is the time averaged shear wave velocity over the profile thickness).
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Using this approach for the lowest misfit profile, the estimated elastic period of the profile
was equal to 0.3 seconds. This does not reflect the true site period, which is the response of
the entire soil profile above rock. The shear wave velocities in the top 20 m do not approach
rock velocities.

3.2

H/V Spectral Ratio

The H/V spectral peak(/s) from ambient noise recordings can correspond to: (1) the site
period for the entire soil profile down to basement rock (a significant impedance contrast); or
(2) the response of the soil profile above a shallower impedance contrast. The results from
the three test sites are summarised in Figure 3-6 below, with the median and plus/minus 1
standard deviation curves from the data windows presented in each. All three have clear
peaks, ranging from 0.9 to 1.1 seconds, with a slightly shorter period north of the library
building. This suggests the existence of an impedance contrast at depth, potentially
representing the overall profile to bedrock.

Figure 4. H/V Spectral ratio data for site SP1, with clear peak at 1.1 seconds
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Figure 5. H/V Spectral ratio data for site SP1, with clear peak at 1.0 seconds

Figure 6. H/V Spectral ratio data for site SP1, with clear peak at 0.9 seconds
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Class A is defined as strong to extremely-strong rock with:
(a)

Unconfined compressive strength greater than 50 MPa; and

(b)

An average shear-wave velocity over the top 30 m greater than 1500 m/s; and

(c)

Not underlain by materials having a compressive strength less than 18 MPa or a shear wave velocity less than 600 m/s.
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Class B is defined as rock with:
(a)

A compressive strength between 1 and 50 MPa; and

(b)

An average shear-wave velocity over the top 30 m greater than 360 m/s; and

(c)

Not underlain by materials having a compressive strength less than 0.8 MPa or a shear wave velocity less than 300 m/s.

A surface layer of no more than 3 m depth of highly-weathered or completely-weathered rock
or soil (a material with a compressive strength less than 1 MPa) may be present.
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The low amplitude natural period may be estimated from four times the shear -wave travel
time from the surface to rock, be estimated from Nakamura ratios or from recorded
earthquake motions, or be evaluated in accordance with Clause 3.1.3.7 for sites with layered
subsoil, according to the hierarchy of methods given in Clause 3.1.3.1.
Deep or soft soil sites
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Where low-amplitude natural period is greater than 0.6 s; or
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With depths of soils exceeding those listed in Table 3.2; or

(d)

Underlain by less than 10 m of soils with an undrained shear-strength less than
12.5 kPa or soils with SPT N-values less than 6.
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3.1.3.7 Evaluation of periods for layered sites

For sites consisting of layers of several types of material without measured shear -wave travel
times from the surface to rock, the low-amplitude natural period of the site may be calculated
from:
(a)

The eigenvalue solution for the fundamental frequency of a lumped mass representation
of the soil profile from the surface to underlying rock;

(b)

Exact closed-form solutions for two-layer sites;
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(c)

Approximate solutions for other simple profiles through successive application of two layer solutions

(d)

Four times the estimated shear-wave travel time; or

(e)

Summing the contributions to the natural period of each layer by multiplying 0.6 s by
the sum of ratios of the thickness of each layer to the thickness for its soil type given in
Table 3.2.

In evaluating site periods, all material above rock shall be included in the modelling.
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Appendix C – Spatial Analysis
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1

Executive Summary
 This report provides the results of an assessment that has been undertaken of the potential
economic impacts and other economic benefits for Napier and the wider area, of three possible
future land‐use/development options for the site in central Napier which is currently the location
of the Napier City Council’s main Civic and administration activities. The building in which these
activities are based has recently been evaluated as being well below current earthquake/seismic
protection levels and it is understood that the Council will be relocating from the building for this
reason as well as a number of other major issues with the building.

 The three alternative future land‐use options for the site in question for which this economic
impact assessment was requested were a new international 4‐4.5 star hotel, a new three‐storey
office block and a single‐level medium format/scale retail outlet. The impact assessment analysis
provided in the main body of the report covers the construction stage (which generates only
short‐term economic impact gains during the construction period) for each development option,
as well as the ongoing annual turnover operation for the different options (specifically their year
5 operations).

 Table A below summarises the results of the detailed economic impact modelling assessment
provided in the detailed report. The figures in the table reflect the assessed net economic impact
gains at the combined Napier‐Hastings level, for the different options. In terms of the annual
operation economic impacts, the net gains take into account likely initial business diversion in
Napier with the new hotel; in most cases, the internal relocation of existing local operators into
the new office block; and the likely occupation of the site in question by a locally relocating retailer
rather than by an externally sourced new retail investment into the City. The gross economic
impacts for each option were quantified for ESL by Dr W Hughes, consulting economic impact
modelling specialist, Auckland, using base financial and employment data provided by ESL and a
December 2016 Napier‐Hastings economic model.
Table A: Napier‐Hastings Net Economic Impact Gains for Construction & Year 5 Operation of Alternative
Commercial Developments in Napier
Total Economic Impacts
Economic Impact
Measure

Total Revenue ($M)
Net Household Income
($M)
Total Employment
(Persons/Jobs)
Gross Regional
Product ($M)

Construction/Development

Annual Operation

Hotel

Office
Block

Retail
Outlet

Hotel

Office
Block

Retail
Outlet

95.37

12.33

11.89

34.80

5.24

0.39

16.06

2.22

1.97

6.38

1.16

0.04

331

46

41

228

32

1

31.66

4.36

3.85

14.53

2.44

0.18

 The results in the table indicate that after taking into account potential downside or offsetting
economic impacts associated with each development/operational option, the hotel is estimated
to generate the highest level of net economic impact gains for the City. The construction stage for
the hotel will also generate the highest level of short‐term or one‐off economic impact.
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1‐

Introduction

1.0

The existing Napier City Council Civic and administration building, located on the corner of
Hastings and Station Streets, Napier has recently been assessed as being of major earthquake
risk and well below new building code requirements in respect of this risk. In addition,
longstanding major design flaws and areas of wasted space render the building unsuitable for
refurbishment to current seismic standards in a cost‐effective manner.

1.1

As a consequence, the Napier City Council is giving consideration to potential future
commercial land‐use/development options and opportunities for the site in question,
following relocation of the Council’s Civic and administrative headquarters from the site.
Economic Solutions Ltd (ESL) has been requested to provide a detailed economic benefit
assessment of the options.

1.2

The Council has requested ESL to work to the following base guidelines for the assessment:

1.3



The Napier City Council will be abandoning its current Civic and administrative location
and moving these activities into the adjacent Library building.



It is not feasible to strengthen, refurbish and then lease out the existing building for
alternative office use, as this is considered cost‐prohibitive and also the building is not
designed with this function in mind.



In general terms, current demand for central Napier office and retail space is flat and
there is a relatively plentiful supply of such space in the area.

Notwithstanding the latter point, the Council has requested ESL to focus its economic
assessment on the following potential future land‐use/development possibilities for the site
in question:
 A new high‐class international hotel.
 A new office block.
 A medium format retail development.

1.4

For each of the above options, the Council has requested that the economic assessment covers
the following key considerations:
a) The underlying current and longer‐term future market situation for each option.
b) The potential flow‐on or multiplied economic impacts associated with each option.
c) Other potential local/regional economic benefits of each development option or
possibility.

1.5

It is emphasised that whilst the economic impact analysis in the report details the gross or total
flow‐on economic impacts for each development option, reference is also made to the potential
‘downside’ or offsetting economic impacts associated with each option. It is important that
these are taken into account in order that the comparative net economic impact gains for
Napier for each option, are clearly identified. This is particularly relevant to the annual
operation of each development activity. The net gains are indicated in section 6 of the report.
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1.6

1.7

2‐

The key base information sources used for the analysis in the report have been the following:


The February 2017 report prepared for the Napier City Council by Horwath HTL
Consultants concerning the economic and financial feasibility of a proposed new hotel
for Napier City.



Statistics New Zealand building consent and other results for the City.



Discussions with Napier City Council planning staff.



Discussions with ‘Napier Inner City Marketing’ on retailing trends in the City.



Discussions with local valuation companies (Turley & Co, Telfer Young and My Valuer)
on office and retail sector property trends in the City.



Discussions with local real estate companies (Property Brokers, Bayleys and Colliers).



Economic impact modelling results provided by Dr Warren Hughes of Hughes
Economics, Auckland (specialist economic impact modelling consultancy). Copies of
Dr Hughes’ modelling results and his CV details are attached as Appendices 1 and 2.

Section 2 of the report provides a short background commentary on the nature of economic
impact assessment. Sections 3‐5 provide an economic assessment analysis for the new hotel,
office block and retail development options respectively.

Economic Impact Assessment Methodology

2.1

Economic Impact Assessment (EIA) quantifies the total multiplied economic impacts for a
specific geographical area (local/regional/national) of a significant existing or new revenue/
expenditure operation, development or activity in the area.

2.2

The total economic impacts comprise the initiating direct expenditure or revenue/turnover
impact associated with the activity and the flow‐on or ‘multiplied’ economic impacts.

2.3

The flow‐on impacts incorporate both production and consumption impacts. The production
impacts comprise the flow‐on gains for businesses supplying goods and services to the initial
expenditure or revenue activity, whilst the consumption impacts comprise the additional
household spending of employees working directly in the activity and also in the businesses
supplying inputs to the activity.

2.4

Economic impacts are traditionally measured using four different variables, these being Total
Revenue/Gross Output (the total value of the economic impact including the value of any
imported items), Net (Disposable) Household Income (after removing taxation, savings,
superannuation, etc.), Total Employment (measured in terms of labour‐years for construction
activity and persons/jobs for operational activity) and Total Value Added/Gross Domestic
Product GDP (or Gross Regional Product GRP for sub‐national areas).

2.5

The GRP impact is considered to best measure the true multiplied gain in total economic
activity in an area as a result of an initial expenditure or revenue project/change, as it excludes
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the value of imported items required for the project (payments for which flow out of the region
to externally based suppliers of goods and services).
2.6

An economic impact or input‐output table/model for a particular district/region/country is
required in order to calculate multiplied economic impacts for the area. The economic impact
results presented in this report are based on the latest available (year ended December 2016)
Napier‐Hastings multiplier results for relevant sectors within a 106‐sector economic impact
model for this area. The underlying national input‐output table for these results relates to the
2007 year and was released by Statistics New Zealand in July 2012. A Napier‐Hastings
economic impact model has been used for the analysis, in order to capture the full extent of
flow‐on or supplier industry linkages to the construction and annual operational activities for
each of the three potential land‐use options being considered in the report.

2.7

The table has subsequently been modified by Butcher Partners, Christchurch for regional and
local application. Dr Hughes has updated the Napier‐Hastings economic impact model using
employment data for the year ended December 2016. It is noted that the various multiplier
results presented in the report reflect Type II multipliers which include both production and
consumption flow‐on economic impacts.

2.8

It is also noted that the common aspects of each potential future commercial land‐use option
covered by this economic impact assessment are the construction stage for each development
option followed by its ongoing annual operation. It is further noted that the construction stage
economic impacts relate only to the construction period and are not ongoing. In terms of the
hotel option, ESL was requested by the Napier City Council to undertake the economic impact
assessment based on the year 5 financial operation for the hotel, which then allows sufficient
time for the facility to be assessed as an established part of the local visitor accommodation
sector (however, relative economic impact results are also provided in the report for earlier
years 1‐4 of the hotel operation). For the purposes of the analysis, the economic impact
assessments for the office and retail development options are also assumed to relate to the
5th year of their operations.

2.9

Whilst the analysis indicates the total economic impact gains for each land‐use option,
nevertheless it should be noted that in general terms where any of the options result in any
‘business diversion’ in the City (e.g. reduced patronage for other visitor accommodation
outlets arising from a new hotel development or an increased amount of vacant office and
retail building space following a relocation), the economic impact gains need to be balanced
against any resulting ‘downside’ economic impacts. Further, to the extent that future use of
the Council site in question comprises, for example, some office or retail activities simply
relocating from other parts of Napier, the level of overall operational economic impact gains
will be commensurately reduced.

3‐
3.1

Economic Impacts of 120 Room Hotel Development
This section indicates the underlying local market situation for this development option and
the potential local Napier‐Hastings level flow‐on economic impacts of its construction and
annual operation.
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Market Assessment
3.2

The following relevant points are made in this respect:
 The Horwath HTL report indicates that, currently, there are 9 hotels operating in Napier,
none of which have internationally recognisable hotel brands and 8 having amongst
them an average of 35 rooms (and 43 for the full group of hotels). As a group, these
hotels currently account for 18% of all commercial accommodation units in Napier and
16% of total commercial accommodation night‐stays. They also account for almost 65%
of the total number of Statistics New Zealand (SNZ) surveyed hotels in Hawke’s Bay and
almost 80% of the total regional inventory of hotels rooms.
 SNZ monthly commercial accommodation monitor results for Napier indicate underlying
annual average growth of approximately 2% in total commercial accommodation night‐
stays in the City, since 2004. However, following the impacts of the GFC (Global Financial
Crisis) up until 2013, commercial night‐stays have increased significantly and overall by
some 205,000 or 39% (annual average growth of almost 9%). For the May 2017 year,
Napier accounted for 61% of total Hawke’s Bay region commercial accommodation
night‐stays.
 Since 2004, the number of night‐stays spent in Hawke’s Bay hotels has increased at an
annual average rate of 6.3%, compared to 1.4% across all commercial accommodation.
The number of night‐stays has risen overall by approximately 255,000 or 27% since
2013.
 For the year ended May 2017, average hotel occupancy was recorded at 61% at the
Hawke’s Bay level, compared to the ‘all accommodation’ figure of 44%. The Hawke’s
Bay hotel occupancy figure for the May 2004 year was recorded at 38%.
 International visitor‐nights spent in all Hawke’s Bay commercial accommodation have
grown at an annual average rate of 3.9% since 2004, compared to 0.6% for the domestic
visitor market. Since 2013, international commercial visitor‐nights have recovered
overall by 30%. The international visitor sector’s share of total commercial visitor nights
was 27% in 2016/17, compared with 20% in 2003/04.
 Ministry of Business Innovation and Employment (MBIE) tourism data indicates that
total visitor spending in Napier has increased overall by 31% (annual average 5.5%) in
nominal terms, since 2012. International visitor spending regionally has risen by 50%
(domestic visitors 19.5%) for the period and total accommodation spending by 26%
(international visitor accommodation spending by 29%).
 The Horwath HTL report indicates that Hawke’s Bay currently has a minor share of
national conventions activity which should be partly addressed though with the ongoing
operation of the recently redeveloped Napier Conference Centre. The report also
indicates that Hawke’s Bay has experienced a noticeable fall since 2009 in national
tourism market share in respect of the commercial visitor‐night and total visitor spend
indicators.
 The Horwath HTL report calculations indicate (page 29) that visitor demand for Hawke’s
Bay hotel sector room nights is forecast to continue to grow during the next 10 years
and overall by around 30%. Overall hotel sector occupancy is forecast to increase from
60% in year 1 of the new hotel operation (assuming it is operating in year 2020) to
around 70% in year 6 and 71‐72% in year 8.
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 MBIE is currently forecasting total international visitor arrivals into New Zealand to
increase by 18% over 2017‐2023, total visitor‐days by 12% and total visitor spending by
19%.
3.3

Summary – Napier is the ‘headquarters’ of the commercial accommodation sector in Hawke’s
Bay and within this the hotel industry which nevertheless currently remains a relatively limited
part of the City’s overall commercial accommodation infrastructure. In addition, Napier does
not currently have any internationally recognisable hotel brands. The City has recorded both
longer‐term and particularly shorter‐term significant growth in total, international market and
hotel accommodation visitor activity within the commercial sector. Overseas visitor spending
in Napier/Hawke’s Bay has also grown significantly. Hotel occupancy levels have increased
considerably to a relatively high level at the present time. Visitor demand for hotel
accommodation in the area is forecast to increase significantly over the next decade, partly
underpinned by the projected increase in overseas tourism to New Zealand. All these factors
and trends contribute to a sound basis for the further development of Napier’s hotel sector.

Economic Impact Assessment
3.4

Table 1 below indicates the Napier‐Hastings area economic impacts of the construction stage
for the proposed hotel. The reference table in Appendix 1 is Table 1. The base financial data
for the economic impact modelling analysis is sourced from the Horwath HTL report. The
estimated hotel construction cost is $36 million.

Table 1: Napier‐Hastings Area Economic Impacts of Hotel Construction
Economic Impact Measures
Economic Impact Components

Revenue
($M)

Net Household
Income ($M)

Employment
(Persons)

Value Added/
GRP ($M)

Initiating Total Revenue/Expenditure

36.00

Total Direct Economic Impacts

36.00

5.57

92

9.25

Total Flow‐on Production and
Consumption Economic Impacts

59.37

10.49

239

22.41

TOTAL ECONOMIC IMPACTS

95.37

16.06

331

31.66

3.5

The key results to note from the table are as follows:


A total Revenue impact within Napier‐Hastings of approximately $95.4 million. This
comprises the initial direct Revenue impact of $36 million and a flow‐on/multiplied
Revenue impact of approximately $59.4 million (the overall multiplier value inferred
by these results is 2.65);



A total Net Household Income impact of $16.1 million, comprising a direct Income
impact of $5.6 million and a flow‐on/multiplied Income impact of $10.5 million. The
total income figure above represents the additional Net Household Income generated
within the Napier‐Hastings area by the construction work, including multiplier impacts
(overall multiplier value of 2.88);
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3.6



A total Employment impact of 331 persons/jobs, comprising a direct Employment
impact of 92 persons and a flow‐on/multiplied Employment impact of 239 persons
(overall multiplier value of 3.60); and



A total Value Added or GRP (Gross Regional Product) economic impact of
approximately $31.7 million, comprising a direct GRP impact of $9.3 million and a flow‐
on/multiplied GRP impact of $22.4 million (overall multiplier value of 3.42). The total
GRP economic impact figure indicates the real level of the contribution of the hotel
construction stage to overall economic activity in Napier‐Hastings.

Table 2 indicates the Napier‐Hastings area economic impacts of the annual revenue operation
in year 5 of the proposed new hotel. The reference table in Appendix 1 is Table 2. The base
financial data for the economic impact modelling analysis is sourced from the Horwath HTL
report. The forecast total revenue figure in year 5 is $11.92 million.

Table 2: Napier‐Hastings Area Economic Impacts of Year 5 Annual Hotel Revenue Operation
Economic Impact Measures
Economic Impact Components

Revenue
($M)

Net Household
Income ($M)

Employment
(Persons)

Value Added/
GRP ($M)

Initiating Total Revenue/Expenditure

11.92

Total Direct Economic Impacts

11.92

2.54

110

5.39

Total Flow‐on Production and
Consumption Economic Impacts

13.18

1.71

40

4.64

TOTAL ECONOMIC IMPACTS

25.10

4.25

150

10.03

3.7

The key results to note from the table are as follows:


A total Revenue impact within Napier‐Hastings of $25.1 million. This comprises the
initial direct Revenue impact of approximately $11.9 million and the a flow‐
on/multiplied Revenue impact of $13.2 million (the overall multiplier value inferred by
these results is 2.10);



A total Net Household Income impact of approximately $4.3 million, comprising a
direct Income impact of $2.5 million and a flow‐on/multiplied Income impact of
approximately $1.8 million. The total income figure above represents the additional
Net Household Income generated within the Napier‐Hastings area by the annual hotel
operation, including multiplier impacts (overall multiplier value of 1.67);



A total Employment impact of 150 persons/jobs, comprising a direct Employment
impact of 110 persons and a flow‐on/multiplied Employment impact of 40 persons
(overall multiplier value of 1.36); and



A total Value Added or GRP (Gross Regional Product) economic impact of
approximately $10 million, comprising a direct GRP impact of $5.4 million and a flow‐
on/multiplied GRP impact of $4.6 million (overall multiplier value of 1.86). The total
GRP economic impact figure indicates the real level of the contribution of the annual
hotel revenue operation in year 5 to overall economic activity in Napier‐Hastings.
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3.8

The comparative Value Added/GRP economic impacts for years 1‐4 of the hotel operation are
year 1 ($7.37m), year 2 ($8.46m), year 3 ($8.99m) and year 4 ($9.49m). The base total
operating revenue forecasts for these years are year 1 $8.76m, year 2 $10.06m, year 3
$10.69m and year 4 $11.28m. The total GRP impact for the full five‐year period is
approximately $44 million.

3.9

Table 3 indicates the Napier‐Hastings area economic impacts of the spending by hotel guests
in year 5 of the hotel’s operation, outside the hotel. Both the Horwath HTL report and MBIE
visitor spending data for Hawke’s Bay were utilised in the process of calculating the total direct
spending figure of $6.42 million. This covers the expenditure categories of retail sales,
transport, and visitor attractions and amenities. The reference table in Appendix 1 is Table 3.

Table 3: Napier‐Hastings Area Economic Impacts Year 5 Hotel Guest Visitor Spending Outside Hotel
Economic Impact Measures
Economic Impact Components

Revenue
($M)

Net Household
Income ($M)

Employment
(Persons)

Value Added/
GRP ($M)

Initiating Total Revenue/Expenditure

6.42

Total Direct Economic Impacts

6.42

1.70

73

3.12

Total Flow‐on Production and
Consumption Economic Impacts

7.15

1.14

30

2.99

13.57

2.84

103

6.11

TOTAL ECONOMIC IMPACTS

3.10

3.11

The key results to note from the table are as follows:


A total Revenue impact within Napier‐Hastings of approximately $13.6 million. This
comprises the initial direct Revenue impact of $6.4 million and the a flow‐on/
multiplied Revenue impact of $7.2 million (the overall multiplier value inferred by
these results is 2.11);



A total Net Household Income impact of approximately $2.8 million, comprising a
direct Income impact of $1.7 million and a flow‐on/multiplied Income impact of
approximately $1.1 million. The total income figure above represents the additional
Net Household Income generated within the Napier‐Hastings area by the annual ex‐
hotel guest visitor spending, including multiplier impacts (overall multiplier value of
1.67);



A total Employment impact of 103 persons/jobs, comprising a direct Employment
impact of 73 persons and a flow‐on/multiplied Employment impact of 30 persons
(overall multiplier value of 1.41); and



A total Value Added or GRP (Gross Regional Product) economic impact of
approximately $6.1 million, comprising a direct GRP impact of $3.1 million and a flow‐
on/multiplied GRP impact of $3 million (overall multiplier value of 1.96). The total GRP
economic impact figure indicates the real level of the contribution of annual guest
spending outside the hotel during their stay in Napier.

The estimated comparative GRP impacts for the earlier years are year 1 $4.83m, year 2 $4.94m,
year 3 $5.22m and year 4 $5.65m. Along with the year 5 result, these figures provide for a
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total visitor spending GRP impact within the Napier‐Hastings area of approximately $27 million
over years 1‐5.
3.12

Potential Business Diversion – the establishment and operation of a major new 120‐room hotel
in central Napier will add to the current portfolio of 9 hotels in the City and increase the total
number of hotel rooms in the area by just over 30%. It will also increase the number of 4‐5
star hotel rooms in the City by 34% and more than double the number of rooms in the ‘large
hotel’ component of the local hotel sector. Given the above, the operation of the proposed
new hotel could potentially adversely impact both the rest of the hotel sector and parts of the
remainder of the commercial accommodation sector in Napier, especially in the shorter‐term.
The Horwath HTL report notes (at page 30/31) that “The occupancy rate reduction shown in
2020 would be due to the opening of the new Hotel…..this highlights the sensitivity on overall
occupancy of the introduction of a significant new room inventory into a relatively small
existing stock”. Chart 5.4 of the report also indicates overall average Hawke’s Bay hotel
occupancy post 2020 remaining at annual levels below 2016‐2019 levels.
However, the above points need to be balanced against a number of other considerations. The
period leading up to the actual construction work on the possible new hotel and the
construction period itself will provide some time for existing hotel and other accommodation
outlets in and around central Napier to prepare/adjust (if necessary) their operations for the
arrival of the new ‘player’. At this stage, the hotel is proposing to have a focus on a range of
currently relatively untapped markets including international visitors, conventions activity and
commercial visitors to Napier in the shoulder and low seasons.
In addition, it is noted that since 2004, total commercial accommodation arrivals into Hawke’s
Bay have been increasing at an underlying annual growth rate of approximately 1% and 5.3%
since 2013. The comparative figures for the regional hotel sector are 8.2% and 7.9%. Total
commercial accommodation night‐stays have risen by an average 2% per annum and total
hotel night‐stays by 7.8%.
Following detailed analysis, ESL is forecasting total regional commercial accommodation based
visitor night‐stays to increase overall by 21% during years 2017‐2024 and, on the basis of the
long‐term historical trend in hotel sector night‐stays and also the sector’s share of total
regional commercial night‐stays, a 49% increase in total hotel nights (which takes the sector’s
share of total commercial nights from the current 16% to 19% in year 2024). Since 2004, the
international visitor market’s share of total Hawke’s Bay commercial nights has risen gradually
from 18% to 28%. ESL is forecasting an overall 30% increase in overseas visitor commercial
night‐stays in the region, for the 2017‐2024 period. In 2024, the overseas market share of total
Hawkes Bay commercial nights is forecast at 30%.
Further analysis by ESL indicates that in light of the above forecasts, the potential ‘downside’
economic impacts for the rest of the Hawkes Bay hotel sector arising from the operation of the
proposed new hotel during years 1‐5 are less than 10% of the total operational economic
impacts gains indicated in Tables 2 and 3 above and also falling slightly over the period.
However, taking into account just the Napier hotel sector, the potential downside economic
impacts are estimated to be noticeably above the 10% mark in year 1 of the new hotel’s
operation but falling to around the 10% mark by year 5.
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3.13

Other New Hotel Benefits – the possible new hotel development will add to the portfolio of
both hotel and overall commercial visitor accommodation options in Napier, consistent with
the goals to strengthen the City’s status as a key regional tourism destination, significantly
grow Napier’s international visitor and conference/conventions market, facilitate the further
growth and development of the City’s key Art Deco sector and the flow‐on development
benefits for the central City economic and social infrastructure, and increase visitation to
Napier in the off‐peak periods. The hotel will likely provide a competitive spur to other hotels
in the City, to expand/restructure their visitor/guest attraction and promotional activities,
implement more defined market segmentation policies and seek more operational
efficiencies. The class and international branding of the hotel will provide an important
opportunity to increase tourism/hospitality employment skills in the city/region and there may
be flow‐on benefits from this for local industry training providers. Overall, the hotel should
strengthen Napier’s external tourism and economic profile.

4‐ Economic Impacts of New Office Block Option
4.1

This section indicates the underlying local market situation for this development option and
the potential local Napier‐Hastings level flow‐on economic impacts of its construction and
annual operation.

Market Assessment
4.2

The following points are made in this respect:


The general office/administration based sector is a significant component of the
overall Napier economy, accounting for at the present time approximately 22% of total
employment in the City, compared to 17% in year 2000. Overall annual employment
in the sector has stabilised since around 2007 at the 4,500‐5,000 mark. The average
employment size of businesses in the sector is small and has fallen over time.



The office sector is a significant part of the Napier CBD economy, accounting for a third
of total employment in the CBD area currently. However, this proportion compares to
the 40% figure in 2009.



Last year, the general office sector accounted for 37% of total employment in the
Ahuriri area, compared to the year 2000 figure of 11%. Since 2009 when office sector
employment jumped considerably in Ahuriri, this indicator has risen by 30%.



Feedback from local consultation indicates that there is a significant amount of vacant
office building space in central Napier at the present time, comprising though mainly
ageing stock of variable quality and seismic strength. There are also a considerable
number of office tenancies and of varying scale.



Over the past decade, a total of 40 new office/administrative/public transport builds
have been consented in Napier, with a combined worth of $34.5 million and a total
floor area impact of 21,750m2. These include the new office complexes in Albion St,
Napier. In addition, the period has also seen some 200 consented office building
alterations with a combined value of $25.4 million.
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The July 2017 report provided by Hawke’s Bay Valuers Turley and Co TCL Ltd indicates
a prime office vacancy rate of an estimated 8‐10% for the Napier‐Hastings area and a
vacancy rate of 25%+ for secondary office complexes. TCL also indicate in the report
that many occupied office premises are underutilised. Office development activity
tends to be frequent but principally comprising existing Hawke’s Bay tenants
relocating. Government sector office demand since 2008 has declined considerably.
The trend over the past decade for a number of office activities in Napier to relocate
or establish in Ahuriri continues, for example, the recent major new ‘Tech Hub’
development.

4.3

Summary – Despite the current ‘flurry’ of office relocation interest (e.g. Napier City Council, IRD
and other local businesses) in central Napier, the underlying market for office real estate in the
area remains relatively subdued. Overall, there is a considerable amount of vacant office space
in the area (particularly in non‐prime office buildings) and demand continues to be mainly
fuelled by existing enterprises in the area wishing to relocate their activities.

4.4

Table 4 below indicates the Napier‐Hastings area economic impacts of the construction stage
for a potential new three‐storey office block located on the current Napier City Council Civic
and administration building site in central Napier. The reference table in Appendix 1 is Table
4.

4.5

In order to determine an appropriate base total direct building construction and fit‐out cost
figure for the office building, the total area of the site in question, Council car‐parking
requirements, Statistics New Zealand building consent results for new office developments in
Napier over the period since 2004 and results for new office fit‐out costs elsewhere in New
Zealand, were all taken into consideration.

4.6

The total construction and fit‐out cost for a new office building located on the current Napier
City Council ‘Headquarters’ site in central Napier is estimated at $5 million dollars in round
terms, comprising actual construction $2.82 million, fit‐out costs $1.86 million and other costs
(e.g. furniture/equipment) $0.32 million. These costs were run through the Napier‐Hastings
economic impact model and generated the following economic impact results (Table 4):

Table 4: Napier‐Hastings Area Economic Impacts of New Office Construction
Economic Impact Measures
Economic Impact Components

Revenue
($M)

Net Household
Income ($M)

Employment
(Persons)

Value Added/
GRP ($M)

Initiating Total Revenue/Expenditure

5.00

Total Direct Economic Impacts

5.00

0.98

17

1.60

Total Flow‐on Production and
Consumption Economic Impacts

7.33

1.24

29

2.76

12.33

2.22

46

4.36

TOTAL ECONOMIC IMPACTS

4.7

The key results to note from the table are as follows:


A total Revenue impact within Napier‐Hastings of approximately $12.3 million. This
comprises the initial direct Revenue impact of $5 million and a flow‐on/multiplied
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Revenue impact of $7.3 million (the overall multiplier value inferred by these results
is 2.47);


A total Net Household Income impact of $2.2 million, comprising a direct Income
impact of approximately $1 million and a flow‐on/multiplied Income impact of $1.2
million. The total income figure above represents the additional Net Household
Income generated within the Napier‐Hastings area by the construction work, including
multiplier impacts (overall multiplier value of 2.26);



A total Employment impact of 46 persons/jobs, comprising a direct Employment
impact of 17 persons and a flow‐on/multiplied Employment impact of 29 persons
(overall multiplier value of 2.71); and



A total Value Added or GRP (Gross Regional Product) economic impact of about $4.4
million, comprising a direct GRP impact of $1.6 million and a flow‐on/multiplied GRP
impact of $2.8 million (overall multiplier value of 2.73). The total GRP economic
impact figure indicates the real level of the contribution of the office construction
stage to overall economic activity in Napier‐Hastings.

4.8

Table 5 below indicates the Napier‐Hastings area economic impacts of the estimated total
annual revenue operation of the potential new office complex in year 5 of its operation. Total
revenue essentially covers the total annual revenue earning activities of the various businesses
operating in the complex. For the purposes of the analysis, the office complex is assumed to
be fully occupied in year 5. The total floor area of the complex is estimated at 2,600m2 taking
into account the options of one floor of the office building comprising car‐parking space and,
alternatively, car‐parking space being provided outside the building. Again, Napier City Council
car‐parking requirements in its current District Plan were taken into account.

4.9

The above floor area equates to an estimated total employment figure for the complex of 205
or one employee per 13m2 of gross floor area which is close to the estimate for one of the
recently developed new office complexes in the City (with the current national figure for New
Zealand currently estimated at in the order of one employee per 10m2 gross floor area. The
Napier‐Hastings economic impact model being used for this assessment generates a total
annual direct turnover figure for the complex in year 5 of $28.60 million. The reference table
in Appendix 1 for the detailed economic impact results associated with this value is Table 5.

4.10

The key results to note from the table are as follows:


A total Revenue impact within Napier‐Hastings of approximately $52.4 million. This
comprises the initial direct Revenue impact of $28.6 million and the a flow‐
on/multiplied Revenue impact of $23.8 million (the overall multiplier value inferred by
these results is 1.83);



A total Net Household Income impact of approximately $11.6 million, comprising a
direct Income impact of $7.7 million and a flow‐on/multiplied Income impact of
approximately $3.9 million. The total income figure above represents the additional
Net Household Income generated within the Napier‐Hastings area by the annual office
block operation, including multiplier impacts (overall multiplier value of 1.52);
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A total Employment impact of 316 persons/jobs, comprising a direct Employment
impact of 205 persons and a flow‐on/multiplied Employment impact of 111 persons
(overall multiplier value of 1.54); and



A total Value Added or GRP (Gross Regional Product) economic impact of
approximately $24.4 million, comprising a direct GRP impact of $14.1 million and a
flow‐on/multiplied GRP impact of $10.3 million (overall multiplier value of 1.73). The
total GRP economic impact figure indicates the real level of the contribution of the
annual office block revenue operation in year 5 to overall economic activity in Napier‐
Hastings.

Table 5: Napier‐Hastings Economic Impacts of Office Block Tenant Services/Annual Revenue Operations
Economic Impact Measures
Economic Impact Components

Revenue
($M)

Net Household
Income ($M)

Employment
(Persons)

Value Added/
GRP ($M)

Initiating Total Revenue/Expenditure

28.60

Total Direct Economic Impacts

28.60

7.68

205

14.13

Total Flow‐on Production and
Consumption Economic Impacts

23.79

3.96

111

10.30

TOTAL ECONOMIC IMPACTS

52.39

11.64

316

24.43

4.11

The extent to which the total economic impacts quantified above are actually realised in the
Napier‐Hastings area will depend on, in turn, the extent to which the new office complex is able
to attract new tenants from outside the Napier‐Hastings area. As indicated in sections 4.2 and
4.3 above, most of the demand in central Napier for existing and new office space is from
existing operations in the area wishing to obtain more appropriate and/or more modern office
premises. Thus, it can be inferred from this that only a relatively small proportion (in the order
of 5‐10%) of the above quantified economic impacts represents a net economic impact gain for
Napier.

4.12

Other New Office Economic Benefits – a new office block has the potential to generate a
number of flow‐on economic advantages for the City, for example, providing further real
estate choice for local firms seeking more appropriate and efficient operating locations,
retaining and possibly expanding the workforce in the central City area and strengthening the
basis of City efforts to attract more external business investment to Napier.

5‐ Economic Impacts of New Medium Format Retail Option
5.1

This section indicates the underlying local market situation for this development option and
the potential local Napier‐Hastings area flow‐on economic impacts of its construction and
annual operation. Current examples in Napier of medium format and scale retailing include
Rebel Sports, Briscoes, Noel Leeming, Kathmandu and Number One Shoes.

Market Assessment
5.2

The following points are made in this respect:
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5.3



Retailing is also a significant component of the overall Napier economy, accounting for
at the present time approximately 7% of total City industry GDP and 12% of total
employment in the area. The sector’s local importance is heightened considerably
through its close links to Napier’s hospitality and tourism sectors.



Annual employment in the sector has been gradually falling though since 2008 and
overall by 18.4%. The average employment size of businesses in the sector is small at
around 6‐7 persons.



The retail sector is also a significant part of the Napier CBD economy, accounting for
approximately 20% of total industry employment in the area currently. The CBD
retailing sector also accounts for almost half of total retailing across Napier.



Since 2009, total retailing employment in the Ahuriri area has increased from 45 to
130 last year.



Over the past decade, a total of 43 new retail and hospitality (cafes/restaurants/bars)
builds have been consented in Napier, with a combined value of $40.4 million and a
total floor area impact of 37,000m2 (representing an average floor area size of 860m2
per new build). In addition, there have also been 336 consented retail/hospitality
building alterations worth a combined value of $31.8 million.



The July 2017 report provided by Hawke’s Bay Valuers Turley and Co TCL Ltd indicates
a prime retail building vacancy rate of an estimated 5% (‘mild oversupply’) for the
Napier‐Hastings area and a vacancy rate of 6‐15% for secondary retail real estate. The
general Lower Emerson St area continues to record a relatively high level of retail
vacancies.



The report also refers to the many building redevelopments that have occurred in the
Hastings St area of Napier over the past five years and provided new retail and
hospitality location opportunities for existing operators. This development trend is
expected to continue in the medium‐term.



Total Napier retail spending since 2010 has increased in real inflation‐adjusted terms,
at an underlying average annual growth rate of just over 1%. Retail and related
hospitality growth in the City has strengthened considerably over the past two years
in particular though, partly due to increased general and cruise ship‐based tourism.
Retailing activity in the City is also very seasonal.



Feedback from consultation undertaken with central Napier business promotion and
real estate interests referred to a number of relevant considerations, including the
need to strengthen the retail/hospitality core of the area, the importance of fostering
the further growth and development in the Napier CBD of the small independent
retail/hospitality sector and the apparent relatively limited Australian or New Zealand
interest at the present time in establishing new retail offerings in the City (e.g. national
chains).

Summary – Whilst retailing is an important economic sector for Napier and the City’s general
central business district is the key retailing location for the area, nevertheless, at this time, the
possible operation of another medium format retail outlet on the current Napier City Council
Civic and administration site, is not considered likely nor appropriate. Despite the noticeable
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lift in retail spending across the City during the past two years, underlying growth has been
limited on a longer‐term basis as partly reflected in the significant vacancy levels for secondary
retail space in the CBD and particularly Lower Emerson St. In light of this, the operation of a
medium format retail outlet on the site in question which is located in the fringe commercial
zone, has the potential to further dilute the overall economic strength of Napier’s core retailing,
hospitality and Art Deco area located within the CBD.
5.4

Table 6 below indicates the Napier‐Hastings area economic impacts of the construction and
fit‐out costs for a potential new medium format retail development located on the current
Napier City Council Civic and administration building site in central Napier. The reference table
in Appendix 1 is Table 6.

5.5

The base total building construction and fit‐out cost estimate of $5.2 million for the retail
development was determined following review of the gross building floorspace area that could
possibly be accommodated on the site in question after taking into account Napier City Council
car‐parking requirements, building consent details (e.g. construction value and total floorspace
area) provided by Statistics New Zealand for significant new retail and hospitality
developments consented in Napier over the past 15 years or so and statistical information
researched on the level of fit‐out costs for new retail stores in New Zealand.

Table 6: Napier‐Hastings Area Economic Impacts of Construction of Medium Format Retail Outlet
Economic Impact Measures
Economic Impact Components

Revenue
($M)

Net Household
Income ($M)

Employment
(Persons)

Value Added/
GRP ($M)

Initiating Total Revenue/Expenditure

5.20

Total Direct Economic Impacts

5.20

0.84

15

1.36

Total Flow‐on Production and
Consumption Economic Impacts

6.69

1.13

26

2.49

11.89

1.97

41

3.85

TOTAL ECONOMIC IMPACTS

5.6

The key results to note from the table are as follows:


A total Revenue impact within Napier‐Hastings of approximately $11.9 million. This
comprises the initial direct Revenue impact of $5.2 million and a flow‐on/multiplied
Revenue impact of $6.7 million (the overall multiplier value inferred by these results
is 2.29);



A total Net Household Income impact of approximately $2 million, comprising a direct
Income impact of approximately $0.8 million and a flow‐on/multiplied Income impact
of approximately $1.2 million. The total income figure above represents the additional
Net Household Income generated within the Napier‐Hastings area by the retail outlet
construction work, including multiplier impacts (overall multiplier value of 2.35);



A total Employment impact of 41 persons/jobs, comprising a direct Employment
impact of 15 persons and a flow‐on/multiplied Employment impact of 26 persons
(overall multiplier value of 2.73); and
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5.7

A total Value Added or GRP (Gross Regional Product) economic impact of about $3.9
million, comprising a direct GRP impact of $1.4 million and a flow‐on/multiplied GRP
impact of $2.5 million (overall multiplier value of 2.83). The total GRP economic
impact figure indicates the real level of the contribution of the retail outlet
construction stage to overall economic activity in Napier‐Hastings.

Table 7 below indicates the Napier‐Hastings area economic impacts of the estimated total
annual revenue operation of the possible new retail outlet in year 5 of its operation. The
reference table in Appendix 1 for the detailed economic impact results is Table 7. The key direct
employment and annual turnover estimates required for the economic impact modelling
process were calculated on the basis of publicly available national results for a New Zealand
medium format retail chain with a branch in Napier whose current building floorspace
dimensions could be accommodated on the Council site in question.

Table 7: Napier‐Hastings Economic Impacts of New Retail Outlet Annual Revenue Operation
Economic Impact Measures
Economic Impact Components

Revenue
($M)

Net Household
Income ($M)

Employment
(Persons)

Value Added/
GRP ($M)

Initiating Total Revenue/Expenditure

3.67

Total Direct Economic Impacts

3.67

0.48

20

1.85

Total Flow‐on Production and
Consumption Economic Impacts

4.11

0.32

6

1.80

TOTAL ECONOMIC IMPACTS

7.78

0.80

26

3.65

5.8

The key results to note from the table are as follows:


A total Revenue impact within Napier‐Hastings of approximately $7.8 million. This
comprises the initial direct Revenue impact of $3.7 million and the a flow‐on/
multiplied Revenue impact of $4.1 million (the overall multiplier value inferred by
these results is 2.12);



A total Net Household Income impact of approximately $0.80 million, comprising a
direct Income impact of about $0.5 million and a flow‐on/multiplied Income impact of
approximately $0.3 million. The total income figure above represents the additional
Net Household Income generated within the Napier‐Hastings area by the annual retail
operation, including multiplier impacts (overall multiplier value of 1.67);



A total Employment impact of 26 persons/jobs, comprising a direct Employment
impact of 20 persons and a flow‐on/multiplied Employment impact of 6 persons
(overall multiplier value of 1.30); and



A total Value Added or GRP (Gross Regional Product) economic impact of
approximately $3.7 million, comprising a direct GRP impact of $1.9 million and a flow‐
on/multiplied GRP impact of $1.8 million (overall multiplier value of 1.97). The total
GRP economic impact figure indicates the real level of the contribution of the annual
revenue operation in year 5 to overall economic activity in Napier‐Hastings.
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5.9

Whether the above impacts represent net economic impact gains for Napier will depend on
whether the retail development is a new external investment into the area or is an existing
local operation relocating to a more suitable site. Given the prevailing general local economic
and retail building/occupancy situation in Napier, the latter outcome is considered more
realistic at the present time and hence there will only be limited net economic gains for the
area (reflecting possibly increased sales turnover for the relocating retail outlet as a result of
operating from a more advantageous location). However, the possibility does exist that the
availability of the Council site for alternative use could attract new retail investment into Napier
and this should be noted. Even given this situation though, if the new outlet is directly
competing with another retail outlet(s) or attracting spending generally from other retailers in
the City (particularly relevant in a low growth retailing environment), this will also limit the
level of net economic impact gain for Napier.

5.10

Other Potential Retail Outlet Economic Benefits – a potential new retail development on the
site in question also has the potential to generate a number of flow‐on economic gains for the
City, such as providing further retail choice in the City, further real estate choice for local
retailers seeking more appropriate and efficient operating locations, retaining the workforce
in the central City area and strengthening the hand for local efforts to attract more external
retailing investment to Napier.

6‐

Summary of Potential Net Economic Impacts

6.1

Table 8 below summarises both the short‐term construction stage and the ongoing annual
operation net local economic impact gains, for the alternative land‐use/development
possibilities addressed in the above analysis. In terms of the annual operational economic
impacts, the hotel impacts quantified relate to year 5 of its operation and the same timeframe
is also assumed for the office and retail impacts. The annual hotel operation economic impacts
indicated in the table below cover both its annual turnover operation and visiting hotel guest
expenditure in Napier outside the facility.

6.2

The hotel economic impacts incorporate a 10% downward adjustment factor in order to take
account of potential business diversion occurring for other local hotels, with the establishment
and operation of the new hotel. The office block related economic impacts assume that 10%
of total annual turnover in year 5 reflects the activities of commercial or Government entities
attracted into the complex from outside the Napier‐Hastings area. In the retailing case, the
economic impact results assume potential use of the site in question by a locally relocating
retail outlet (hence no net economic impact gain for the City) but account is taken of the
potential opportunity for the outlet to improve its overall sales performance through operating
from a more advantageous business location (estimated 5% for the purpose of this
assessment).
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Table 8: Napier‐Hastings Net Economic Impact Gains for Construction & Year 5 Operation of Alternative
Commercial Developments in Napier
Total Economic Impacts
Economic Impact
Measure

Total Revenue ($M)
Net Household Income
($M)
Total Employment
(Persons/Jobs)
Gross Regional
Product ($M)

6.2

Construction/Development

Annual Operation

Hotel

Office
Block

Retail
Outlet

Hotel

Office
Block

Retail
Outlet

95.37

12.33

11.89

34.80

5.24

0.39

16.06

2.22

1.97

6.38

1.16

0.04

331

46

41

228

32

1

31.66

4.36

3.85

14.53

2.44

0.18

The table indicates that the short‐term construction stage related economic impacts are
highest for the potential new hotel development. The year 5 annual operation economic
impacts are also highest for the hotel.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The possibility of the Napier City Council vacating its current operating site in central Napier due to
seismic building issues has resulted in three potential options for future use of the site in question,
namely a high‐class visitor hotel, major new office block or a middle format retail development.
The gross economic impacts for all three options for the combined Napier City/Hastings District area
are calculated below using a 106‐sector economic model of the area for the year ended December
2016. The gross regional product (GRP) for the area for the December 2016 year is calculated at $6.14
B or 88.3% of Hawke’s Bay’s GRP of $6.95 B. This compares with the Napier‐Hastings 88.6% share of
regional employment and 86.5% of the total regional population. Clearly Napier/Hastings is a key part
of the region’s economic capability and therefore most of the economic impacts from the proposed
development options will be realised within the Napier/Hastings region.
The economic impacts of the alternative land‐use options cover construction impacts plus the ongoing
economic activity generated by the annual operation of each development option.

2.

HOTEL DEVELOPMENT & OPERATION

The economic impacts for the hotel development comprise the initial construction cost of $36 m, the
ongoing annual operation of the hotel estimated at $11.93 m of hotel revenue in year 5 and the
estimated hotel visitor spend (excluding hotel accommodation) in the Napier/Hastings economy
estimated at $6.42 m in year 5.
CONSTRUCTION
As noted above, the $36 m construction cost has been allocated over building costs including cost
escalation and contingencies ($28.1 m), furniture ($1.69 m), white‐ware, TVs etc. ($1.69 m) and also
consultancy fees ($4.52 m). The direct and flow‐on impacts for the four economic measures (revenue,
net household income, employment as in Employment Count, and value added) are summarised in
Table 1.
TABLE 1: CONSTRUCTION IMPACTS FOR THE PROPOSED HOTEL DEVELOPMENT
Revenue
$ millions

Net Household
Income $ m

Employment
Persons

Value Added
or GRP* $ m

Direct impacts from Hotel Construction
Flow‐ons from supplier inputs & worker wages

36.00
59.37

5.57
10.49

92
239

9.25
22.41

Total Impacts for the Napier/Hastings Economy

95.37

16.06

331

31.66

Napier/Hastings Economy Multiplier

2.65

2.88

3.60

3.42

Impact Round

*GRP = Gross Regional Product the regional equivalent of Gross Domestic Product or GDP and comprises gross surpluses or
profits of construction and other firms, gross wages of construction workers and workers in other firms, and depreciation
on plant and machinery used in the construction process.

Note that if construction takes two years to complete, the Employment impact above can be
interpreted as 331/2 or 165 persons employed (full or part‐time) for two years of whom 46 would be
employed at the construction site. The resulting multipliers are quite large but typical for construction
projects in regional areas such as Napier/Hastings. Note that the Revenue multiplier at 2.65 shows that

every dollar of construction or fit‐out cost engenders another $1.65 of expenditure in the
Napier/Hastings economy.
ONGOING ANNUAL OPERATIONS OF THE HOTEL
In year 5, total hotel revenue from rooms, food and other services is estimated to total $11.93 m. For
a modern hotel as proposed here, it is estimated that total staffing of 110 persons will be required for
a gross payroll of $3.63 m. After tax, super and other deductions, the direct net household income
impact is estimated at $3.63 x 0.7 or $2.54 m annually. Note that gross wages and salaries average
about $33,000 annually for the 110 employees. Direct and flow‐on impacts from ongoing hotel
operations are summarised in Table 2.
TABLE 2: ANNUAL IMPACTS FROM HOTEL OPERATION IN YEAR 5
Impact Round

Revenue
$ millions

Net Household
Income $ m

Employment
Persons

Value Added
or GRP $ m

Direct impacts from Hotel operations
Flow‐ons from supplier inputs & employee wages

11.92
13.18

2.54
1.71

110
40

5.39
4.64

Total Impacts for the Napier/Hastings Economy

25.10

4.25

150

10.03

Napier/Hastings Economy Multiplier

2.10

1.67

1.36

1.86

The revenue multiplier at 2.10 shows that every dollar of hotel revenue generates another $1.10 of
expenditure (e.g. food and beverage supplies, electricity supply etc.) in the Napier/Hastings economy.
IMPACTS FROM VISITOR SPENDING BY HOTEL PATRONS
Visitors to the region staying at the proposed hotel will spend money in the Napier/Hastings economy
away from the hotel on visits to attractions, cafes/restaurants and other retail expenditures. The total
such visitor spend (excluding accommodation and hotel provided food/beverage and other services)
has been estimated at $6.42 m in year 5. This expenditure has been allocated to appropriate visitor
spending industries within the Napier‐Hastings economic impact model. The economic impacts from
tourist spending are summarised in Table 3.
TABLE 3: ANNUAL VISITOR SPENDING IMPACTS BY HOTEL PATRONS IN YEAR 5
Impact Round

Revenue
$ millions

Net
Household
Income $ m

Employment
Persons

Value Added
or GRP $ m

Direct impacts from other spending by hotel patrons
Flow‐ons from supplier inputs & employee wages

6.42
7.15

1.70
1.14

73
30

3.12
2.99

Total Impacts for the Napier/Hastings Economy

13.57

2.84

103

6.11

Napier/Hastings Economy Multiplier

2.11

1.67

1.41

1.96

Note that the multipliers for visitor spending in Table 3 are similar to those for hotel operations in
Table 2.

3.

DEVELOPMENT & OPERATION OF 3‐STOREY OFFICE BLOCK

The construction cost of a 3‐storey office block has been profiled as follows for the economic impact
modelling work:
Non‐Residential Building $2.82 m
Construction Services (fit‐out) $1.86 m
Other Development Costs
$0.32m
Total Construction Cost
$5.00m
Economic impacts from the construction phase are summarised in Table 4.
TABLE 4: CONSTRUCTION IMPACTS FOR THE PROPOSED OFFICE BLOCK DEVELOPMENT
Revenue
$ millions

Net Household
Income $ m

Employment
Persons

Value Added
or GRP* $ m

Direct impacts from Office Block Construction
Flow‐ons from supplier inputs & worker wages

5.00
7.35

0.98
1.23

17
29

1.59
2.75

Total Impacts for the Napier/Hastings Economy

12.35

2.21

46

4.34

Napier/Hastings Economy Multiplier

2.47

2.26

2.68

2.73

Impact Round

*GRP = Gross Regional Product the regional equivalent of Gross Domestic Product or GDP and comprises gross surpluses or
profits of construction and other firms and gross wages of construction workers and workers in other firms plus depreciation
of plant and machinery used up in the construction.

Direct employment in the new office block has been estimated at 205 workers. Sectors in the model
seen as most likely tenants are Legal & Accounting Services, Advertising & Market Research &
Consulting and Government. Using the 106‐sector economic model for Napier‐Hastings, total revenue
generated by 205 direct employees is estimated at approximately $29 m annually over all enterprises
in the office complex. The economic impacts from these activities for the Napier/Hastings area are
summarised in Table 5.

TABLE 5: ANNUAL ECONOMIC IMPACTS FROM SERVICES OF TENANTS IN THE OFFICE BLOCK
Revenue
$ millions

Net Household
Income $ m

Employment
Persons

Value Added
or GRP $ m

Direct impacts from business services in Office Block
Flow‐ons from supplier inputs & employee wages

28.60
23.79

7.68
3.96

205
111

14.13
10.30

Total Impacts for the Napier/Hastings Economy

52.39

11.64

316

24.43

Napier/Hastings Economy Multiplier

1.83

1.52

1.54

1.73

Impact Round

Note that the average gross salary of the 205 direct employees in the Office Block is just under
$54,000 annually. For the 111 flow‐on workers, the annual average gross salary is just over $51,000.
These flow‐on workers will be in sectors such as Electricity Generation as well as the normal
household supplying sectors servicing the Office Block workers in the normal course of daily life.

4.

DEVELOPMENT OF MID‐SCALE RETAIL OUTLET

This option for development is based on a single‐level medium format retailing business occupying
the entire site. The total construction cost estimated at $5.2 m includes fit‐out costs and will involve
sectors such as Non‐Residential Building, Non‐Building Construction (as in parking lots, landscaping
etc.), Construction Services and industries related to the fit‐out component. Direct and flow‐on
impacts from construction are summarised in Table 6.
TABLE 6: CONSTRUCTION IMPACTS FOR THE PROPOSED RETAIL DEVELOPMENT
Revenue
$ millions

Net Household
Income $ m

Employment
Persons

Value Added
or GRP* $ m

Direct impacts from Retail Outlet Construction
Flow‐ons from supplier inputs & worker wages

5.20
6.71

0.84
1.13

15
26

1.36
2.49

Total Impacts for the Napier/Hastings Economy

11.91

1.99

41

3.85

Napier/Hastings Economy Multiplier

2.29

2.35

2.73

2.83

Impact Round

*GRP = Gross Regional Product the regional equivalent of Gross Domestic Product or GDP and comprises gross surpluses or
profits of construction and other firms and gross wages of construction workers and workers in other firms plus
depreciation of plant and machinery used up in the construction.

The impact multipliers from construction are similar to those for the other proposed development
options.
The retail outlet with 20 direct employees is estimated to generate annual sales of $3.67m or about
$184,000 per employee. While this is significantly higher than average for retailing outlets, the scale
of the proposed retail outlet and its central location should see it achieve higher than average sales.
Annual ongoing impacts for the Napier/Hastings economy are summarised in Table 7.
TABLE 7: ANNUAL ECONOMIC IMPACTS FROM RETAIL REVENUE AT PROPOSED OUTLET
Revenue
$ millions

Net Household
Income $ m

Employment
Persons

Value Added
or GRP $ m

Direct impacts from retail sales
Flow‐ons from supplier inputs & employee wages

3.67
4.11

0.48
0.32

20
6

1.85
1.79

Total Impacts for the Napier/Hastings Economy

7.78

0.80

26

3.64

Napier/Hastings Economy Multiplier

2.12

1.67

1.30

1.97

Impact Round

The multipliers from ongoing operations at the retail outlet are slightly higher for all economic
measures than the corresponding multipliers for the Office Block development in Table 5. Gross
annual salaries for the 20 staff of the retail outlet average $34,000 whereas those for the flow‐on
sectors such as Electricity Generation average $76,000.

5.

SUMMARY

It remains to summarise the total or gross GDP and employment economic impacts for each of the
three potential options for future use of the Council site. Construction impacts are summarised in
Table 8 and ongoing annual operational impacts in Table 9.

TABLE 8: TOTAL CONSTRUCTION RELATED GDP IMPACTS FOR THE NAPIER/HASTINGS ECONOMY
Proposed Development

GRP in $ millions

Employment in Persons

Premier Hotel

31.66

331

Office Block

4.36

46

Retail Outlet

3.85

41

The hotel development is of course the most extensive and has the greatest construction impact on
the Napier/Hastings economy encompassing the direct construction cost plus flow‐on impacts from
the supplying sectors. The retail outlet is the least costly of the three options.
The comparative annual ongoing GDP impacts from the three developments are summarised in Table
9. This ongoing impact is an important economic impact measure to input to the overall decision‐
making on potential future use of the central Napier site in question.
TABLE 9: ONGOING ANNUAL GDP IMPACTS FOR THE NAPIER/HASTINGS ECONOMY

Proposed Development

GRP in $ millions

Employment in Persons

Premier Hotel

16.14

253

Office Block

24.43

316

Retail Outlet

3.65

26
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1 INTRODUCTION
Napier City Council (“Council”, or “you”) has commissioned Horwath HTL Limited
to prepare a hotel market supply and demand and hotel feasibility study for a
proposed new hotel (“Hotel”) in Napier.

1.1

YOUR REQUIREMENTS

Council is investigating the potential for a new Hotel for Napier, and Council is
willing to assist in facilitating the development of such a Hotel. This could
potentially include taking a minority investment interest in the Hotel, or a
contribution in kind.
Council believes that it is currently an opportune time for hotel development in
Napier, with a strong increase in visitor numbers since the introduction of the
Jetstar service between Auckland and Napier in December 2015, and
consequent reduction in airfares to the region. There is also evidence that Napier
hotel demand is currently strong and that hotel room rates are rising.
You have advised that Council would prefer to see a relatively high standard of
hotel (eg: 4.5 star) of reasonable scale (subject to feasibility), operated under an
internationally recognised brand, in order to support further development of the
Napier visitor industry.

1.2

SCOPE OF WORK

The extent of this assignment and Scope of Work was set out in our letter of
engagement dated 8 November 2016, which divided the work into three stages:




Stage One: Issues and Options Analysis
Stage Two: Hotel Market Supply and Demand Study
Stage Three: Hotel Feasibility Study.

The Stage One deliverable was completed and submitted to you on 22 December
2016, and we received confirmation to proceed with Stages Two and Three on 9
January this year.
The Scope of work for Stages Two and Three is as follows:
Stage Two: Hotel Market Supply and Demand Study


review the potential concept, market positioning and site of the Hotel in
discussion with you, and evaluate the relative competitive advantages
and implications for the Hotel’s ADR and AOR performance



build a supply and demand model for Napier:
o identify the number, size, and standard, of the existing hotel
inventory in Napier as a subset of the Hawkes Bay region
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o based on data for the Hawkes Bay region and the limited data
available for Napier, estimate the number of visitor nights, and
commercial accommodation nights, currently spent in Napier
o estimate the recent occupancy performance of existing Napier
hotels
o identify new hotel supply proposed / announced in Napier
o examine trends in visitors to Hawkes Bay and New Zealand in
recent years and the outlook in relation to numbers, international
and domestic mix, countries of origin and types of traveller (eg:
group, independent, business, leisure, conference)
o estimate the annual growth in international and domestic visitors,
visitor nights and hotel room nights in Napier for the first 5 years of
the proposed Hotel’s operation


based on the agreed concept (ie: style, size and marketing positioning)
prepare projections of Average Occupancy Rate (“AOR”) and Average
Daily Rate (“ADR”) for the Hotel’s five years’ operation (assuming it
opens in 2020), in the context of the Napier hotel market.

Stage Three: Hotel Feasibility Study


based on the agreed concept, undertake financial projections down to
net operating cashflow level for the Hotel’s first five years of operation
(assuming it opens in 2020) including:
o rooms revenue based on our estimated AORs and ADRs from
Stage Two
o non-rooms revenue (eg: restaurant, bar, activities, etc.)
o departmental and undistributed operating expenses based on our
knowledge of the New Zealand hotel market
o ‘ownership’ costs (eg: building insurance, rates, leased assets,
FF&E Reserve, etc.) based on our knowledge of the New Zealand
hotel market



1.3

if required, we can undertake a Return on Investment calculation based
on a capital cost estimate supplied by you.

DISCLAIMERS

This summary report is based on certain assumptions, estimates and other
information available to us (the sources of which are stated in our report) and our
knowledge of the tourism industry in New Zealand, Hawke’s Bay and Napier. We
did not carry out an audit or verification of the information supplied to us during
the engagement, except to the extent stated in this report.
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Some assumptions and forward looking statements inevitably will not materialise,
and unanticipated events and circumstances may occur. Therefore, actual
results achieved during the period covered by our analysis may vary from those
described in our report (including forward looking statements and projections) and
the variations may be material.
Our summary report is intended for the use of Napier City Council, and not for
inclusion in a private offering, prospectus or public offering for equity and / or debt
raising purposes or other reasons. Neither the report nor its contents, nor any
reference to our firm, may be included or quoted in any offer document,
prospectus, valuation or other document without our prior written consent and
input.
We reserve the right to (i) review any document for consistency with our report,
where there is a reference to our report, or inclusion of any part, and (ii) suggest
amendments to your document. This may result in additional engagement by our
firm, and therefore additional fees.
Horwath HTL Ltd owes a duty of care to Napier City Council, as our client and
cannot be held responsible for any loss suffered by a third party as a result of that
party relying on our report. The potential liability of Horwath HTL Ltd under this
engagement, or in any way associated with the services rendered, will be limited
to the extent of our fees paid to Horwath HTL Ltd in relation to this engagement.
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2 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
As a visitor destination, Hawke’s Bay region has considerable potential to grow
in terms of volume of demand, especially in the case of certain sectors of the
international visitor mix.
Napier is the administrative, business and economic centre for the region, with a
busy provincial airport, an international-standard port facility, and a wide range of
visitor attractions, including its major tourism drawcard, its Art Deco heritage.
However, in terms of tourism, both the region and Napier are currently heavily
reliant on the domestic visitor market, which accounts for over 70% of total annual
visitor nights.
According to the Commercial Accommodation Monitor (the CAM), Napier has
78% of the region’s hotel accommodation, 55% of the region’s motel room stock,
67% of the region’s backpacker accommodation, and 36% of the region’s holiday
park capacity. Therefore the performance of the Napier accommodation industry
has a major influence on the overall performance of the region.
While visitor numbers and spend have grown over the last 7 years, they have not
kept pace with the national average rate of growth in visitors, and therefore the
region’s market share of visitor nights and spending has fallen slightly.
Much of the region’s destination marketing focuses on domestic visitors,
particularly from Auckland. Hawke’s Bay Tourism, the Regional Tourism
Organisation (“RTO”) responsible for marketing the destination, manages a
number of specific marketing initiatives across the year, many of them eventbased, aimed at the domestic market. However, as is the case with most visitor
destinations, the majority of the region’s domestic visitor nights are not spent in
commercial accommodation, with holiday homes and other alternative forms of
private accommodation (eg: bed-and-breakfast establishments) absorbing the
bulk of domestic visitor night demand.
On an annual basis, the average occupancy rates of commercial accommodation
providers in the region are slightly lower compared with other leading tourism
destinations, but Napier’s accommodation industry achieves significantly higher
occupancy percentages than the rest of the region.
Similarly, the room rates which appear to be being charged suggest there is a
wide variation in room rates being achieved between the existing hotels, with
most room rates being below the averages being achieved in some other
destinations. This may also be partially attributable to the average age of the
properties and their dated or more limited facilities.
Notwithstanding the identified challenges, our research and consultation
indicates that an opportunity does exist for a new hotel if it is well located in central
Napier.
Key success factors / criteria for such a new hotel are:
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size – it needs to be large enough to handle group tours and mid-scale
conferences, but not so large that it creates an over-supply of rooms,
especially during the off-peak season



close proximity to the town centre and the Art Deco hub



a focused marketing strategy for shoulder and low season business



a well-recognised international brand appropriate for its market
positioning.

The appropriate market positioning for the hotel is in the 4–4+ star range, and the
initial inventory should not exceed approximately 120 rooms.
A well-recognised international brand is important, both to differentiate the new
hotel from the existing inventory and to provide clear brand recognition in the
growing international visitor market.
A new hotel development would need to be undertaken on the basis that it forms
part of a long-term investment strategy, because we believe it could take a
number of years for the Hotel to achieve an optimal level of profitability and
operational cashflow.
Full forecast growth and financial projections are included in the body of this
report, but the summary of financial performance is shown below in Table 1.1.
Table 1.1: Summary of Financial Performance
For the year ending December
NZ$000s
Total Keys
Occupancy %
Average Room Rate
RevPAR
Total Revenue
Departmental Profit
Gross Operating Profit
Adjusted Gross Operating Profit
EBITDA

2020
AMOUNT
RATIO
120
66.7%
$190.0
$126.7
8,760
4,692
2,631
2,421
$1,938

100.0%
53.6%
30.0%
27.6%
22.1%

2021
AMOUNT
RATIO
120
72.7%
$201.9
$146.7
10,057
5,615
3,316
3,051
$2,519

100.0%
55.8%
33.0%
30.3%
25.0%

2022
AMOUNT
RATIO
120
74.7%
$207.9
$155.3
10,687
6,153
3,724
3,426
$2,864

100.0%
57.6%
34.8%
32.1%
26.8%

2023
AMOUNT
RATIO
120
76.7%
$214.2
$164.3
11,282
6,605
4,098
3,770
$3,179

100.0%
58.5%
36.3%
33.4%
28.2%

2024
AMOUNT
RATIO
120
78.6%
$220.6
$173.4
11,920
7,075
4,488
4,129
$3,506

(Source: Horwath HTL)

Based upon an assumed total development cost of $300,000 per key, overall
Return on Investment is shown below in Table 1.2.
Table 1.2: Forecast Return on Investment
Total development cost assumed at
$300,000 per key
Total investment
$36 million
Return on Investment
Year 1
5.4%
Year 2
7.0%
Year 3
8.0%
Year 4
8.8%
Return on Investment
Year 5
9.7%
(Source: Horwath HTL)
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100.0%
59.4%
37.6%
34.6%
29.4%

3 HAWKE’S BAY REGION
Hawke’s Bay Region is made up of four Territorial Local Authorities, Hastings
District, Napier City, Wairoa and Central Hawke’s Bay District.
Boundary Map of Hawke’s Bay Region

(Source: Statistics New Zealand)

3.1

NAPIER CITY

Napier City, (population approximately 58,000), is the leading centre of the
region. Road access to Napier is via by 3 state highways, from the north by SH
2/5 from Taupo and Gisborne, and from the south by SH2 and SH50, connecting
to Palmerston North and Wellington. There is a further route via the “Gentle
Annie” road through to State Highway 1 south of Waiouru.
Driving times and distances from Napier to Auckland are around 5 hours and 410
kms, and to Wellington, 4½ hours and 315 kms respectively.

3.2

AIR ACCESSIBILITY

Hawke’s Bay Airport is located on the northern outskirts of Napier. It is owned by
Hawke’s Bay Airport Limited, which itself is owned by the Crown, (50%), Napier
City Council, (26%), and Hastings District Council, (24%). It had approximately
24,000 aircraft movements last year.
Air New Zealand provides daily direct services, using modern turbo-prop aircraft,
to Auckland, Wellington and Christchurch. Jetstar operates daily direct services
to Auckland, and Sounds Air operates direct flights to Blenheim 3 days a week.
Two local companies, Air Napier and Skyline Aviation, also provide charter
services.
The Airport has experienced strong growth in passenger numbers over the last
few years, with a record 566,000 passengers for the year ending 30 June 30
2016, up from 476,000 for the previous year.
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3.3

DESTINATION MARKETING

Destination marketing is undertaken by the Regional Tourism Organisation
(RTO), Hawke’s Bay Tourism, (HBT) which is jointly funded by Hawke’s Bay
Regional Council and Hawke’s Bay Tourism Industry Association, the
representative body of the local tourism industry.
Hawke’s Bay Tourism’s mission statement is:



To ensure Hawke’s Bay becomes significantly more attractive to New
Zealanders and international visitors as a place to do business, visit
and live
To become a highly competitive player within the New Zealand tourism
industry, increasing Hawke’s Bay’s market share of both domestic and
international visitors and therefore economic contribution to the wider
region.

HBT has a limited budget, so most of its focus is currently on the domestic market,
as that produces the majority of its visitors. While international visitor numbers
continue to grow, a number of these source markets are growing at slower rates
than the national average, the three most productive overseas markets being
Australia, the UK and Germany, with the USA in fourth place.
The region has a wide range of tourism attractions, including the Art Deco
architecture of Napier City, its food and wine, art and culture, its beaches and
outdoor activities, and it is developing a popular network of cycle trails. However,
HBT’s ability to increase its marketing activity in the international arena is very
dependent upon the support it gets from Tourism New Zealand, and it is also
hampered by its relatively small number of iconic international attractions.
The presence of the internationally renowned golf course and the Farm at Cape
Kidnappers lodge has increased levels of awareness within the American market,
due to its American ownership, but the lack of any global hotel brand presence in
the District remains a handicap to greater international recognition.

3.4

NAPIER MEETING AND FUNCTION FACILITIES

The District and Napier City are popular for weddings and conferences, due to
the choice of stunning locations, the generally favourable weather and the wide
range of activities available.
There is a wide range of meeting venues to choose from that also provide
accommodation, as well as a number of theatres, wineries and dedicated function
and event centres.
The largest dedicated meeting venue is the Napier Conference Centre. This
venue is coming to the end of a comprehensive upgrade and expansion, with the
addition of a new exhibition hall.
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The larger hotels provide meeting and functions facilities, and there is a wide
range of other meeting facilities also available.
Table 3.1 shows a summary of the largest meeting / function space in the main
Napier hotels
Table 3.1: Main Napier Meeting and Function Venues with accommodation
Venue
Theatre Banquet
Art Deco Masonic Hotel
80
140
Black Barn Vineyards
80
110
Bluewater Hotel
60
150
East Pier Hotel
250
250
Kennedy Park
80
120
Mission Estate
180
220
The Crown Hotel
80
55
The Farm at Cape Kidnappers
40
90
(Source: HBT and hotel websites)

Table 3.2 shows the maximum theatre and banquet style seating capacity of the
largest room at each of the other main meeting and function venues.
venues
Table 3.2: Main Meeting and Function Venues without accommodation
Venue
Theatre Banquet
Church Road Winery
100
120
MTG Hawke's Bay
330
50
Napier Conference Centre
330
266
Napier Municipal Theatre
989
100
National Aquarium of NZ
60
100
Shed 2
120
220
The Silky Oak Chocolate Company
60
60
(Source: HBT and websites)

3.5

NAPIER ROOM SUPPLY

According to the Commercial Accommodation Monitor (“CAM”), published by
Statistics NZ, there are currently nine hotels in Napier comprising 389 rooms (an
average of 43 rooms per property). The hotel supply in 2016 represented about
18% of the total commercial accommodation units available in Napier.
The CAM reports also show that there are 32 motels in Napier, with a combined
inventory of 693 units, which represent about 32% of the total 2016 Napier
commercial accommodation supply.
Backpackers and Holiday Parks
accommodation capacity represent a further 25% each.
There are currently seven 4–5 star hotels in Napier (including the Quest), which
between them comprise 348 rooms. These hotels are referred to in this report
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as Category A and B, and currently represent 90% of the total Napier hotel room
supply.
None of these hotels carry internationally recognisable hotel brands.
We are not aware of any plans for the construction of other new hotel facilities in
Napier, although there are a number of sites that have been identified in the past
as potential new hotel development sites.
The newest hotel accommodation in the wider Hawke’s Bay region, which opened
in November 2016, is the self-rated 5 star Porters Boutique Hotel in Havelock
North, which has 42 rooms.
Table 3.3 shows the total supply of the main Napier hotels, star ratings and
respective room inventories that we have identified.
Table 3.3: Napier Hotels and Room Inventory (2016)
Hotel
County Hotel

Rooms
18

Star
5*

Area
Napier

43

4.5

Ahuriri

109
42
49
40
47
18
21
387
Note: *: these hotels do not have a Qualmark rating
(Source: hotel websites, TripAdvisor, Qualmark)

4
4*
4*
4*
4*
3.5
3.5*

Napier
Napier
Ahuriri
Napier
Napier
Westshore
Ahuriri

The Crown Hotel Napier
Scenic Hotel Te Pania
Art Deco Masonic Hotel
Bluewater Hotel
Expressotel (former VR / Viceroy)
Quest
Westshore Beach Inn & Econolodge
East Pier Hotel, Ahuriri

Figure 3.1 shows the location of each of these Napier hotels relative to the Port
and City Centre.
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Figure 3.1: Location Map of the Major Napier Hotels

Westshore Beach Inn
& Econolodge

(Source: Google Maps)

Sections 3.6 to 3.9 contain a brief description of each of these Napier hotels,
including a summary of room types, key facilities and meeting and function
facilities.

3.6

(

THE COUNTY HOTEL NAPIER (“COUNTY”)

(Source: tripadvisor.com)

The 18-room boutique County Hotel is located on Browning Street, on the edge
of the Art Deco Quarter, close to the MTG Hawke’s Bay and one street back from
Marine Parade. The building, guest rooms and fine dining are in line with Napier’s
Art Deco style.
The County positions itself as Napier’s premier hotel and has a range of suites
and luxury rooms. It is not currently a member of Qualmark.
The County is an independently owned and managed hotel.
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The County claims to have four meeting rooms, however it also utilises the New
Zealand Wine Centre which is located in the former AMP building opposite for
hosting larger meetings and conferences.

(Source: hotel website)

The hotel’s facilities include:


restaurant (Wine Street)



champagne bar (Churchill’s)



library.

The County has a TripAdvisor score of 4.5/5.

3.7

THE CROWN HOTEL NAPIER (“CROWN”)

(Source: thebesthotels.org, tripadvisor.com)

The 42 room Crown Hotel Napier is located in the historical village of Ahuriri, at
a distance of 2.7 kms from the Napier City Centre. It is an independently owned
and managed hotel.
The Crown includes a modern annex with ocean facing apartments, the restored
1932 hotel building which contains the luxury heritage suites and conference
facilities, and two 2 bedroom apartments above converted woolsheds across the
road from the Crown.
5 star accommodation options include studio rooms, 1-bedroom and 2-bedroom
apartments, premium suites, heritage suites and loft apartments. The guest
rooms range from 26m2 upward.
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(Source: hotel website)

The Crown’s facilities include:


restaurant (Milk and Honey)



fitness centre.

Meeting and function facilities include a larger room, which seats up to 80 theatrestyle, a second smaller room, and two boardrooms.
Table 3.4: Crown Meeting and Function Facilities
Meeting Rooms
m2
Theatre Banquet
Vautier
121
80
55
Northumberland
45
35
20
Executive
Boardroom 301 &
302
27
15
10
(Source: hotel website)

The Crown has a TripAdvisor score of 4.5/5.

3.8

SCENIC HOTEL TE PANIA (“SCENIC”)

(Source: hotel website)

The 109 room Scenic Hotel is located opposite the Napier Convention Centre on
Marine Parade.
It is approximately 1.1km from the City Centre and only a 3 minute walk from the
MTG Hawke's Bay and Art Deco Centre.
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This hotel is managed by the Scenic Hotel Group.
Its 4 star Qualmark rated accommodation options include superior guest rooms
and suites, suited for either single or twin share requirements.
Facilities at Scenic Hotel Te Pania include:


restaurant



bar / lounge



fitness centre.

Scenic Hotel Te Pania has a TripAdvisor score of 4/5.

3.9

ART DECO MASONIC HOTEL (“MASONIC”)

(Source: hotel website)

The Art Deco Masonic Hotel is located in the heart of the Art Deco precinct,
opposite the MGT Hawke’s Bay and one street back from Marine Parade. The
hotel is within easy walking distance from the City Centre.
The hotel is independently owned and operated with the current owners receiving
Awards for Excellence including “Supreme Award – Overall Winner” and “Best
Accommodation” in 2015, and “Best New/Redeveloped Accommodation Hotel” in
2014 following a major interior refurbishment involving all 42 guest rooms.
The guest rooms include a combination of standard rooms, studios, suites, and
apartments.
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The hotel also has a variety of spaces for conferences and functions. Table 3.6
is a summary of these facilities.
Table 3.5: Art Deco Meeting and Function Facilities
# of Meeting Rooms
6
(Source: hotel website)

Theatre
80

Cocktail
250

Banquet
140

Other facilities at Art Deco Masonic include:


restaurant / bar (Emporium)



Irish pub

The Art Deco Masonic Hotel has a TripAdvisor score of 4.5/5.

3.10 THE BLUEWATER HOTEL (“BLUEWATER”)

(Source: tripadvisor.com)

The Bluewater Hotel is located in the inner harbour area, overlooking the Napier
Sailing Club and Ahuriri marina.
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At 2.8 km from the Napier City Centre and nearly 4 km from the MTG Hawke’s
Bay and Art Deco Centre, the hotel is not within an easy walking distance of
Napier’s cultural attractions.
Its 3.5 star accommodation options include studio, 1, 2 and 3-bedroom units, and
2-bedroom apartments.

(Source: tripadvisor.com)

Bluewater’s other facilities include:


restaurant



sports bar with full T.A.B facilities



mini golf

Bluewater has three small meeting spaces which seat up to 60 theatre style.
Table 3.8 is a summary of these facilities.
Table 3.6: Bluewater Hotel Meeting and Function Facilities
# of Meeting Rooms
3
(Source: hotel website)

Theatre
60

Cocktail
200

Banquet
150

Bluewater has a TripAdvisor rating of 3.5/5.
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4 NAPIER VISITOR DEMAND
4.1

EVENT RELATED DEMAND

Napier hosts a number of major events each year, which include the Mission
Estate and Black Barn concerts, the Art Deco week and some significant food
and wine-based activities.
Some of these events may also fall under the categories of activity covered by
the quarterly Convention Activity Survey (the “CAS”) published by MBIE. These
categories of event (often referred to as the “MICE” market) are defined as
follows:


Meetings / Seminars



Incentive Activities



Conferences / Conventions



Trade shows / Exhibitions



Special Occasion activities (eg: gala dinners, balls, birthday and wedding
parties, etc).

Table 4.1 summarises the activity for all categories of event in the 13 regions in
New Zealand recorded in the CAS for the year ended September 2016.
Table 4.1: Summary of national event activity YE September 2016 – all categories

Region
Auckland
Hamilton & Waikato
Bay of Plenty
Rotorua
Taupo
Hawkes Bay
Manawatu
Wellington
Marlborough
Nelson
Christchurch & Canterbury
Dunedin
Queenstown
Total
(Source: CAS (MBIE))

Total
Events
13,189
4,550
2,035
1,936
1,354
1,083
2,955
6,466
538
1,370
4,789
1,311
1,384
42,960

Market
Share
30.7%
10.6%
4.7%
4.5%
3.2%
2.5%
6.9%
15.1%
1.3%
3.2%
11.1%
3.1%
3.2%

Total
Delegates
(all events)
1,288,092
270,307
138,290
126,540
49,325
63,680
225,826
681,884
27,841
76,993
314,917
103,299
67,315

100.0% 3,434,309

Total
Delegate
Days
1,596,194
315,763
158,547
197,762
76,990
69,905
262,130
875,902
43,188
100,962
378,821
115,234
115,377

Market
Share
37.1%
7.3%
3.7%
4.6%
1.8%
1.6%
6.1%
20.3%
1.0%
2.3%
8.8%
2.7%
2.7%

100.0% 4,306,775

100.0%

Market
Share
37.5%
7.9%
4.0%
3.7%
1.4%
1.9%
6.6%
19.9%
0.8%
2.2%
9.2%
3.0%
2.0%

Hawke’s Bay’s market share of total events, at 2.5%, ranked it as second lowest,
above Marlborough. In terms of market share by total delegate numbers for all
events (1.9%) Hawke’s Bay ranked 3rd from the bottom and in total delegate days
(1.6%) it also ranked 2nd from the bottom. Table 4.1 also indicates that the vast
majority of event activity in Hawke’s Bay was of only one day’s duration.
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Hawke’s Bay’s attraction for events lies more strongly in activities and outdoor
events, rather than in conference / convention events, of which we believe that it
has lost market share in recent times, due in much part to the closure of the
Napier Convention Centre for renovation.
Table 4.2 shows the national breakdown of single and multi-day conferences by
market share. Hawke’s Bay had the second-lowest figure for Single Day and the
lowest figure for Multi-day conferences in 2016.
Table 4.2: Summary of delegate days YE September 2016
Delegate Days
Single
Market
Region
Day
Share
Multi-day
Auckland
85,233
41.4%
335,742
Hamilton & Waikato
12,488
6.1%
46,881
Bay of Plenty
8,936
4.3%
24,457
Rotorua
9,376
4.6%
77,735
Taupo
3,071
1.5%
18,575
Hawkes Bay
1,589
0.8%
5,197
Manawatu
8,940
4.3%
43,927
Wellington
45,373
22.0%
164,019
Marlborough
941
0.5%
12,024
Nelson
3,804
1.8%
19,086
Christchurch & Canterbury
17,484
8.5%
65,996
Dunedin
3,646
1.8%
14,335
Queenstown
4,954
2.4%
31,334

Total

205,835

100.0%

859,308

Market
Share
39.1%
5.5%
2.8%
9.0%
2.2%
0.6%
5.1%
19.1%
1.4%
2.2%
7.7%
1.7%
3.6%
100.0%

(Source: CAS (MBIE))

Table 4.3 compares the key conference and delegate statistics for Hawke’s Bay
between the 2015 and 2016 September year ends. The drop-off in numbers in
2016, especially in multi-day events, is significant.
Table 4.3: Conferences and delegate days YE September 2015 and 2016
Duration
Delegate days
Two
Single
Hawke's Bay
One day
days
> 2 days
day
Multi-day
Y/e September 2015
44
20
22
1,784
12,954
Y/e September 2016
37
22
54
1,589
5,197
(Source: CAS (MBIE))

We would expect that with the re-opening of the newly renovated Napier
Convention Centre, there will be a significant improvement in these numbers from
2017 going forward.
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Table 4.4 summarises the number of conference and event activities hosted by
Hawke’s Bay analysed by size, based on the CAS categories. As in other
centres, the highest level of activity in all event categories was in the smaller sized
events.
Table 4.4: Summary of Hawke’s Bay event sizes YE September 2016
Event size
10-30
31-60
61-100 101-200
Conferences/conventions
49
16
5
10
Meetings/seminars
553
131
37
10
Incentive activities
5
8 (61+) <5
Trade shows/Exhibitions
<5
<5
<5
<5
Special Occasions
88
66
44
22

200+
<5
6
<5
<5

(Source: CAS (MBIE))

58% of Hawke’s Bay conferences and conventions were attended by between 10
and 30 delegates, 19% between 31 and 60 delegates and 23% above 60
delegates.
75% of Hawke’s Bay’s meetings and seminars were attended by between 10 and
30 delegates, 18% for between 31 and 60 delegates, and the remaining 7% for
61 or more delegates in size.
The conference market in New Zealand is dominated by local and domestic
delegates, who accounted for over 96% of all delegates attending multi-day
conferences in the September 2016 year-end. The three main centres that
attracted overseas delegates were Auckland, Rotorua and Queenstown.
Table 4.5 shows the source of those delegates who attended regional multi-day
conferences in New Zealand and Hawke’s Bay by origin.
Table 4.5: Multi-day conference delegates by origin – Y/e September 2016
Hawke's
Origin of multi-day delegates
National
Bay
Local
1,652,692
36,446
Domestic
537,751
7,987
Australia
39,982
268
Australia
43,924
557
Total delegates
2,274,349
45,258
(Source: CAS (MBIE))

Hawke’s Bay’s numbers in Table 4.5 are small by comparison, but follow the
same trend in breakdown.
These numbers indicate that, despite its central North Island location, its
surrounding attractions and activities, Hawke’s Bay is under-performing in terms
of market share. Some of this under-performance may be attributable to the
relatively small size of the Hawke’s Bay (and Napier) accommodation inventory
and conference facilities, not helped by the closure of the Napier Convention
Centre, but constraints on air access and competition from its regional neighbours
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the Manawatu, Rotorua and, to a lesser degree, Taupo, would also appear to be
contributing factors.

4.2

VISITOR NIGHT DEMAND

Hawke’s Bay is predominantly a domestic visitor destination. Based on an
analysis of visitor nights, the domestic market is more than three times the size
of the international market.
There are no reliable statistics available on the country of origin of international
visitors specifically relating to Hawke’s Bay, but the Tourism Industry Association
(“TIA”), through its participating hotel statistics programme, provides confidential
analysis in respect of occupied room nights for the wider Central Park Region,
which includes Napier as well as Taupo, the Central Plateau and Gisborne. The
Napier hotels account for 22% of the rooms represented in this analysis.
Chart 4.1 shows the analysis of visitor nights by country of origin in the Central
Park Region for the calendar year ending December 2016. The ratio of overseas
room nights to domestic room nights increased by almost 10% compared with
2015.
Chart 4.1: Room nights by country of origin – Central Park Region YE Dec 2016

(Source: TIANZ statistics)

Chart 4.1 shows that 41% of the hotel room usage in Central Plateau was by
overseas visitors, with Australia accounting for 19% of these visitors, China
15.6%, the UK 12.9% and the USA 12.4%. A comparison with the breakdown of
international visitor spend in Hawke’s Bay shown in Chart 4.4 below shows the
relative percentage of spend in Hawke’s Bay at 32% Australia, 17% UK, 13%
USA, and China only 3%. These variations could be an indication that Hawke’s
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Bay’s share of the China market is much less than Central Plateau as a whole,
and this is certainly something that our discussions with industry stakeholders in
Napier has confirmed. Hawke’s Bay does not appear to be as attractive to the
China market as the other major New Zealand destinations, despite its wide array
of visitor attractions.
New Zealand’s total visitor numbers over the last 7 years have grown strongly,
but Hawke’s Bay has lost market share in terms of its visitor arrivals compared
with the national figures. However, Hawke’s Bay’s total underlying visitor nights,
both domestic and international, have continued to rise over this period.
Chart 4.2 shows our estimate of how visitor nights in Hawke’s Bay have changed
between 2009 and 2016 based on trends indicated by the Regional Tourism
Estimates (“RTEs”), the Monthly Regional Tourism Estimates (“MRTEs”) and the
Commercial Accommodation Monitor (“CAM”).
Chart 4.2: Total International and Domestic Visitor Nights in Hawke’s Bay (2009–
16) (YE December)

(Source: New Zealand Regional Tourism Estimates (2006 to 2011), MRTEs, CAM, Horwath HTL)

Most visitors do not stay in commercial accommodation. For example, in the
2015 calendar year, while there were an estimated 3.4 million visitor nights spent
in total in Hawke’s Bay, only 1 million, or less than a third, were spent in
commercial accommodation. This is a reflection of the much larger size of the
domestic market, and the presence of a significant number of holiday homes,
timeshare and other forms of accommodation that do not fall into the commercial
categories.
Chart 4.3 shows the number of visitor nights which were spent in all forms of
Hawke’s Bay commercial accommodation (including hotels, motels, backpackers
and holiday parks) between 2009 and 2015.
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Chart 4.3: International and Domestic Visitor Nights in Hawke’s Bay Commercial
Accommodation (2009–15) (YE December)

(Source: CAM, Statistics New Zealand)

International visitor nights in Hawke’s Bay commercial accommodation grew by
18% between 2012 and 2015. During the same period, domestic visitor nights
grew by 8%.
Domestic visitor nights comprised 73% of all commercial accommodation nights
in Hawke’s Bay in 2015.
In terms of visitor spend, Chart 4.4 shows the breakdown of estimated
expenditure by major visitor source country in Hawke’s Bay region, based on the
MRTE year-end December 2016 data.
Chart 4.4: International visitor spend in Hawke’s Bay region – Y/e December 2016

(Source: MBIE MRTEs)
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While there is no reliable available data for the regional origin of domestic visitors
staying in Hawke’s Bay commercial accommodation, Chart 4.5 shows the
domestic visitor spend in Hawke’s Bay by region of origin for the year ended
March 2015. The data is sourced from the MRTEs.
Chart 4.5: Domestic Visitor Spend in Hawke’s Bay by Region of Origin (2015 YE
March)

(Source: RTEs)

Over 90% of domestic visitor spending in Hawke’s Bay was attributable to
residents of the North Island.

4.3

COMMERCIAL ACCOMMODATION DEMAND

In 2015, Hawke’s Bay had a total of 1.6 million commercial Room Nights Available
(“RNA”). The single largest category within this commercial accommodation was
the Holiday Park sector, which accounted for over 39% of the total. This was
followed by Motels at 30.2%, Backpackers at 19.2% and Hotels at 11.6%.
Chart 4. shows the number of actual guest nights in all forms of Hawke’s Bay
commercial accommodation by accommodation type for the seven years ended
December 2015. The “Other” category comprises Holiday Parks and
Backpackers combined.
Motels accounted for 52.2% of total guest nights, followed by Hotels at 14.9%,
and Backpackers and Holiday Parks combined at 32.9%.
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Chart 4.6: Guest Nights in Commercial Accommodation in Hawke’s Bay by
Accommodation Type (2009–15) (YE December)

(Source: CAM, Statistics New Zealand)

The monthly pattern of occupancy in Hawke’s Bay has been relatively consistent
over the last 6 years, with demand for commercial accommodation peaking in
January, and the lowest demand in May and June. The overall pattern of demand
is strongly influenced by the timing of school holidays and the Easter long
weekend.
Chart 4. shows the seasonality by month in guest nights in all forms of Hawke’s
Bay commercial accommodation between 2011 and 2015.
Chart 4.7: Guest Nights in Hawke’s Bay Commercial Accommodation (2011–15)

(Source: CAM, Statistics New Zealand)
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Chart 4.Charts 4.8 and 4.9 show the seasonality in guest nights in all forms of

Hawke’s Bay commercial accommodation in calendar year 2015 and calendar
year 2016 year-to-date to October, analysed by international and domestic visitor
nights in Hawke’s Bay.
Chart 4.8: Commercial Guest Nights in Hawke’s Bay by Month and Origin (2015)

(Source: CAM, Statistics New Zealand)

The monthly guest night pattern for 2016 to October, while consistently higher,
follows the previous year very closely.
Chart 4.9: Commercial Guest Nights in Hawke’s Bay by Month and Origin (10
months to October 2016)

(Source: CAM, Statistics New Zealand)

International visitor night demand is highest over the summer months (December
to March) and lowest over winter (June to August).
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Domestic demand is more variable, with secondary peaks in the school holiday
months of April, July and October.

4.4

HOTEL DEMAND

Hotel guest nights in Hawke’s Bay have increased steadily over the past seven
years, albeit with some fluctuation. Hotel guest nights comprised 15% of all
commercial accommodation nights in Hawke’s Bay in 2015, up from 14.5% in
2014.
Chart 4.6 summarises the performance of Hawke’s Bay hotels over the past
seven years to 2015, according to the Commercial Accommodation Monitor.
Chart 4.6: Hawke’s Bay Hotel Supply and Demand (2009–15) (YE December)

RNA = Room Nights Available (ie: hotel supply)
RNS = Room Nights Sold (ie: hotel demand)
AOR = Average Occupancy Rate (= RNS ÷ RNA)
(Source: CAM)

Chart 4.6 shows that between 2012 and 2015, hotel room nights sold in Hawke’s
Bay increased by 6%. During the same period the supply of hotel rooms
remained relatively constant.
The combined effect was a 6% increase in the average occupancy of Hawke’s
Bay hotels, from 45% in 2012 to 51% in 2015.
Napier is part of the Central Park Region in the Tourism Industry Association
(“TIA”) hotels division statistics. Contributing hotels in Napier are the Scenic Te
Pania Hotel and the Crown Hotel. These two hotels comprise 22% of the Central
Park room supply included in these TIA statistics.
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Chart 4.7 shows the performance of the major Central Park Region hotels over
the past five calendar years (ended December).
Chart 4.7: Central Park Hotel ADR, RevPAR & AOR data (YE December 2012–16)

AOR = Average Occupancy Rate
ADR = Average Daily Rate
RevPAR = Revenue Per Available Room = AOR x ADR
(Source: TIA – Hotels Division)

The Central Park hotels have achieved a 26% increase in AOR over the past five
years, with an 8% increase in ADR over the same period. The combined effect
of this was a 36% increase in RevPAR over this time. Between 2012 and 2015,
the AOR increased by 16%.
Based on comparison of the 2012 – 2015 occupancy figures, it would appear that
Hawke’s Bay overall has not kept pace with the rest of the Central Park hotels in
terms of the rate of increase in occupancy.
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5 HAWKE’S BAY VISITOR DEMAND PROJECTIONS
5.1

CHANGES IN DEMAND

Chart 5.1 summarises changes in Hawke’s Bay’s market share of total New
Zealand guest nights in commercial accommodation1 (combined international
and domestic visitors) and total New Zealand visitor expenditure2 (international
and domestic visitors).
Chart 5.1: Hawke’s Bay’s Change in Market Share (2009–15 Y/e December)

(Source: Statistics NZ, MBIE)

Despite achieving growth in the number of commercial accommodation guest
nights, Hawke’s Bay has lost market share over the past seven years because
the rate of growth in nights has not kept up with growth nationally.
Similarly, while Hawke’s Bay has achieved growth in visitor spend, it has lost
market share of visitor spending over the same period.

5.2

FORECAST GROWTH IN DEMAND

While this trend suggests that Hawke’s Bay could continue to lose market share
to other New Zealand destinations, it does not mean that commercial
accommodation occupancy and visitor expenditure will not continue to grow.
Our projections show that demand for hotel accommodation in Hawke’s Bay will
continue to rise. Regaining some lost market share resulting in generating more
incremental visitor nights could contribute to additional hotel nights, including for
the proposed Hotel.

1
2

Source: CAM (Statistics NZ)
Source: Monthly Regional Tourism Estimates of expenditure (MBIE)
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As at September 2016, the CAM statistics show that of the total of 17 hotels
recorded in Hawke’s Bay, 9 were in Napier. Of the total inventory of 496 rooms,
387, or 78%, were in Napier.
Napier not only dominates in terms of available rooms, but also in achieved
occupancy. Chart 5.2 shows actual hotel occupancy for all Hawke’s Bay hotels
compared with Napier for the calendar year 2015.
Chart 5.2: Hawke’s Bay and Napier hotel occupancies Y/e December 2015

(Source CAM, Horwath HTL)

Chart 5.3 shows the same comparison for the calendar 2016 to end September.
Chart 5.3: Hawke’s Bay and Napier hotel occupancies 2016 YTD September

(Source CAM, Horwath HTL)

Chart 5. shows the room night supply (RNA) and demand (RNS) projected for all
Hawke’s Bay hotels between 2016 and 2027.
Hotel demand (RNS) is forecast to grow steadily over the period. The occupancy
rate reduction shown in 2020 would be due to the opening of the new Hotel, which
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has been assumed to contain 120 rooms. This forecast assumes no other
increase in hotel room supply over this period, but it also highlights the sensitivity
on overall occupancy of the introduction of a significant new room inventory into
a relatively small existing room stock.
Chart 5.4 Total Hawke’s Bay Hotel Supply and Demand Forecast (2016–2027)

(Source: Horwath HTL)

For our forecasting purposes, we have broken down the existing hotels in Napier
City into three Categories, A, B and C, to reflect their respective market
positioning and competitive sets.
Table 5.1 lists these hotels and their respective room inventories.
Table 5.1: Napier hotels and room inventories
Napier City Hotel Categories
Rooms
Category A Hotels (4.5 star)
County Hotel
The Crown Hotel Napier

18
43
61

Category B Hotels (4 star)
Scenic Hotel Te Pania
Art Deco Masonic Hotel
Bluewater Hotel
Expressotel (former VR / Viceroy)
Quest

109
42
49
40
47
287

Category C Hotels ( 3-3.5 star)
Westshore Beach Inn & Econolodge
East Pier Hotel, Ahuriri

18
21
39

Total rooms - all categories
(Source: hotel websites, Horwath HTL)

387
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Our starting occupancy forecasts for 2016 are based on the latest CAM statistics
to September 2016 and research and discussion within the Napier hotel sector.
Allowances have been made for the last three months of 2016 to arrive at blended
rates for the three categories.
The starting assumption of AOR in 2016 is as follows:





Category A:
Category B:
Category C:
Average AOR:

76.0%
64.7%
60.0%
65.7%

The two Category A hotels are estimated to achieve a 76% occupancy in 2016,
but as they only represent 61 rooms in the Napier market, their standard, style
and location would all contribute to supporting this estimate. However, to achieve
this level of average occupancy over the year means that during the high season,
these two hotels would have been very full indeed, needing to achieve well over
80% in the peak summer months.
Between 2016 and 2019, these two hotels are forecast to grow average
occupancy to over 80%, given current demand growth expectations and no
increase in supply over this period.
A new 120 room hotel of a 4-4.5 star standard arriving in 2020 would increase
the overall hotel room availability in Napier by nearly 36%, but would increase
supply in Category A by nearly 97%.
The arrival of this new Hotel would have an effect on occupancy in both the
existing Category A and B hotels, but because Category A represents a smaller
part of the total Napier inventory, it will probably have a more significant impact
on the occupancy of the hotels in Category B.
Category A occupancy will drop below 70% in 2020, but will start to rise again as
underlying demand continues to grow. While it may take 5 or 6 years for overall
average Category A occupancies to recover to their pre-2020 levels, it could take
some years longer than this for the category B hotels to get back to their pre2020 levels.
Category B will take longer to recover because the new Hotel will be offering
modern, internationally branded hotel rooms and facilities strategically located
close to the City Centre and the Art Deco Quarter, at room rates not much higher
than the Category B room rates. This is a proposition that will continue to take
market share from Category B until demand growth has fully caught up again.
Chart 5.5 shows this forecast impact on AOR across all three categories.
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Chart 5.5: Napier Hotel Occupancy Forecast 2016-2027

(Source: Horwath TL)

Based on the assumption that there will be no other additions to the Napier hotel
inventory over the time-frame covered by these forecasts, and that the demand
forecast growth shown in Chart 5.4 is achieved, the likelihood is that not only will
peak summer occupancy continue to grow in line with current expectations, but
there will be a significant improvement in the shoulder and low season
occupancies as well.
This will require a significant focus on promoting Hawke’s Bay as a conference
and events destination in the shoulder and low seasons, taking full advantage of
the refurbished Napier Conference Centre and the increasing array of events,
venues and other attractions currently under development.
Chart 5.6 shows the impact of the arrival of the new Hotel on supply, demand and
occupancy within the Category A hotels.
Chart 5.6: Category A Hotel Supply and Demand 2016-2027

(Source: Horwath HTL)
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5.3

PROJECTED ROOM RATE

In order to forecast room rates, it is necessary to make certain assumptions about
the rates currently achieved by Napier hotels, as there is no publicly available
data in this regard. Our starting forecasts for 2016 are based on research and
discussion within the Napier hotel sector, industry knowledge, an analysis of
publicly quoted room rates available during 2016, and allowances for GST,
commissions (travel agents, Online Travel Agents etc.), to arrive at blended rates
for the three categories.
The starting assumption of ADR in 2016 is as follows:





Category A:
Category B:
Category C:
Average ADR:

$178
$148
$128
$151

ADR for category A hotels is forecast to exceed $200 by 2019, but will fall in 2020
with the arrival of the new 120 Category A rooms. Due to the different style of
the two original hotels in this category, they will be under less pressure to discount
their room rates when this happens, but the new Hotel will have a rate structure
that will sit below theirs anyway, given its different profile.
Chart 5.7 shows our projected ADR performance for all three categories between
2016 and 2027.
Chart 5.7: Napier hotels ADR Projections (2016–2027)

(Source: Horwath HTL)

As forecast in the previous section, the Category B hotels are likely to experience
a significant drop in occupancy in 2020, but if they seek to compensate for the
arrival of the new Hotel by cutting their rates, they will compound the adverse
effects on their business, as we comment on in the following Section 5.4.
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5.4

PROJECTED REVENUE PER AVAILABLE ROOM (REVPAR)

These forecasts indicate that while the impact of the arrival of the new Hotel will
have an effect on room rate within Category A, it will have a greater effect on
occupancy in Category B.
Our rationale for this is that of the two current Category A hotels, one is located
within the Art Deco Quarter, but the other is some distance away from the CBD.
Conversley, most of the Category B hotels, particularly the Scenic Te Pania, are
closer to or within the CBD and the Art Deco Quarter, like the new Category A
Hotel, so the competition will arise more from the location than the price.
The RevPAR is a factor of the AOR and ADR. Based on our assumptions, in
2016 the respective RevPAR of each category would be as follows:





Category A:
Category B:
Category C:
Average RevPAR:

$135
$96
$77
$99

Chart 5.8 shows our projected RevPAR performance for all three categories
between 2016 and 2027.
Chart 5.8: Napier City hotels RevPAR Projections (2016–2027)

Source: Horwath HTL)

The RevPAR of the Category A hotels is projected to grow reasonably strongly
from 2021 onwards, despite falling from $168.59 in 2019 to $136.00 in 2020 as a
result of the opening of the new Hotel.
The RevPAR of the Category B hotels will also fall in 2020, but if they seek to
compete with the new hotel through any form of aggressive price cutting, they will
compound the drop in RevPAR and greatly worsen their position.
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6 HOTEL OPERATING PROJECTIONS
6.1

HOTEL SIZE

The feedback from our consultation regarding the potential for new hotel
accommodation in Napier indicates that there could be potential demand for a
new 4–4.5 star hotel, if it is operated under a recognised international brand.
The current average achieved level of occupancy in Napier’s existing hotels is
lower than we would normally consider as indicating the need for significant new
hotel investment. However, some of the room inventory is reasonably dated, the
inventory is not all centrally located, and there are no recognised international
brands.
Therefore, a well located new property with the appropriate brand and room
configuration will have a strong competitive advantage.
Critical success factors for such a new hotel are:



size – large enough to handle group tours and mid-scale conferences, but
not so large that it creates over-supply,
proximity to the town centre and the Art Deco District,



a focused marketing strategy for shoulder and low season business and



a recognisable brand appropriate for its market positioning.



Taking these factors into consideration indicates that an initial inventory of
approximately 120 rooms, with meeting and conference facilities for up to 250
people, would be appropriate.
The location should be within easy walking distance of the City Centre, ideally
with some view of the sea, and the site would ideally need to be large enough to
accommodate the necessary car parking on site.

6.2

AVERAGE ROOM RATE

There is no publicly available data on the average daily room rates achieved by
the hotels in Napier. We have collated information from a range of sources to
arrive at an estimate of the current ADR of the existing Category A hotels, which
has been used as the starting point for our supply and demand model going
forward.
The blended ADR estimated for all hotels in 2016 is $151, and the ADR for the
Category A hotels has been estimated at $178. This would represent an average
rate payable by the hotel guest, inclusive of GST, of $205, net of commissions.
We have projected the Category A ADR forward to 2019 to $208, dropping to
$200 in the following year with the arrival of the new Hotel in 2020, for which we
have assumed an opening ADR of $190.
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6.3

PROJECTED AOR, ADR AND REVPAR PERFORMANCE

Chart 6.1 shows the projected performance of the proposed Hotel over the first
five years of its operation, assuming it opens with 120 rooms in 2020.
Chart 6.1: Hotel AOR, ADR and RevPAR Projections (YE December)

(Source: Horwath HTL)

The Hotel is projected to achieve an AOR of 66.7% in year one, increasing to
78.6% by year 5.
The Hotel’s ADR is projected to increase steadily from $190 in year one to $221
in year five. The resulting RevPAR increases from $127 in year one to $173 in
year five.
Table 6.1 shows the new Hotel’s projected performance compared to all the
Category A hotels in Napier City on the following measures:


Fair Market Share (“FMS”): new Hotel Room Nights Available (“RNA”)
÷ all Category A hotels RNA



Actual Market Share (“AMS”): new Hotel Room Nights Sold (“RNS”) ÷
all Category A hotels RNS



Market Penetration Index (“MPI”): new Hotel AOR ÷ all Category A
hotels AOR = AMS ÷ FMS



Average Rate Index (“ARI”): new Hotel ADR ÷ all Category A hotels
ADR



Revenue Generation Index (“RGI”): new Hotel RevPAR ÷ all Category
A hotels RevPAR = MPI x ARI.
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Table 6.1: Hotel Projections Relative to All Napier City Category A Hotels
2020
2021
Category A (4-5 star) AOR
68.0%
73.0%
Category A (4-5 star) ADR
$200
$206
Category A (4-5 star) RevPAR
$136
$150
New Hotel AOR
66.7%
72.7%
New Hotel ADR
$190
$202
New Hotel RevPAR
$127
$147
Market performance measures vs all Category A hotels:
Fair Market Share (FMS)
0.663
0.663
Actual Market Share (AMS)
0.650
0.660
Market Penetration Index (MPI)
0.980
0.996
Average Rate Index (ARI)
0.950
0.980
Revenue Generation Index (RGI)
0.931
0.976
(Source: Horwath HTL)

2022
75.0%
$212
$159
74.7%
$208
$155

2023
77.0%
$219
$168
76.7%
$214
$164

2024
79.0%
$225
$178
78.6%
$221
$173

0.663
0.660
0.996
0.980
0.976

0.663
0.660
0.996
0.980
0.976

0.663
0.660
0.996
0.980
0.976

The MPI shows that the Hotel is projected to achieve 98% of the projected
Category A occupancy in year one, reaching just under parity from Year 3
onwards
The ARI shows that, in 2020, the Hotel is projected to achieve 95% of the
projected room rate of all Napier City Category A hotels, rising to 98% of the
average of the category from Year 2. Given the boutique nature of its Category
A competitors, and the more conventional room configurations of the new Hotel,
it is likely that the other two hotels will still be able to hold their room rate
structures above those of the new Hotel.
The RGI shows the combined impact of the AOR and ADR, with the Hotel
achieving 93% of the Napier City Category A RevPAR in Year 1, with its
performance improving to 98% from Year 3 onwards.
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7 HOTEL FINANCIAL PROJECTIONS
Table 7.1 shows the estimated summary financial performance of the hotel for its
first 5 years of operation, down to the level of earnings before interest, taxes,
depreciation and amortisation (“EBITDA”).
Table 7.1: Summary of Financial Performance
For the year ending December
NZ$000s
Total Keys
Occupancy %
Average Room Rate
RevPAR

2020
AMOUNT
RATIO
120
66.7%
$190.0
$126.7

Total Revenue
Departmental Profit
Gross Operating Profit
Adjusted Gross Operating Profit
EBITDA

8,760
4,692
2,631
2,421
$1,938

100.0%
53.6%
30.0%
27.6%
22.1%

2021
AMOUNT
RATIO
120
72.7%
$201.9
$146.7
10,057
5,615
3,316
3,051
$2,519

100.0%
55.8%
33.0%
30.3%
25.0%

2022
AMOUNT
RATIO
120
74.7%
$207.9
$155.3
10,687
6,153
3,724
3,426
$2,864

100.0%
57.6%
34.8%
32.1%
26.8%

2023
AMOUNT
RATIO
120
76.7%
$214.2
$164.3
11,282
6,605
4,098
3,770
$3,179

100.0%
58.5%
36.3%
33.4%
28.2%

2024
AMOUNT
RATIO
120
78.6%
$220.6
$173.4
11,920
7,075
4,488
4,129
$3,506

(Source: Horwath HTL)

The full Statement of Estimated Cash Flow from Operations is attached as
Appendix 1 to this report.

7.1

DEPARTMENTAL REVENUES

Rooms Revenue
The combined projected AOR and ADR, generates a total of $5.5 million of rooms
revenue in Year 1, increasing to $7.6 million in Year 5.
Food and Beverage Revenue
Food and beverage consumption is projected to generate just over a third of total
revenue, adding $2.0 million to revenue in Year 1 and $2.8 million in Year 5.
This revenue is based on an assumed average daily expenditure per occupied
room of $70 on food and $28 on beverage in Year 1, rising to $81 and $32
respectively by Year 5. These assumptions are inclusive of functions and casual
F&B sales.
Telecommunications Revenue
We have assumed that the Hotel will provide guests with a free Wi-Fi allowance
and free local calls. We have projected a small amount of additional
telecommunications revenue from the sale of additional internet packages and
toll calls. Telecommunications Revenue totals $58,000 in Year 1, increasing to
$70,000 in Year 5.
Rentals & Other Income
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100.0%
59.4%
37.6%
34.6%
29.4%

Projected Rentals & Other Income totals $292,000 in Year 1 rising to $365,000
in Year 5.

7.2

DEPARTMENTAL EXPENSES

Rooms Expenses
We have projected $1.8 million of Rooms expenses in Year 1, increasing to $2.0
million in Year 5.
Rooms department expenses include salaries / wages (and payroll costs) for:


reception / front office staff



reservations / back office staff



housekeeping staff



concierge / airport shuttle drivers



duty managers.

Other rooms expenses include:


cleaning



laundry



guest supplies



stationery



linen



staff uniforms



movies



airport shuttle fuel, cleaning and other operating costs



reservations fees – relating to bookings via the global distribution system



travel agent commissions (excluding online travel agents).

Food and Beverage
Overall F&B costs have been assumed to improve from 78.5% in Year 1 to 72.3%
by Year 5.
Food costs have been assumed to improve from 34% in Year 1 to 30.6% by Year
5. Beverage costs have been assumed to improve from 34% in Year 1 to 31.7%
by Year 5. Payroll costs have been assumed to improve from 38% in Year 1 to
35% by Year 5.
Telecommunications Expenses
We have estimated telecommunications expenses at 80% of departmental
revenue.
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Departmental Profit
The overall Departmental Profit margin is projected to improve from 53.6% to
59.4% of Total Revenue over the 5-year period.

7.3

UNDISTRIBUTED OPERATING EXPENSES

These are operating expenses that cannot be directly attributable to individual
departments.
We have projected $2.06 million of undistributed operating expenses in Year 1,
rising to $2.6 million in Year 5. This represents 23.5% of Total Revenue in Year
1, falling to 21.7% in Year 5.
Administration & General
We have projected $650,000 of Administration and General Expenses in Year 1
(7.4% of Total Revenue), increasing to $762,000 in Year 5 (6.4% of Total
Revenue).
Administration & General expenses include $300,000 of staff costs in Year 1
relating to management, administrative and finance staff, and also include
general expenses such as:


accounting fees



bank charges



credit card commissions



IT systems maintenance and operation



communications



printing, stationery, postage, etc.



recruitment



staff training.

Sales & Marketing
We have projected $534,000 of Sales & Marketing Expenses in Year 1, rising to
$644,000 in Year 5.
Sales and marketing expenses include:


brochures, websites and other on-line media



local and national advertising (consumer media, directories, trade, internet
& email, etc.)



promotions



sponsorship
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payroll.

Any franchise, loyalty programme or brand affiliation fees, if applicable, would
also be included in this section, and would be provided for within the current
estimates.
Energy Costs
We have projected $438,000 of electricity / gas / water usage in Year 1. This
represents a cost per occupied room in Year 1 of $15, falling slightly, assuming
increasing operating efficiency with experience, to $14.9 by Year 5.
Property Operation & Maintenance
We have projected $263,000 of Property Operation & Maintenance costs in Year
1, increasing to $431,000 in Year 5. This cost is relatively lower in Years 1 and
2 whilst the Hotel is relatively new and some repairs are covered by building
warranties.
Property Operation & Maintenance costs include:


waste removal



air conditioning maintenance



building maintenance and repairs



hygiene contract



lift maintenance



electrical maintenance



fire safety systems contract



grounds & landscaping maintenance



swimming pool maintenance



pest control



plumbing maintenance



communications equipment maintenance



all other repairs and maintenance costs.

7.4

TOTAL PAYROLL

Wages and salaries costs are based on a 24 hour, 365 day per year operation.
Total projected payroll costs represent 34.6% of Total Revenue in Year 1, falling
to 30.4% of Total Revenue in Year 5.
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7.5

GROSS OPERATING PROFIT

The Gross Operating Profit (“GOP”) before Ownership Expenses is $2.6 million
in Year 1, increasing to nearly $4.5 million in Year 5. This represents 30% of
Total Revenue in Year 1, increasing to 37.6% in Year 5.

7.6

MANAGEMENT FEES

It is assumed that the Hotel will be operated by an internationally recognised
professional hotel management company, under a standard management
agreement that provides for both a base management fee and a performancebased incentive fee structure.
Included in the GOP is the hotel management company’s Base Management
Fee, which has been assumed at 2% of Total Revenue. A further Incentive Fee
of 8% of the GOP has been included to arrive at the Adjusted Gross Operating
Profit (AGOP).
These fee percentages are for illustrative purposes only at this stage, and should
not be construed as the final fee structure.

7.7

FIXED CHARGES (OWNERSHIP COSTS)

These expenses are costs incurred by virtue of ownership of the property, and
are not directly linked to the operation of the Hotel. They include property rates,
building and contents insurance and certain equipment leases, but exclude
finance charges or debt repayment.
Property Rates
Local authority property rates are assumed at $120,000 in Year 1, rising to
$143,000 in Year 5.
Insurance
We have allowed for $100,000 of insurance in Year 1, with insurance costs
increasing to $122,000 in Year 5. This coverage includes asset replacement,
contents and motor vehicle insurance and business interruption insurance.
FF&E Reserve
We have allowed for provisioning of an FF&E Reserve fund for the future
replacement of furniture, fittings and equipment (“FF&E) at 3% of Total Revenue.
At this stage, we have not provided for any increase in this rate going forward,
something that is usually covered during the negotiations with the hotel
management company over the management agreement.
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7.8

NET OPERATING PROFIT

Projected Net Operating Profit (or Earnings Before Interest, Taxes, Depreciation
and Amortisation (“EBITDA”)) is calculated as AGOP less deductions for Fixed
Charges. Projected EBITDA is $1.94million in Year 1 (22.1% of Total Revenue)
increasing to $3.58 million in Year 5 (29.5% of Total Revenue).

7.9

RETURN ON INVESTMENT – ROI

In order to arrive at an estimate of the ROI, it is necessary to make some
assumptions on the total cost of development. We have therefore assumed a
total development cost of $300,000 per key, based on a full-service 4–4+ star
standard 120-room hotel built with double-loaded corridors to the bedrooms,
located on a level, geologically uncomplicated, site within the Napier CBD. An
appropriate provision for the cost of the land is assumed within this number.
Based on an assumed total investment of $36 million (ie. $300,000 per room),
the cashflow return on investment is 5.4% in Year 1, increasing to 8.0% in Year
3 and 9.7% in Year 5. The assumed $36 million capital cost includes the
following:


land



buildings



all building fit-out costs including rooms, kitchen and F&B outlets, pool
area leisure facilities, reception and other public facilities



all preliminary expenses including consultants, design and other
professional fees, consent fees, etc.



all pre-opening costs, including recruitment and training costs prior to
opening, and pre-opening sales and marketing costs.

These costs should be subject to review based on professional advice from a
suitably experienced quantity surveyor.
The capital cost does not include the funding of initial working capital
requirements for the hotel operation.
Table 8.3 summarises the ROI at the EBITDA level for Years 1-5 based on this
inventory of 120 rooms.
Table 8.3: Summary of Return on Investment at $300,000 per key
Total development cost assumed at
Total investment
Return on Investment
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
Year 4
Return on Investment
Year 5
(Source: Horwath HTL)

$300,000 per key
$36 million
5.4%
7.0%
8.0%
8.8%
9.7%
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APPENDIX 1: OPERATING PROJECTIONS
Napier 4-4.5 Star Hotel
Statement of Estimated Cash Flow From Operations Before Debt Service, Taxes & Depreciation
(Expressed In Thousands Of Current NZ$)
For the year ending December

2020
AMOUNT
RATIO

Total Keys
Occupancy %
Room Nights Available
Room Nights Sold
Annual Increase (%)
Average Room Rate
Annual Increase (%)

120
66.7%
43,800
29,201

RevPAR

$126.7

$190.0

2021
AMOUNT
RATIO

2022
AMOUNT
RATIO

2023
AMOUNT
RATIO

2024
AMOUNT
RATIO

120
72.7%
43,800
31,829
9.0%
$201.9
6.3%

120
74.7%
43,920
32,808
3.1%
$207.9
3.0%

120
76.7%
43,800
33,595
2.4%
$214.2
3.0%

120
78.6%
43,800
34,427
2.5%
$220.6
3.0%

$146.7

$155.3

$164.3

$173.4

REVENUES
ROOM REVENUE
FOOD
BEVERAGE
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
RENTALS & OTHER INCOME

5,548
2,044
818
58
292

63.3%
23.3%
9.3%
0.7%
3.3%

6,426
2,317
927
64
323

63.9%
23.0%
9.2%
0.6%
3.2%

6,822
2,472
989
66
338

63.8%
23.1%
9.3%
0.6%
3.2%

7,195
2,620
1,048
68
351

63.8%
23.2%
9.3%
0.6%
3.1%

7,595
2,779
1,112
70
365

63.7%
23.3%
9.3%
0.6%
3.1%

8,760

100%

10,057

100%

10,687

100%

11,282

100%

11,920

100%

1,775
2,246

32.0%
78.5%

1,928
2,463

30.0%
75.9%

1,910
2,571

28.0%
74.3%

1,943
2,680

27.0%
73.1%

1,975
2,814

26.0%
72.3%

47

80.0%

51

80.0%

53

80.0%

54

80.0%

56

80.0%

4,069

46.4%

4,442

44.2%

4,534

42.4%

4,677

41.5%

4,844

40.6%

4,692

53.6%

5,615

55.8%

6,153

57.6%

6,605

58.5%

7,075

59.4%

650
534
263
438
175

7.4%
6.1%
3.0%
5.0%
2.0%

675
603
342
478
201

6.7%
6.0%
3.4%
4.8%
2.0%

700
620
415
481
214

6.5%
5.8%
3.9%
4.5%
2.0%

730
632
423
496
226

6.5%
5.6%
3.8%
4.4%
2.0%

762
644
431
513
238

6.4%
5.4%
3.6%
4.3%
2.0%

TOTAL

2,060

23.5%

2,299

22.9%

2,429

22.7%

2,507

22.2%

2,588

21.7%

GROSS OPERATING PROFIT

2,631

30.0%

3,316

33.0%

3,724

34.8%

4,098

36.3%

4,488

37.6%

211

2.4%

265

2.6%

298

2.8%

328

2.9%

359

3.0%

2,421

27.6%

3,051

30.3%

3,426

32.1%

3,770

33.4%

4,129

34.6%

120
100
263

1.4%
1.1%
3.0%

125
105
302

1.2%
1.0%
3.0%

131
110
321

1.2%
1.0%
3.0%

137
116
338

1.2%
1.0%
3.0%

143
122
358

1.2%
1.0%
3.0%

483

5.5%

532

5.3%

562

5.3%

591

5.2%

622

5.2%

$1,938

22.1%

$2,519

25.0%

$2,864

26.8%

$3,179

28.2%

$3,506

29.4%

TOTAL
DEPARTMENTAL COSTS AND EXPENSES
ROOMS
FOOD AND BEVERAGE
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
TOTAL
DEPARTMENTAL PROFIT (LOSS)
UNDISTRIBUTED OPER. EXPENSES
ADMINISTRATIVE AND GENERAL
SALES & MARKETING
PROPERTY OPER. & MAINTENANCE
ENERGY COSTS
BASE MANAGEMENT FEE

INCENTIVE FEE (8% OF GOP)
ADJUSTED GROSS OPERATING PROFIT
FIXED CHARGES (OWNERSHIP COSTS)
RATES
INSURANCE (BUILDING, CONTENTS)
FF&E RESERVE
TOTAL
EARNINGS BEFORE INTEREST, TAXES,
DEPRECIATION & AMORTISATION (EBITDA)
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P a g e | 26

Appendix F – Urban Design Assessment

SITE ASSESSMENTS
NAPIER CITY CENTRE | AUG 2017

SITE ASSESSMENTS
COMMERCIAL

Disclaimer
This document (Report) has been produced independently by Urban Kin (The consultant) on the
request of the Napier City Council (Client) for the City Centre Trifecta project.
The information, statements, statistics and commentary (together the ‘Information’) contained in
this Report have been prepared from publicly available material, research and analysis by the
consultant and from discussions held with stakeholders. The consultant does not express an
opinion as to the accuracy or completeness of the information provided, the assumptions made
by the parties that provided the information or any conclusions reached by those parties.
The consultant has based this Report on information received or obtained, on the basis that such
information is accurate and, where it is represented to the consultant as such, complete. The
Information contained in this Report has not been subject to an audit.

FINAL 22ND AUG
2

URBAN DESIGN ASSESSMENTS | COMMERCIAL SITES

BRIEF
Napier Council (The Council) is preparing a Statement of Proposal under the
LGA 2002 for options for the future of its Civic and Library building sites. The
Council requires an urban design assessment of its current Civic and Library
site. The Council wants to investigate:
Question 1
Identify, from an urban design perspective, which of the two sites that currently
host the Council buildings would be most suited to a commercial activity.
METHOD
In order to provide an opinion from an urban design perspective on the
suitability of the two assessment sites for commercial activities we have:
1. Assessed Sites A & B and their surroundings.
• Mapping
• Site Summary A / B
• Comparison Site A / B
2. Examined the city centre context and urban structure (Appendix 1) and
how the assessment sites relate to:
• Destinations and retail areas
• Urban spatial structure and Walkability
Urban Kin uses a place-based methodology which blends urban design
processes to form an overall view of a place. The four areas are: City life, Space
and networks, Buildings, Cultural and creative expression.
This method was used for analysis of the city centre in the City Vision Framework
in 2015. We have not restated mapping which was undertaken for the CV (e.g.
a breakdown of the types of open space in the city, or mapping vegetation)
- instead we highlight the most important urban design issues required to
assess commercial potential of the sites.

ASSUMPTIONS
• No substantive changes to the city centre structure has occurred since
2015’s City Vision assessment of the City Centre.
• Important changes in use and development in the city centre since 2015
are: Conference centre upgrade, Marine Parade Foreshore Reserve
redevelopment, new commercial buildings on the corner of Albion,
Hastings, and Marine Parade.
• A spatial planning exercise for Council services has established that all
Council functions can be accommodated on Site B.
• A separate economic impact assessment will evaluate which of three types
of commercial activity are the most feasible and provide the greatest
benefit to Napier.
ASSESSMENT SITES INFO
SITE A
SITE B
CIVIC ADMINISTRATION LIBRARY BUILDING
BUILDING
Area

2,815m2

3,647m2

Existing site coverage

Approx. 50%

Approx. 54%

Street frontage

Hastings St approx. 68m Dalton St approx. 85m
Station St approx. 65m
Station St approx. 53m

Zone

Fringe Commercial

Notes

Fringe Commercial
Includes lane between
existing buildings on Site
A and B

ASSESSMENT SITES A AND B - SITE BOUNDARIES

SITE A CIVIC ADMINISTRATION BUILDING

SITE B LIBRARY BUILDING

3

URBAN DESIGN ASSESSMENT | CONCLUSIONS
SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT
Urban Kin has evaluated Sites A and B in the context of the city centre’s patterns of commercial activity, locations of destinations, and compared the Sites’
attributes and surroundings. We have formed the following opinion on Question 1:
1. Site A offers more potential than Site B for commercial development as an extension of the Core Retail Area along Hastings Street.
2. Both Sites A and B would benefit from an increased mix of uses. In particular, to activate the ground floor frontages on Station and Hastings Streets and
to ‘repair’ the current urban environment’s dysfunctional conditions.
3. Carefully designed and integrated public spaces and streets on Station Street and Hastings Street will be critical for both sites because the existing public
spaces:
•

Form an important and successful part of the area’s character,

•

Affect how the sites’ function as multi-use destinations and pedestrian connections within the city centre.

4. The potential for basement car parking on Site A due to the height difference from Dalton to Hastings Streets is a bonus. Good street edge conditions to
Station and Hastings Streets and increased vehicle accessibility can both be achieved.

PRO

SITE A CIVIC ADMINISTRATION BUILDING

SITE B LIBRARY BUILDING

•

Located on a Primary retail Street Hastings Street
Acceptable walking distance from
Emerson Street
Large, Prominent corner Site
Potential for basement level car-parking
Potential views to coastline
Short walk to waterfront
Recent commercial development nearby
on Cnr Hastings and Albion Streets.

•
•
•
•

Acceptable walking distance from Emerson Street
Large, Prominent corner Site
Flat site
Successful public space on site with favourable microclimate

Opposite Rebel Sport’s long blank wall

•
•

Located on a Secondary retail Street - Dalton Street
Surrounded by non-retail uses (government), and the
recent Police Station development reinforces non-retail
character.

•
•
•
•
•
•

CON

•

4

BUILDING ENTRANCES

6-10 STOREYS - THRESHOLD 4 (13.5-30m)

4-5 STOREYS - THRESHOLD 3 (13.5m)

3 STOREYS - THRESHOLD 2

1-2 STOREYS - THRESHOLD 1

HUMAN SCALE BUILDING THRESHOLDS
JAN GEHL, CITIES FOR PEOPLE 2011

1 | BUILDINGS
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SOUNDSHELL LONG LAWN

NORTH

BI-CULTURAL VALUES
A NEW IDENTITY ON THE
WATERFRONT
(PREVIOUSLY A LARGE
CAR PARK)

MARINE PARADE
REDEVELOPMENT

PERFORMANCE
VALUES OUTDOOR
CONCERTS AND
EVENTS E.G. ART
DECO WEEK, DIWALI

ASSESSMENT SUMMARY - SITE A
COURTHOUSE &
GOVERNMENT
SERVICES
BUSES
4 - 5 BAYS

POLICE
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REGIONAL COUNCIL

EMERSON ST SHARED
SPACE
MUNICIPAL THEATRE

RECONFIGURED MARINE PDE OPENING 2ND HALF 2017
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NORTH

BUILDINGS
Site A is part of the most intensely developed area in the city centre.
Buildings are human scale1 with an upper limit of 5 stories.
Recent developments on Hastings St / Albion St / Marine Pde (3 storeys)
reinforce a higher intensity of development in comparison to the Art Deco area
centered on Emerson Street.
Buildings in the CBD are built to the street edge, often with chamfered corners.
Site A is a ‘compositional building’ set back from the street edge and designed
to sit in space rather than reinforce the ‘street wall’. The result is an inactive
street frontage and infrequently used public spaces. Surveillance2 of the
public spaces from Site A buildings is poor. Lack of surveillance and blank
frontages generally contributes to a negative perception of an area by users
and perceptions of safety, but this has not been assessed for this report.
SPACE & NETWORKS
Site A has frontage to Hastings St and Station Street - the public space
is fragmented by multiple level changes which lead to the building entrance.
A smaller public space is located to the south of Site A - at the Courthouse
entrance. A small service lane links Site A to the waterfront.
Off-street parking is located behind the building. The Hastings St frontage is
approximately 1 storey higher than the middle of Station Street and the parking
area to the South - basement level car parking is an option.
The primary retail along Hastings St abruptly finishes at Station St due to the
inactive public space and blank frontages of the Civic Building and Rebel sports.
The secondary retail terminates at the Police, Library building, Hawkes Bay
Regional Council, and two corner office buildings which have inactive frontages
and do not support street activity.
Bus service infrastructure is located in this area but is surrounded by inactive
facades - this raises CPTED issues.

PAR 2 - MINI GOLF

ASSESSMENT SITE - A

HARD OPEN SPACE

ASSESSMENT SITE - B

SOFT OPEN SPACE

CIVIC USES

STREETS AND ON-SITE VEHICLE SPACE

CITY LIFE
The public space on Hastings St hosts almost no activity - the design of Site
A, and Rebel Sport significantly contributes to this space failing.
Site A is at the edge of the walkable catchment from Emerson St- Hastings
Street intersection (the 200m radius ends at Albion St).
The government offices (orange) provide a stable employment base - a resource
for commercial activity. Several other government agencies are clustered in
the area in privately owned office buildings in close proximity to Site A.
In general the primary retail streets are busier than the secondary retail streets.
The waterfront is busiest on pockets of the foreshore reserve and near the
i-site. The redeveloped Foreshore Reserve and skate park are showing signs of
greatly increased activity from the previous car-parking use.
The Library is the only community destination in the assessment area and
located on the Station St edge of Site B.
CULTURAL EXPRESSION
The buildings and site are an expression of civic values from the post-war
modernist period (the era when they were constructed). Unfortunately, this
type of architecture has proven to be deficient in most places in creating good
urbanism and capturing citizens hearts or spurring imagination.
The civic area is separated by two blocks to the historic Art Deco focused
Emerson Street. The new creative culture from the City Vision project has
several successful projects clustered around the Civic area. Site A hosts two
large street art murals facing Hastings Street.

1
Assessed using Gehl’s methodology - Cities for People, 2011
2
Passive surveillance is a Crime Prevention for Environmental Design (CPTED) principle
for designing safer environments.
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ASSESSMENT SUMMARY - SITE B
SUNKEN GARDENS

SOUNDSHELL
I-SITE & PAR 2

MARINE PARADE REDEVELOPMENT - OPENING LATE 2017
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ASSESSMENT SITE - B

HARD OPEN SPACE

ASSESSMENT SITE - A

SOFT OPEN SPACE

CIVIC USES

STREETS AND ON-SITE VEHICLE SPACE

BUILDINGS
Site B is part of the most intensely developed area in the city centre.
Buildings are human scaled within the city centre.
Recent development (the Police Station) reinforces a lower intensity of
development similar to the Art Deco area centered on Emerson St.
Buildings in the area are built to the street edge and street corners. Site B has
a set-back a compositional pavilion with a complex facade (the Library Annex)
with a shallow and landscaped set-back from street with a low-rise tower
behind. A rooftop garden is location on the Library Annex, this garden was
recently upgraded.
SPACE & NETWORKS
The streets around Site B comprise a secondary retail area with some
active frontages, other areas with no retail focus and inactive frontages. The
latter conditions begin at the intersection of Station and Dalton Street.
The Library entrance is located mid-block on Station Street on a forecourt area
with pedestrian connection to Emerson Street through Civic Court and Ocean
Boulevard arcade.
Off-street parking is located to the rear of Site B and accessed from Dalton
Street.
Dalton Street from Station Street to Vautier Street forms a government precinct.
However, only the Police and HBRC have entrances onto this area. The street
design is basic and doesn’t highlight it as a special area.
Bus service infrastructure is located along the western edge of Site B on Dalton
Street. Dalton Street links Site B to Emerson Street.
A small public space is located to the south of the HBRC building, while large
amounts of off-street parking is located west and south of HBRC.

NORTH

CITY LIFE
Mid-block Library plaza and Civic Court attracts daily activity as a meeting
and lunchtime spot with activities provided in the Library Forecourt - giant
chess and ping pong.
Bus service users wait and arrive along the eastern edge of Dalton Street.
The site is at the edge of the walkable catchment from Emerson St. The
government offices provide a stable employment base - a resource for
commercial activity. Additionally, government agencies are tenants in several
privately owned buildings in close proximity to Site B.
CULTURAL EXPRESSION
The buildings and site are an expression of civic values from the postwar modernist period when they were constructed. Unfortunately, this type
of architecture has proven to be deficient in most places in creating good
urbanism and capturing citizens hearts or spurring imagination.
The Library Annex was designed by a prominent local architect - Guy Natusch.
The new culture of the City Vision project has several successful projects
clustered around the Civic area, in particular, a cluster of activation projects in
the Library plaza and street art on large walls.
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COMPARISON - SITE A / SITE B
COMMERCIAL CONCLUSIONS - SITE A

COMMERCIAL CONCLUSIONS - SITE B

X-FACTOR
• Site A has good proximity to the Foreshore Reserve (100 - 150m) and views
of the coastline are possible from 3-plus storeys.
• ‘You’re fired!‘ - The area does not do the ‘job’ for the city that it’s supposed
to do. There’s an opportunity to ‘hire’ a development with a new identity,
function, and design to allow this part of the City to deliver more value.
• Site A is under-utilised - site coverage is 50% and has long street frontages
with set back buildings.

X-FACTOR
• Potential to do something BIG, and to do it well (opportunity for large floor
areas on each level).

LOCATION
• Development at Site A will strengthen the existing urban structure as
it will provide a strong destination at each end of Hastings Street. An
entertainment precinct is being developed at the northern end of the city
centre on Hastings and Tennyson Streets.
• Because Site A is at the periphery of the primary retail area a mix* of
commercial uses is important rather than a single commercial use because
it will need to function as a destination to encourage people to walk along
Hastings Street. Redevelopment of Site A would need a new identity to
create a break from the previous Civic identity.
• Site A is a short walk to the waterfront, and an acceptable 10 min walk to the
Conference centre, and a 1 -10 min walk to restaurants. This provides choice
to customers if accommodation is considered within a mix of commercial
uses.
• A longer walk or short cycle south through the redeveloped Foreshore
Reserve to the National Aquarium is also likely to be an attractive option for
many visitors.

LOCATION
• Site B is located at the southern end of the retail strip on Dalton Street. This
is one of the weakest city centre urban structures, because it is a secondary
retail area, and has had the least investment in public space.
• Site B is at the outer limit of the walkable catchment from Emerson St. The
combination of peripheral location, a secondary retail street (Dalton St),
and inactive building frontages in the surrounding area challenge Site B’s
potential attractiveness as a commercial destination.

CONTEXT
• Site A is in one the most intensely developed areas of the city centre - a similar
density of development (3-5 storeys) is necessary to retain the existing scale
and form of the built environment, and to produce a large enough impact
on the urban environment to compensate for potential loss of public space.
• Single-storey, internalised development, such as at Rebel Sport, would
lack impact and miss opportunities that the site provides. This is not an
acceptable outcome for land which was previously public space.
• Employment density in the area (within the walkable catchment of Emerson
Street) should be reinforced with ongoing intensification to support the
Core Retail Area (see Appendix).
• Commercial development on Site A is challenged by Rebel Sport’s long
inactive frontage (55m), this is an additional opportunity for a complementary
re-development that will activate the eastern side of this section of Hastings
Street, and for a shorter, more direct route to the waterfront.
• Recent private commercial development on Hastings Street is complementary
to the development of Site A for Commercial use. Redevelopment of Site A
to include an active frontage may encourage additional development.

CONTEXT
• Site B is located at the transition from secondary retail to a government
services precinct.
• The bus service is located adjacent to Site B to the south-west.
• Recent development of the Police Station (2 Storey frontage) reinforces a
lower scale of development and strengthens the Civic / Government precinct
identity of Dalton Street .
• Views from Site B to the coastline and ocean are compromised by Site A.
• Site B hosts the Library which attracts more visitors than the Customer
Service centre on Site A, and a large building (in Napier’s context) which is
associated with a Civic purpose.

SITE & BUILDINGS
• The site is prominent and on one of the main retail streets in Napier. It has
two street frontages to the East and North, a lane way, and service access
to the south, with potential for basement car parking. The site is large which
provides flexibility for design.
• Redevelopment provides an opportunity to resolve the existing level changes
of the site, particularly in relation to the street frontages.
• The existing buildings do not maximise the potential of the site. Multiple
small tenancies built to street edge with highly transparent frontages will
minimise risk of MFR or LFR dominating the area and maximise the viability
of office or hotel development. A medium format retail anchor could be
accommodated behind small retail tenancies on the ground level or on the
first storey provided that it does not have long blank frontages to the street.
Station Street level change of approx. 1 floor provides design options.
• The next threshold of human scale buildings (between 6-10 stories) may be
considered if stepped back behind a street edge facade of 3-4 storeys.

SITE & BUILDINGS
• Site A is a large rectangle with street frontages to the north and west, lane
frontage to the east, and a service area and off-street car-parking to the
south. The site allows great flexibility in design.
• The site is basically flat, and level with the surrounding streets which provides
excellent pedestrian access.
• The existing buildings are challenging to good urbanism, so are an
opportunity for the City:
• The Library Annex has inactive frontages to the corner of Station and
Dalton Streets and the building’s form represents a conceptualisation
of libraries which is no longer relevant (i.e. internalised, single use). The
entrance on to the mid-block plaza (Library Forecourt) shows the potential
for a cultural building combined with public space to create visible public
life for a city (an evaluation of the Library Annex’s architectural and
cultural values vs. urban design is outside the scope of this assessment).
• The tower behind the library building is prominent and one of the
tallest buildings in the city centre - yet, despite its prominence, it is not a
landmark. It also has an inactive frontage on Dalton St.

OPEN SPACE
• Open space on Site A currently does not work and is intimidating. This
open space can be consolidated around the already successful Civic
Court entrance on Station Street, and the existing forecourt in front of the
Courthouse Building on Hastings Street. These two spaces add diversity to
the types of public spaces in the city, are associated with civic uses, and
should be retained.

OPEN SPACE
• The Library Forecourt is located mid-block on Station Street with good
proximity to Civic Court. A unified design would reinforce the area as a
destination for employees in the surrounding area. It has a pleasant microclimate, orientation, and receives favourable sunlight during busy parts
of the day. The forecourt provides a point of difference to parks, parklets,
lanes, plazas edged with streets, and the exposed Foreshore Reserve.
• Development on Site B would need to include an upgrade to the quality of
the streetscape to form a distinct entrance and to strengthen Dalton Street’s
role in the city centre’s urban structure.

ACCESS
• Site A is serviced by on-street car-parking, a short walk to buses and offstreet parking, as well as on-site car parking accessed from Dalton Street.
This offers great potential for the site.
• Orientation of entrances - redevelopment allows an active frontage and
building entrance oriented to the successful Library forecourt on Station
Street with good connection to Civic Court.

ACCESS
• Site B is serviced by on-street car-parking, a short walk to buses and offstreet parking, as-well-as on-site car parking accessed from Dalton Street.
This offers great potential for the site.
• Orientation of entrances - redevelopment offers the opportunity to
introduce active frontages and building entrances which are oriented to the
Library Forecourt, and corner of Dalton and Station Streets.
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APPENDIX | CONTEXT - RETAIL AREAS
CITY CENTRE RETAIL AREAS AND DESTINATIONS
ASSESSMENT SITES INCL. LIBRARY
CONFERENCE
CENTRE

CORE RETAIL AREA
ENTERTAINMENT AREA
LFR RETAIL DESTINATION /ARCADE
COMMUNITY DESTINATION

MTG

MUNICIPAL
THEATRE

OCEAN
BVLD.

TOY WORLD
/ BABY CITY

COUNTDOWN
SUPERMARKET
COUNTDOWN
SUPERMARKET

PAK N SAVE
SUPERMARKET

HASTING
S ST

N ST

RSO

EME

FARMERS

MID-CITY

COMMERCIAL
ASSESSMENT SITES

REBEL
SPORTS

NOEL
LEEMING
THE WAREHOUSE

NORTH

CORE RETAIL AREA
The ‘Core Retail Area’ extends from the intersection of Hastings and Emerson St approximately one block north, two blocks to the south, and two blocks to the
west along Emerson St where it terminates at Clive / Memorial Square.
An additional block north, east and west of the intersection of Hastings and Tennyson St is an emerging entertainment precinct where associated public space
investment is planned for 2017/18 (see diagram top right).
LARGE FORMAT RETAIL & ARCADES
Large format retail (LFR) is distributed around the periphery of the city centre to the south and west. Two arcades (Ocean Boulevard and Mid-city) are located
in the City centre between Emerson and Dickens Streets, these arcades have been reduced in size from their peak. A medium sized retail site is adjacent to the
Assessment Sites on Hastings Street, with Farmers a short walk to the north.
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APPENDIX | CONTEXT - DESTINATIONS
CITY CENTRE DESTINATION LOCATIONS
CITY CENTRE DESTINATION
WATERFRONT RESERVE
PUBLIC SPACE - PARK
PUBLIC SPACE - PLAZA

NORTH

DESTINATIONS
The following community destinations are distributed to the north of the Core Retail Area:
• MTG (Museum, Theatre, Gallery)
•

War memorial conference centre (recently expanded)

•

Municipal Theatre

The Library is located on the assessment Site B and is the only community destination south of the Core Retail Area.
A variety of destination public spaces are distributed throughout the city centre:
• Clive & Memorial Squares (separated by Emerson St)
•

Waterfront Foreshore Reserve - multiple destinations - Long Lawn, Soundshell, Sunken Gardens, Par 2, new skate park and parkland, foreshore shared
pathway.

•

Municipal Theatre ‘park’ and forecourt.

•

Civic Court and Library forecourt

•

Cathedral Square.

Civic Court and Library Plaza are the only public spaces south of the Core Retail Area which attract significant use.
Additional public spaces which are infrequently used, and therefore not considered public space destinations, are:
• A green space located to the South of Hawkes Bay Regional Council on the corner of Vautier and Dalton Streets.
•

Civic building forecourt on cnr Hastings / Station Streets

•

Courthouse forecourt on Hastings Streets.

All of these sites share the same characteristic - they are surrounded by inactive building frontages.
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APPENDIX | CONTEXT - SPATIAL STRUCTURE / WALKABILITY
SPATIAL STRUCTURE BREAKDOWN
200M RADIUS WALKABLE CATCHMENT
FROM EMERSON STREET (NOTIONAL)
DESTINATION (E)
LINK (A)

SPATIAL STRUCTURE 1 (SS1)

SPATIAL STRUCTURE 2 (SS2)

THE MAIN STREET

THE WATERFRONT

SPATIAL STRUCTURE 3 (SS3)
THE ‘WEDGE’

E

SS1

A
E
E

SS3B

SS3A

SS2A

E

E

E

A

A

A
A

SS2B

E

E
SS1

SS2A

SS3A

[E] Clive & Memorial Squares

[E] Conference Centre

[E] Cathedral / Park / Wine Centre

[A] Emerson St

[A] Marine Pde / Waterfront

[A] Hastings Street

[E] Waterfront ‘Piazza’

[E] Waterfront ‘Piazza’ Soundshell

[E] Civic Buildings / plaza

SS2B

SS3B

[E] I-site / Par 2

[E] Municipal Theatre / Park / Church

[A] Marine Pde/ Waterfront Parkland

[A] Dalton Street

[E] Skate park

[E] Library Buildings / Forecourt / Civic Building

NORTH

WALKABILITY
The City centre is walkable - based on an theoretical 5-min walk. Multiple ‘walkable’ catchments are created using a 200m radius which highlight areas which can be
walked end-to-end in 5 minutes (this calibration of a smaller catchment matches the real world conditions more closely in Napier than the theoretical 400m radius).
The most relevant 200m catchments for assessing the commercial potential of Site A and Site B are centered on two intersections. Emerson and Hastings Streets
(the centre of Core Retail Area), and Emerson and Dalton Streets. Because of the simple street structure and relationship of the Assessment Sites to the centre of
each catchment. A detailed analysis to create the actual walkable catchment is unnecessary.
Block lengths and widths are acceptable and do not cause barriers which would undermine the grid structure and a comfortable walking distance. Many street
crossings in the central city have pedestrian priority (raised courtesy crossings or painted pedestrian crossings). Emerson Street has been a ‘shared space’ street
since the 1990s - a combination of a pedestrian priority space and a street. In addition, a number of lanes further subdivide the grid and increase the number of
walking routes for pedestrians.
SPATIAL STRUCTURE
Napier’s City Centre is a deformed grid and has a number of key spatial structures (see diagrams). 1 The spatial structures - a link between two destinations are the
most basic characteristic of urbanism (and is also the basis for shopping mall design), and therefore, relevant to this assessment about retail potential. Changing
the location of destinations (public spaces or special buildings) changes the characteristics of the links between them. The relevant spatial structures are shown in
the diagrams above. The Spatial Structure 3 (SS3) forms a ‘wedge’ shape, and the Assessment Sites are located to the south of this ‘wedge’. The convergence of the
two street Hastings and Dalton contributes an area of concentrated development as distances between Hastings and Dalton St are compressed.

1
Armature [A] and Enclave [E] are specific types of basic urban elements. For example, a street or linear park (e.g. a waterfront) is an Armature which links one destination to another and flows
(such as pedestrians) move along it. A plaza or park surrounded by buildings forms an Enclave, these can have specialised functions (such as a school), and usually create important destinations for cities.
The form of Armatures and Enclaves depends on the era in which they were established. The most basic A-E shape connects destinations like a dumbbell; O---O.
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Appendix G – Risk Assessment

Risk Assessment – Divestment/lease of Site A
IMPACT CATEGORY

LIKELIHOOD

CONSEQUENCE

RISK LEVEL

MITIGATION

RESCORE

FURTHER
MITIGATION

ENVIRONMENTAL
 The site is located within an area known to have been occupied prior to 1900, and
therefore may contain an archaeological site.

Possible C

Major

High

Archaeological
assessment & obtain
authority

Medium

Archaeological
authority
requires
supervision
from
archaeologist

Pre-demolition consultation
with iwi/hapu
Consult with community

Low



The site may hold special cultural values or significance.

Possible C

Moderate

High



The developer may request that some/all of the large London Plane trees in Station
Street be removed.
The building may contain asbestos, and the necessary containment measures will
need to be employed to avoid contamination of the soil/grounds.

Likely B

Minor

Medium

Possible C

Severe

Extreme

Either NCC carries out
testing on buildings to
determine if asbestos is
present, and issues tender
for demolition on the basis
of results, or NCC requires
contractor to test for
asbestos
If asbestos found, then
measures undertaken to
contain.

Medium

Likely B

Moderate

High

Highly qualified QS to
review and test the market,
comparison of tenders
(industry est.), refined
tender processes, provide
complete information
Highly qualified QS to
review and test the market,
comparison of tenders
(industry est.), refined
tender processes, provide
complete information
Geotechnical assessment
will determine ground
conditions of the site.
Testing the market,
promotion. Careful of our
restrictions on sale &

Medium



FINANCIAL
 Demolition costs could be higher than anticipated



Seismic strengthening and refurbishment costs of the Library Building could be
higher than anticipated

Likely B

Moderate

High



A risk that ground conditions or materials are not as expected which may impact on
the integrity of adjacent sites/infrastructure (impact on costs).

Unlikely D

Moderate

Medium



Level of interest in purchasing the site, and therefore sale price could be lower than
anticipated

Possible C

Moderate

High

Medium

Medium

Low

Low



Developer may request that Council provide a reduction in levies and contributions
for the development of the site.
HEALTH AND SAFETY
 Demolition health and safety risks in general

Unlikely D

Minor

Low

Rare E

Severe

High



Risk of Asbestos being present in the building

Possible C

Severe

Extreme



Risk of site being contaminated

Unlikely D

Moderate

Medium

Unlikely D

Major

High

ICT, ASSETS/INFRASTRUCTURE
 Underground NCC services are located across both sites. There is a risk that these
could be damaged during demolition.



There is a risk that the underground services may not be located where they are
expected (position and depth).

Unlikely D

Major

High



Underground Fibre and electricity/gas services may be located across both sites.
There is a risk that these could be damaged during demolition.

Possible C

Major

High



Closure of roads or loss of carparks during demolition

Unlikely D

Minor

Low

purchase, partnering with
developer
This matter could be raised
at the time of negotiation
A comprehensive health
and safety plan would be
required and reviewed
prior to any work
commencing.
Contractors will be
selected based on a
number of factors,
including their track record.
Presence of asbestos
could be determined prior
to any contract being
awarded.
Full health and safety
requirements if asbestos is
possible.
Soil could be tested prior to
work commencing.
Mitigation measures
implemented if found to be
contaminated.

High

Plans are proofed with
location technology prior to
contract being awarded
Location of services clearly
marked on all plans and
potentially physically
marked on the ground
There is a risk that the
underground services may
not be located where they
are expected (position and
depth).
Contact service providers
and locate services.
Location of services clearly
marked on all plans and
potentially physically
marked on the ground

Low

Medium

Low

Low

Low



A risk that ground conditions or materials are not as expected which may impact on
the integrity of adjacent sites/infrastructure (impact on infrastructure).

Unlikely D

Moderate

Medium



Damage to roads/adjacent buildings

Rare E

Moderate

Medium

Rare E

Moderate

Medium

LEGISLATIVE COMPLIANCE
 Risk that the necessary legislative requirements haven’t been met in making the
decision to divest or lease Site A.



Risk of not obtaining the necessary consents/permits required for the demolition of
the building, or in a timely manner.

Rare E

Moderate

Medium



Risk of not complying with other legislation in relation to Health and Safety, Local
Government Act etc.

Rare E

Moderate

Medium

Possible C

Minor

Medium

REPUTATION/IMAGE
 The public may not approve of the process being undertaken (eg insufficient
consultation and/or feedback mechanisms) or the decision being made.



The media may report incorrect information or be biased in its reporting of the facts
and opinions expressed.

Possible C

Minor

Medium



The public may believe that the decision is pre-determined.

Possible C

Minor

Medium

Rare E

Moderate

Medium

SERVICE DELIVERY
 Despite carrying out spatial planning, NCC may find that all administrative functions
cannot be accommodated within the existing/refurbished (or new) Library Building or
within Site B, which compromises the delivery of services to the community.

Geotechnical assessment
will determine ground
conditions of the site.
Construction methodology
to be considered as part of
awarding contract to
Contractors.
Safety measures put in
place during construction.

Low

Low

Extensive scoping of
legislative requirements
prior to contract being
awarded
Seek legal advice
Extensive scoping of
legislative requirements
prior to contract being
awarded
Legal peer review
Extensive scoping of
legislative requirements
prior to contract being
awarded
Legal peer review

Low

Seek legal opinion on
consultation meeting legal
requirements.
Seek advice and input from
qualified consultation
specialists
Maintain close contact with
media and provide
information in a timely
manner
Demonstrate evidence of
consideration of all options
Separate out decisionmaking – Councillors to
make decisions

Medium

Comprehensive review of
spatial analysis & planning

Low

Low

Medium

Medium

Low







The developers of Site A may choose to ignore the advice of NCC’s planners in
relation to achieving good design outcomes, which may result in opportunities to reactivate the southern part of the city and improve amenity and connections being
lost.
If the decision is made to not divest Site A for commercial interests, the opportunity
to re-activate the southern part of the city, achieve better urban design, grow the
economy, and improve the reputation for Napier as a tourist destination may be lost.

Unlikely D

Minor

Low

Possible C

Moderate

High

The developer chooses to develop the site differently to what is expected, or onsells the site to another developer, with no consideration given to urban design
principles or good planning outcomes.

Unlikely D

Moderate

Medium

Allow for some ‘fat’ to
accommodate growth and
unexpected changes
Make these matters part of
the negotiation process
with the developer
Present a comprehensive
business case with
sufficient information for
Council to make the an
informed decision
Add clauses in contract to
prevent this
Partner with develop to
achieve good design
outcomes
Provide incentives to
achieve good design
outcomes
Make our expectations
clear during negotiations

Medium

Low

NCC Risk Management Strategy
13.4.1 Likelihood
All areas within Napier City Council will use the likelihood rating system for analysing risks shown
in the table below.
Table 1: Likelihood Rating Matrix
Likelihood
Rating

Continuous Time Based
(eg project duration or
financial year)

Almost
Certain
A

80‐100% probability that
the event will occur in
the time period being
considered.

Likely to occur at
least once in every 1
to 1 ¼ years.

50‐79% probability that
the event will occur in
the time period being
considered.

Likely to occur once
every 1 ¼ years to 2
years.

25‐49% probability that
the event will occur in
the time period being
considered.

Likely to occur once
every 2 years to
every 4 years.

2‐24% probability that
the event will occur in
the time period being
considered.

Likely to occur once
every 4 years to
every 50 years.

0‐2% probability that the
event will occur in the
time
period
being
considered.

Not likely to occur
more than once in
50 years.

Likely
B

Possible
C

Unlikely
D

Rare
E

Annual Return
Period

Activity/Frequency Based

Probability

The event is likely to occur
almost every time the
activity is carried out or the
organisation is exposed to
the hazard.
The event is likely to occur
more often than not when
the activity is carried out or
the organisation is exposed
to the hazard.
The event is likely to occur
less often than not when
the activity is carried out or
the organisation is exposed
to the hazard.
The event is seldom likely
to occur when the activity
is carried out or the
organisation is exposed to
the hazard.
The event is not likely to
occur when the activity is
carried
out
or
the
organisation is exposed to
the hazard.

Over 0.8
(> 4:5)

0.5 ‐ 0.79
(1:2 ‐ 8:10)

0.25 ‐ 0.49
(1:4 to 1:2)

0.02 ‐0.24
to
(1:50
1:4)

0 ‐ 0.02
(< 1:50)

13.4.2 Consequence
As with likelihood, for risk assessments to be effective there needs to be a structured approach
across the council to assessing consequence. Refer Appendix C for detailed Consequence criteria
by rating.
Table 2: Consequence Rating Matrix
Consequence Rating

Description

Insignificant
Minor

Effect is minimal
Event requires minor levels of resource and input for easy
remediation
Some objectives affected
Some important objectives affected or cannot be achieved

Moderate
Major

Consequence Rating

Description

Severe

Disaster with potential to lead to collapse or having a profound
effect

13.4.3 Determining the Overall Risk Level/Score
To determine the overall risk level for a particular risk, the likelihood and consequence scores for
the risk can be plotted in a matrix, as shown below.
Table 3: Risk Scoring Matrix
Likelihood

Consequence
Insignificant

Minor

Moderate

Major

Severe

Almost Certain

Medium

Medium

High

Extreme

Extreme

Likely

Medium

Medium

High

Extreme

Extreme

Possible

Low

Medium

High

High

Extreme

Unlikely

Low

Low

Medium

High

Extreme

Remote

Low

Low

Medium

Medium

High

Identified risks are to be assessed against all Risk Categories. Because it is not practical to give a
risk multiple ratings, the highest consequence rating against the Risk Category is used; this is
illustrated in the table below (for revised risk assessment/with controls).
Table 4: Calculating Risk Level against Risk Categories
Risk Name

Injury from
manual handling

Likelihood

Risk Category

Possible

Accreditation/Legislative
Compliance
Asset/Infrastructure
Consumer/Customer/Community
Concern
Employee/Visitor/Contractor
Event
Environmental/Service Event
Financial
Patient/Resident
Reputation/Image

Consequence

Risk Level

Moderate
Minimum
Minimum
Moderate

High

Minimum
Moderate
Minor
Minor

It should be noted that the Sycle Risk Module currently being used at NCC automatically calculates
the risk level based on Consequence and Likelihood ratings.
NCC determines the risk level for inherent risk i.e. without controls. In risk management this is
also sometimes identified as the Potential Exposure (PE) i.e. the plausible maximum impact arising
from a risk if all current controls fail. The risk is then reassessed (revised risk) with controls factored
in.

13.4.4 Controls
Controls are those policies, procedures, plans, processes and systems that have been designed and
implemented over time in response to risks/issues that have occurred. Most risks identified will
not be new or unique and there may be some controls already in place to manage them.
Controls typically fit into three distinct types:
1. Preventative Controls ‐ aimed at preventing the risk occurring in the first place. They

include policies, procedures, plans processes and systems
2. Detective Controls ‐ used to identify when a risk has become an issue/incident. They
include audits, stocktakes, reviews, etc.
3. Mitigating Controls ‐ aimed at minimising the consequences that arise from the
issue/incident. They include Business Continuity Plans, Disaster Recovery Plans, personal
protective equipment, etc.
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Appendix C: Consequence Criteria and Rating
Impact Category

Insignificant

Minor

Environmental

Negligible damage that is
contained on‐site.
AND
The damage is fully recoverable
with no permanent effect on
the environment or the asset, It
will take less than 6 months for
the resource to fully recover.

Minor damage to the
environment or heritage asset
or area that is immediately
contained on‐site. It will take
less than 2 years for the
resource or asset to fully
recover or it will only require
minor repair.
OR
Disturbance to scarce or
sensitive environmental or
heritage asset or area.

Financial

Minimal financial impact
requiring no action or approval
within local authority levels.
Less than $10,000.

A financial loss that can be
managed within existing
department budget. $10,000 to
less than $100,000.

A financial loss that can be
managed within existing
organisational budget.
$100,000 to less than $1M.

Health and Safety

Minor injury or ailment that
does NOT require medical
treatment by a physician or a
qualified first aid person.

Injuries or illness requiring
medical attention with no
long‐term effects.
OR
Exposure of public and staff to
a hazard that could cause minor
injuries or minor adverse health
effects

One or more injuries or illness
requiring hospitalisation with
some long‐term effects.
OR
Public or staff exposed to a
hazard that could cause injuries
or moderate adverse health
effects

Commercial in Confidence

Moderate
Moderate damage to the
environment or a heritage
listed asset or area, which is
repairable. The resource or
asset will take up to 10 years
to recover.
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Major

Severe

Irreversible and extensive
damage is caused to a non‐
Heritage Listed area or asset
but that has heritage values.
OR
Irreversible and extensive
damage is caused to a non‐
environmentally significant
area or asset.
OR
Significant damage is caused to
a Heritage Listed area or asset
that involves either extensive
remediation or will take more
than 10 years to recover.
OR
Significant damage is caused to
an environmentally significant
area or asset from which it will
take more than 10 years to
recover.
A financial loss resulting in
potential reduction in a service.
$1M to less than $5M.

Irreversible and extensive
damage is caused to a World
Heritage Listed Area, a
National Heritage Listed Site, a
Register of the National Estate
Site or a Council Heritage
Listed area or asset.
OR
Irreversible and extensive
damage is caused to a Matter
of National Environmental
Significance under the Act (e.g.
endangered species, RAMSAR
wetland, marine
environment).

One or more serious
casualties or illness with long‐
term effects.
OR
Public or staff exposed to a
hazard that results in major
surgery or permanent
disablement.

A critical financial loss resulting
in closure or significant
reduction in a service. Greater
than $5M.
One or more fatalities or life
threatening injuries or illness.
OR
Public or staff exposed to a
severe, adverse long‐term
health impact or life‐
threatening hazard.
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Impact Category

Insignificant

Minor

Moderate

Major

Severe

ICT, Assets/Infrastructure

Some damage where repairs
are required however facility or
infrastructure is still
operational. Loss of
utilities/systems resulting in
minor IT disruption to a service
for up to 12 hours.

Short term loss or damage
where repairs required to allow
the infrastructure to remain
operational using existing
internal resources. Loss of
utilities/systems resulting in
minor IT disruption to a service
(>12 hours ‐ 24 hours).

Short to medium term loss of
key assets and infrastructure
where repairs required to allow
the infrastructure to remain
operational. Cost outside of
budget allocation. Loss of
utilities/systems resulting in IT
disruption to a department for
up to 12 hours.

Widespread, short term to
medium term loss of key assets
and infrastructure. Where
repairs required to allow the
infrastructure to remain
operational. Cost significant
and outside of budget
allocation. Loss of
utilities/systems resulting in
serious IT disruption to several
services or more than 1
department for up to 12 hours.

Widespread, long term loss of
substantial key assets and
infrastructure. Where
infrastructure requires total
rebuild or replacement. Failure
of utilities/systems resulting in
the loss of function for several
departments (> 12 hours).

Legislative Compliance

Minor technical breach but no
damages. No monetary
penalty
AND/OR
Internal query.

Minor technical non‐
compliances and breaches of
regulations or law with
potential for minor damages
or monetary penalty.
AND/OR
Special audit by outside
agency or enquiry by
Ombudsman.

Compliance breach of
regulation with investigation
or report to authority with
prosecution and/or possible
fine.
AND/OR
Non‐compliance with
Corporate/Council Policy

Major compliance breach with
potential exposure to large
damages or awards.
Prosecution with 50% to
maximum penalty imposed.
District or Environmental
court.
OR
Multiple compliance breaches
that together result in
potential prosecution with 50%
to maximum penalty imposed
Negative regional (headline)
and some national media
coverage. Repeated exposure.
Council involvement. At fault or
unresolved complexities
impacting public or key groups.

Reputation/Image

Commercial in Confidence

Customer complaint.
AND/OR
Not at fault issue, settled
quickly with no impact.

Non‐headline community
media exposure. Clear fault.
Settled quickly by NCC
response. Negligible impact.

Negative local (headline) and
some regional media coverage.
Council notification. Slow
resolution.
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Serious compliance breach
with potential prosecution
with maximum penalty
imposed. High Court or
criminal action.
OR
Multiple compliance
breaches that together
result in potential
prosecution with maximum
penalty imposed
Maximum multiple high‐level
exposure. Sustained national
media coverage. Direct Council
intervention. Loss of credibility
and public / key stakeholder
support.
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Impact Category

Insignificant

Minor

Moderate

Major

Severe

Service Delivery

Some non‐essential tasks will
not be able to be achieved.
AND/OR
Unable to provide service for <1
business day.
AND/OR
Major Project in progress delay
for < 1 month.

Less than 5% of essential tasks
will not be achieved.
AND/OR
Unable to provide service for 1‐
3 business days.
AND/OR
Major Project in progress delay
for 1 ‐ 2 months.

5% ‐ 10% of essential tasks will
not be achieved
AND/OR
Unable to provide service for 3‐
10 business days.
AND/OR
Major Project in progress delay
for 2‐3 months.

10% ‐ 20% of essential tasks will
not be achieved.
AND/OR
Unable to provide service for
10‐20 business days.
AND/OR
Major Project in progress delay
for 3‐6 months.

Greater than 20% of essential
tasks will not be achieved.
AND/OR
Unable to provide service for
>20 business days.
AND/OR
Major Project in progress delay
for > 6 months.

Commercial in Confidence
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